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A bstract
T his thesis considers asset price evolution in  financial m arkets, deriving the  price dynam ics from  
m icro-econom ic considerations. In contrast to  m ost m odels of speculative price evolution in which 
the  Efficient M arket H ypothesis is assum ed valid, and thus the  price process is M arkovian, we 
in troduce dependence on past prices via the action of speculators endeavouring to  profit by extracting  
inform ation from  the price history.
Such speculators, called chartists, form  a large portion  of the agents in  financial m arkets. How­
ever, h ith erto  no satisfactory  continuous tim e model of their im pact on m arket behaviour has been 
developed. T h is thesis a ttem p ts  to  close th a t  gap.
By m odelling price evolution by a linear stochastic integro-differential equation and m aking ex­
ogenous allowances for the  fluctuation  of agents’ partic ipa tion  levels and  the periodicity  present in 
such m arkets, we show th a t  several properties of financial m arkets can be qualitatively  mimicked: 
the  relationship  between heterogeneity and fat-ta iled  re tu rns d istribu tions, the  autocorrelation  term  
s truc tu re  of the  returns, the relationship  between volatility  and volum e and the relative success of 
chart speculators. Our m odel outlines m echanism s by which speculative bubbles or crashes arise, 
and dem onstrates th a t  certa in  types of derivative pricing are robust to  the  violation of the Efficient 
M arket H ypothesis.
These applied results are based on new findings in the theory of stochastic  integro-differential equa­
tions which are developed in th is thesis. We establish th a t  such equations have unique, continuous 
solutions whose path s  have th e  sam e local topology as those of B row nian M otion and which can be 
expressed in term s of the  resolvent of a related  determ inistic integro-differential equation. By using 
the techniques of stochastic  analysis (in particu lar the Ito  Calculus) and the theory of determ inistic 
integro-differential equations, we determ ine the pathw ise asym ptotics, a.s. grow th of the  extrem a 
and asym pto tic  d istribu tiona l character of the  evolution.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
I f  the reader interjects that there m ust surely be large profits to be gained . . .  in the long 
run by a skilled individual who . . .  purchasefs] investm ents on the best genuine long-term  
expectation he can fram e, he m ust be answered . . .  that there are such serious-m inded  
individuals and that it makes a vast difference to an investm ent m arket whether or not 
they predom inate. . . .  B u t we m ust also add that there are several factors which jeopardise 
the predominance o f  such individuals in modern investm ent m arkets. Investm en t based 
on genuine long-term  expectation is so difficult . . .  as to be scarcely predictable. He who 
attem pts it m ust surely . . .  run greater risk than he who tries to guess better than the 
crowd how the crowd will behave.
K eynes, 1936 [42], in DeLong et al. [18].
T he central purpose of th is  thesis is to  exam ine the im plications of chartis t trad ing  in  a financial 
m arket; th is chapter seeks to  outline and sum m arise th a t exam ination.
T he justifica tion  for our study  detailed  in  Section 1 of th is chapter comes from  the growing lite ra tu re  
in behavioural financial economics. M ore specifically, we reprise several aspects of traders activity, 
together w ith  some observed features of financial m arket behaviour, sum m arising the connections 
financial econom ists have draw n between the two.
In Section 2, I offer an outline of m y m athem atica l synthesis of th is review. T he substance of this 
synthesis is th a t  financial asset prices evolve due to  the in teraction  of feedback traders and w ell-
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inform ed investors; th a t the  feedback in troduces present dependence on past prices; and th a t this 
dependence can be m odelled dynam ically by hypothesising th a t prices are governed by a stochastic 
integro-differential equation. The inclusion of a secondary hypothesis, which a ttem p ts  to  m odel the 
fluctuations in agents’ partic ipa tion  and th e  seasonality in  financial m arkets, is also sketched.
Finally, the  th ird  section of th is in troduction  comprises a brief sum m ary  of the  d isserta tion ’s m ain 
findings and  contents.
1.1 H etero g en eo u s A g en ts  in F in an cia l M arkets: a R ev iew
In  recent tim es a growing body of financial econom ists have begun to  re-exam ine the  behaviour of 
financial m arkets in the light of bubbles, crashes, and other anom alies of asset prices. Events such 
as the sharp  decline in stock prices in O ctober 1987 have called into question theories postu lating  
th a t  m arket partic ipan ts  form  rational expectations based on com plete inform ation— such theories 
have difficulty explaining w hat fresh inform ation relating to  economic fundam entals could have 
p rec ip ita ted  such large revisions in expectations. A fu rther anom aly which a ttrac ted  great a tten tion  
was the appreciation  of the dollar between 1981 and 1985, (and its subsequent sharp  decline) during 
which forecasters issued recom m endations to  buy the dollar, while sim ultaneously m ain tain ing  th a t 
it was over-priced relative to  its fundam enta l value (see Frankel and Froot [28]). T his fact and 
its im plications are a t the  heart of the forthcom ing discussion: firstly, are expectations rational? 
Secondly, how prevalent is the  type of feedback trad ing  advocated and  practised  by the above 
forecasters? Thirdly, w hat o ther form s m ight such feedback take, and why m ight traders seek to  
p ractise them ? Fourthly, m ight the  presence of diversity am ongst agents, together w ith feedback 
trad ing , be responsible for m any aspects of financial m arket behaviour?
1.1.1 T h e C ase A gain st R ation a l E x p ecta tio n s and in Favour of H etero ­
g en e ity
T he ind irect evidence against ra tional expectations has recently been supported  by m ore direct 
survey evidence reported  in a recent series of papers: Frankel and  F root [27], [28], [29], Froot and 
Ito  [32], and  Ito  [40]. In these papers, no t only is the  hypothesis of ra tiona lity  rejected, bu t agents
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in the  foreign exchange m arkets are found to  have ex trapo lating  bu t inelastic expectations over the 
short run  and m ean-reverting expectations over the longer term . Following Frankel and Froot [27], 
we say expectations are inelastic when the change in the exchange ra te  is expected to  cause sm aller 
fu tu re  change. By ex trapolative expectations, we m ean th a t an increase (resp. decrease) in the 
exchange ra te  is expected to  induce a fu rther increase (resp. decrease).
T he case against ra tionality  is m ade in F root and Ito  [32] and Ito  [40]. F root and Ito  ask w hether short 
te rm  expectations over-react. They ask w hether agents expectations a t different forecast horizons 
lead to  equivalent predictions of the  level of the  exchange ra te  far into the  fu ture. If agents have 
such expectations, the expectations are said to  be consistent. Short te rm  expectations are said to  be 
inconsistent relative to  long te rm  expectations, if a positive shock to  the  exchange ra te  leads agents 
to  expect a higher long run fu tu re  spot ra te  when itera ting  forw ard the ir short te rm  expectations, 
th an  when th ink ing  directly about the long run. Expectations will be said to  be ra tional if the 
expectation  over the  m ark e t’s subjective conditional density function a t each tim e t is equal to  the 
objective density  function conditional on all inform ation available a t tim e t. Therefore, we see th a t 
ra tio n a lity  im plies consistency. Consistency is a weaker restriction th an  rationality , since it does not 
require th a t  the  expectations process m atch  the  stochastic process generating the exchange rate. 
H aving m ade these definitions and observations, F root and Ito  test sta tistica lly  for consistency, and 
they  find th a t  agen ts’ expectations do exhibit inconsistencies: relative to  longer te rm  expectations, 
shorter te rm  expectations invariably over-react to  an exchange ra te  shock.
Ito  [40] analyses the  twice m onth ly  surveys of the yen-dollar exchange ra te  expectations of Japanese 
banks, securities com panies, trad ing  com panies and  export and im p o rt oriented com panies. He finds 
th a t  the  p a rtic ip an ts’ expectation form ation  displays significant individual effects which exhibit to 
som e degree wishful th inking, w ith exporters expecting yen depreciation and im porters yen appreci­
ation  (relative to  others). T his heterogeneity dam ages the hypothesis of ra tiona l expectations: th a t 
hypothesis would require th a t  m arket partic ipan ts be homogeneous in the ir form ation  of expecta­
tions, since the  tru e  stochastic process is unique. Ito  rejects the hypothesis th a t forecast errors are 
random ; moreover, he shows th a t  forecast errors are correlated to  inform ation available a t the  tim e 
the  forecast is m ade. T his is incom patible w ith the hypothesis of ra tional expectations, since the 
in form ation  correlated w ith the ex post error could have been exploited to  m ake a be tte r forecast. 
As in [32], the  forecast te rm  structu re  is shown to be inconsistent— forecasts w ith long horizons 
showed less yen appreciation  th a n  those w ith short horizons.
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H aving rejected ra tionality  in price fo rm ation  expectations, Frankel and Froot [28] first analyse the 
M oney M arket Services’ (M .M .S.) survey which, either weekly or bi-weekly, collects the exchange 
ra te  expectations of m arket partic ipan ts.
T heir testing  shows bandw agon hypotheses a t horizons of three m onths or less; for exam ple, a 
10% increase in prices over the  past week by itself leads to  an expectation  th a t  prices will rise by 
1.35% over the next week— a current appreciation generates a self-sustaining expectation of future 
appreciation . Long run  expectations seem to  be mean-regressing; for exam ple, a 10% appreciation 
over the  last 12 m onths by itself generates an  expectation  of a 2.02% depreciation over the coming 
12 m onths, so longer run  expectations are in  th is  sense stabilising. T he sam e findings are reported 
for regressive and adaptive expectations.
Frankel and  Froot then  present a strong case for the prevalence of, and ra tionale  behind, short 
te rm  positive feedback and chart trad ing , particu larly  during the early 1980s. T he 1987 Eurom oney 
survey notes th a t m ost forecasting services were using technical analysis:
“[T]he surveys appeared to  have convinced m any . . .  [traders] th a t forecasts could be used profitably 
and  th a t  m ost profitable forex forecasters were technical ra ther th an  those who focused on economic 
fundam en ta ls .”
T h is is perhaps no t surprising in the  light of Schulm eister’s 1987 paper [66]: he looks a t various rules 
of technical analysis in  w idespread use and calculates th a t all the  rules would have m ade m oney over 
the  period since the 1973 float, and moreover, th a t  they  were profitable in each of the  18-month 
sub-periods up to  1986. In fact, he cites a 1985 s ta tis tic  th a t  97% of banks and 87% of securities 
houses report the  belief th a t  “the use of technical models has had  an increasingly significant im pact 
on the  m arke t” . This is in agreem ent w ith the quote of G oodhart [36] also included in Frankel and 
F ro o t’s paper:
“Traders, so it  is claim ed, consistently m ake profits from  their position tak ing  (and those who do 
no t get fired), over and above their re tu rn  from  stra igh t dealing, owing to  the  b id /ask  spread.”
T he banks report th a t their speculation doesn’t  take place in  the forward m arket (only 4-5%  of 
the ir large custom ers were prepared to  take open positions in the forw ard m arket). In [29], Frankel 
and  Froot no te  th a t  th is m ay be because bankers recall the  Franklin  N ational crisis and other bank
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failures caused by open foreign positions th a t were held too  long; this is not a unique situation , as 
in the  la te  1970s banks were also unwilling to  hold large net positions in foreign currency.
Instead, banks take very short te rm  open positions in the  spot m arket. Taking long term  positions, 
based on fundam entals or positions in the forw ard m arket, is viewed as being “too  speculative” . 
T hey  are, however, prepared to  tru s t their spo t traders to  take large open positions, provided they 
close m ost of th em  out by the end of the day, because these operations are profitable on aggregate.
T h is leads Frankel and Froot to  com m ent:
“T here seems to  be some so rt of a breakdow n of the econom ists’ rule of ra tio n a lity  th a t  the long 
run  is the sum  of a series of expected short runs. Even though the m arket is no t taking adequate 
account of the  fact th a t the exchange ra te  m ust re tu rn  to  equilibrium  eventually, there is no easy 
way for an investor to  m ake expected profits from  th is m istake, unless he has sufficient patience, 
and  sufficiently low risk aversion to  w ait th rough the short term  volatility .”
T hus, because traders p u t too  m uch weight on the  current ra te  in form ing th e ir expectations, and 
insufficient weight on the fundam entals,
“[t]he result is th a t  economic fundam entals do no t enter into m ost tra d e rs ’ behaviour, even if fun­
dam entals m ust win ou t in the  long run. Indeed, m ost traders are so young and  have been a t their 
jobs so short a tim e, th a t they  m ay not rem em ber the preceeding m ajo r upswing or downswing four 
years earlier.”
Sim ilar po in ts re la ting  to  the  m em ory a n d /o r youth  of feedback traders are m ade in DeLong et 
al. [19]. There are, m oreover, two good reasons why it  m ay not be irra tional for individual banks to 
adopt th is  sho rt te rm  perspective. F irst, in Froot and Frankel [28], the  au thors note th a t allowing 
its traders to  take a sequence of m any short te rm  open positions in the spot m arket m ay be the  only 
way a bank  has of learning which traders can m ake m oney doing so and which cannot.
Secondly, in [29] it  is rem arked th a t a  year m ay be a sta tistically  significant period of tim e to 
determ ine w hether a particu la r spot trader is good a t her job , can be rew arded and given greater 
discretion, or let go. In the  case of portfolio investm ent on the o ther hand, a year m ay be insufficient 
to  judge w hether a given analyst is good or bad  a t picking currencies or securities th a t are incorrectly 
valued. G iven high short-term  volatility, m any years of d a ta  m ay be necessary to  discern a  slowly
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disappearing m is-valuation. It m ay therefore be ra tional for a bank executive to  restric t the size of 
the  investm ent portfolio on the grounds of risk aversion, while sim ultaneously allowing spot traders 
to  take a sequence of large open positions.
Having provided th is evidence, Frankel and Froot, in their 1988 paper, discount w hat they call “the 
one reasonable economic reason” for the dollar appreciation in the  1981-85 period— overshooting. 
Having done so, they  propose an irra tional bubble m echanism  as the  cause of the  dollar appreciation. 
In [29], they claim  it b e tte r explains the d o lla r’s p a th  th an  a ra tional bubble, since for a rational 
bubble, all agents m ust know the correct m odel, and the cause of such a bubble is not explained. 
T heir evidence seems to  support th is contention since in reality  partic ipan ts neither know about nor 
agree upon the m odel.
In th is  m odel, there are three classes of actors—fundam entalists, chartists and portfolio  m anagers. 
None of these agents act in an  u tte rly  irra tional m anner, b u t ra ther perform  their tasks in a reason­
able and realistic fashion. T he portfolio m anagers s ta rt w ith com plete confidence in  the fundam en­
ta lis ts ’ expectations of price changes. However, if chartists provide b etter forecasts, the  portfolio 
m anagers are prepared to  give their views greater weight. As the currency appreciates (which it 
does in the ir m odel), the  portfolio  m anagers give progressively less weight to  th e  fundam enta lists’ 
forecasts of the currency’s depreciation tow ards fundam ental values. The m odel predicts th a t the 
weight given to  the  fundam entalist opinion declines to  zero, a t which tim e a new “equilibrium ” is 
reached. T hey  propose a m echanism  for bursting th is bubble by including the  effects of persistent 
curren t account defecits. T h e  decline in the exchange ra te  is driven by a revival in  the  fundam en­
ta lis ts ’ forecasts by the portfolio m anagers, arising from  a greater sensitivity  o f the  exchange rate 
to  the current account when the fundam enta lists’ weight is low. C om paring th is w ith the U.S. cur­
ren t account defecits over the  early 1980s, the m odel predicts a decline tow ards fundam enta l values 
sim ilar to  th a t  which occured after the 1985 P laza Accord.
There is also some evidence th a t  heterogeneity has been increased by recent innovations in financial 
m arkets. For exam ple, in G uillaum e et al. [38], some evidence is provided for the FX m arket. 
T hey s ta te  th a t daily  turnover of global foreign exchange m arkets stood a t $832 billion in April 
1992, representing a trip ling  in turnover from  1986. The rap id  grow th in transaction  volume has 
increasingly been m ade up  of short term , in tra -d a ily  transactions (now m ore th an  75% of volume) 
and results from  the  in teraction  of traders w ith different tim e horizons, risk profiles, and regulatory
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constrain ts. The m ovem ent of FX  activ ity  of in stitu tio n a l investors (such as pension funds) from 
long te rm  investm ent strategies has been enhanced by the developm ent of rea l-tim e  inform ation 
system s (such as th a t  operated  by Reuters) and the reduction of transaction  costs arising from 
the  liberalisation  of global cap ital. These developm ents have also increased the trad ing  of financial 
in stitu tions in  the  wholesale m arket, whose reasons for short te rm  trad ing  we have already outlined. 
Heterogeneity is also increased in th is m arket by the presence of central banks, who, in contrast to 
other in stitu tions, can take relatively large open positions.
1.1 .2  Feedback Trading: E v id en ce and C onsequences
As m entioned in DeLong et al [19], a wide variety of trad ing  strategies call for buying stocks when 
the ir prices rise and selling them  when their prices fall. Such strategies include the use of stop-loss 
orders, which p rom pt selling in response to  price declines, and the liquidation  of the positions of 
investors unable to  m eet m argin  calls. I t  is also exhibited by buyers of portfolio  insurance, whose 
willingness to  bear risk increases rapidly  w ith wealth. A com m on form  of negative feedback trading 
is so called “p ro fit-tak in g ” . T he results of DeLong et al [18] indicate th a t in the  presence of noise 
traders, the con trarian  investm ent stra tegy  of buying after prices fall or selling after they  have risen 
is recom m ended. Negative feedback trad ing  is also seen in the actions of central banks when they 
“lean against the w ind” in defense of their exchange ra te  objectives.
Very strong experim ental evidence for bo th  trend  chasing and negative feedback trad in g  arising from  
charting  is supplied by the papers of Sm ith, Suchanek and  W illiam s [71] (in which, in an experim ental 
asset m arket, a price bubble endogeneously inflates and then  bursts), those of A ndreassen [3] and 
A ndreassen and  K raus [4], [5]. We sum m arise the results of the  la tte r group of papers here.
In  [3], subjects w ith  some tra in ing  in economics were divided into two groups. H alf the subjects 
received news stories abou t a real stock, together w ith its price, while the  o ther group received only 
the  price signal. He shows th a t  when causal a ttrib u tio n s are supplied to  explain recent changes, 
the  group given the news tends to  m ake less regressive predictions. A ndreassen rem arks th a t  by 
explaining prices changes th e  m edia should cause prices to  stay  high after they have risen, and 
low after they  fall— “it is difficult to  im agine th a t investors would long be satisfied w ith a news 
service th a t ascribed down changes to  good news or up changes to  bad  news” . T he au thor draws 
some o ther interesting conclusions— first, it transpires th a t  large changes in prices require greater
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num bers or stronger explanations th an  sm all changes do. T hus w ith large price changes, more 
po ten t explanations are offered by the m edia and  m ore vigorously sought out; alternatively, there 
m ay be a lim it as to  w hat news can explain. If th is is the case, we should expect to  find th a t the 
autocorrelations of price changes will be m ore negative during volatile periods th a n  quiescent ones. 
Two em pirical findings seem to  support these views. F irst, the  autocorrelation  of changes in the 
Dow was m ore negative in the  1920s th an  in the 1950s when prices were less volatile, even though 
prices rose in b o th  periods. T he negative autocorrelation  a t the  trade  to  trade  level observed in 
Niederhoffer and O sborne [58] and G uillaum e et al. [38] happen  a t a level a t which transactions 
occur too  quickly for the m edia  (or any financial agency) to  explain, and  a t which the  effects of 
tracking should predom inate.
In [4] and [5] experim ental evidence is furthered for trend  chasing. T he subjects in the  experim ent, 
who have some tra in ing  in economics, are shown real stock price p a tte rn s  and asked to  trad e  as 
price takers. If, over some period, the  price level does no t change m uch relative to  the  period-to- 
period variability, the  subjects track  the  average price level, selling when prices rise and buying 
when they fall. If prices exhibit a trend  relative to  the  variability, subjects begin to  chart the trend, 
buying when prices rise and selling when they fall. Instead  of ex trapolating  price levels to  arrive 
at forecasts, they ex trapo la te  price changes. T his switch occurred in practically  all subjects in the 
experim ent. T he sw itch seems to  happen in response to  significant changes in the price level over 
m any observations, and no t m erely the m ost recent price change.
A fu rther reason to  view positive feedback strategies as being ra tional, b u t also leading to  price 
bubbles, is offered by George Soros [72], His success over the past decades has apparen tly  been 
based on b e tting  no t on the  fundam entals, b u t on fu tu re  crowd behaviour.
In his view, the 1960s saw a num ber of poorly inform ed investors become excited abou t rises in 
conglom erate earnings. Soros believes th a t  the tru ly  inform ed investm ent s tra tegy  in th is case was 
no t to  sell short, in an tic ipation  of the eventual collapse of prices, b u t to  buy in an tic ipation  of 
fu tu re  price rises caused by uninform ed investors. In itia l rises in conglom erate stocks, driven in 
p a r t by buying by speculators such as Soros, created a trend  of increasing prices. T h is signal was 
observed by uninform ed investors causing them  to  buy, thereby am plifying the price increase. In 
1970, the  price increases stopped, uninform ed investors’ expectations of conglom erate earnings went 
unrealised, and  prices plum m eted. A lthough shorting by fundam entalists helped in bringing prices
down to  fundam entals, the  in itia l buying by sm art money, by raising the  expectations of uninform ed 
investors abou t fu tu re  re tu rns, m ay have exacerbated the  deviation  from  fundam entals. Similar 
trends can be seen in recent tim es, for instance, in the  rise and fall of em erging m arket stocks, or 
those of some biotechnology companies.
T his view of self-feeding bubbles is not new: for exam ple see the Bagehot quote dating  from  1872 
in DeLong et al. [19], and also the essays of Mackay [56] (1852) in  which is given a detailed account 
of the  South Sea B ubble of 1720 and the Tulipom ania of 1636. A m ore m odern account of financial 
panics m ay be found in K indleberger [43].
A fu rther reason for extrapolative expectations and charting m ay be given by its profitability: as is 
shown in DeLong et al. [18], if trad e rs’ m istakes cause them  to  take riskier positions th an  ra tional 
investors, they  can earn higher returns, which m ay be a deterren t to  learning the full s truc tu re  of 
th e  m odel needed to  m ake a ra tional forecast. A sim ilar po in t is m ade in Day and  H uang [16]: in 
th e ir m odel, prices increase as trend  chasing speculators buy into a rising m arket and decrease as 
they  sell in to  a falling m arket. In bull m arkets, price increases generally exceed price decreases in 
num ber, while the  opposite is true in a bear m arket. In  th is  sense, the  trend  chasing investors are 
righ t m ore often th a n  they  are wrong: when they buy in, the  m arket usually goes up; when they 
sell, the  m arket usually  goes down. Buying near the peak and selling near the  trough can convince 
an  investor th a t  the  only m istake m ade was one of tim ing. T hus the  m arket tends to  re-inforce the 
behaviour of the trend  chasing investors m ost of the tim e.
G rounds for considering crow d- or trend-follow ing im ita tive behaviour has been proffered by Shiller 
and  Pound [69], who asked investors for their m otivation  for buying specific assets. In the same 
vein, Lux [55] references the book of Shiller [67] in which Shiller quotes a survey taken  after the 
1987 crash where m ost of the investors reported  experiencing a “contagion of fear” and  reacted on 
th e  price drop itself ra th e r th a n  on new inform ation. Shiller’s is led to  claim  th a t herd behaviour 
need no t be foolish, b u t m ay be perfectly sensible in the  absence of private inform ation.
Lastly, DeLong et al. [19], m ake a good case th a t positive feedback can occur a t horizons of differing 
length:
“Investm ent pools whose organizers buy stock, spread rum ors, and then  sell the  stock slowly as 
positive feedback dem and picks up rely on extrapolative expectations over a few days. Frankel and
F ro o t’s forcasters have a horizon of several m onths, which also appears relevant for bubbles like 
those th a t m ay have occured in 1929 and 1987. T he conglom erate boom  by contrast lasted several 
y e a rs .. .A s long as people expect a price rise over the particu la r horizon on which they focus to  
continue, they  form  expectations th a t  m ay support positive feedback trad ing  p a tte rn s .”
T he m ost im p o rtan t type of feedback trad ing , nam ely charting , or technical analysis, is discussed 
separately  in the  next subsection.
1 .1 .3  T echnical A n alysis
As already m entioned in section 1.1.1, Schulm eister [66] claim s th a t, as m entioned in Isard [39] th a t 
“various types of trad ing  strategies based on technical analysis generate sta tistica lly  significant prof­
its” . For details of th is evidence see Dooley and Shafer [20], Sweeney [75], Cum by and M odest [13], 
Dunis and  Feeney [21], Neftci [57], Surajaras and Sweeney [74] and Levich and T hom as [52]. We 
therefore enquire m ore closely in to  the natu re  of charting, the  spread of its use and its possible 
effects on price. Some answers to  these questions are furnished by the  survey conducted by Allen 
and  Taylor [1], which we sum arise below.
T he essential difference betw een chartists and fundam entalists according to  Allen and Taylor, is 
th a t  “a t least in principle chartis ts  study  only the price action of a m arket whereas fundam entalists 
a tte m p t to  look a t the reasons behind the action” . Basic chart analysis involves identifying recurring 
p a tte rn s  in tim e series price da ta : for exam ple, chartists will identify levels w ithin which prices are 
supposed to  trade , the upper and lower lim its called “resistance” and  “support” levels respectively. 
C h artis ts  will also generally em ploy one or m ore ‘m echanical ind ica to rs’ when form ing a view of 
prices. These m ight be tren d  following (e.g.,‘buy when a shorter moving average cuts a longer 
m oving average from  below ’) or of negative feedback type (e.g., ‘oscillators’ which calculate the rate 
of change of prices, assum ing th a t the m arke t’s tendency to  over-react leaves assets “overbought” 
or “oversold” ).
T he survey a ttem p ts  to  determ ine the influence of chart trad ing  in the  London FX m arket by sending 
a questionnaire to  chief foreign exchange dealers in th a t m arket. T hey found th a t a  m ajo rity  of 
those dealers use some chart inpu t in to  their trad ing  decisions, particu larly  a t short tim e horizons. 
Moreover, a t the  in tra -d a y  to  one week level, 90% used some chart inpu t, and fully 60% viewed
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charts to  be a t least as im p o rtan t as fundam entals, w ith im portance dropping off a t longer horizons: 
a t the  one year horizon, for instance, 85% though t fundam entals m ore im p o rtan t th an  charts, while 
30% used fundam entals alone a t th is horizon.
T he respondents were also given an opportun ity  to  add their own testim onies in th is survey; Allen 
and  Taylor report th a t  the rem ark th a t charts m ight obscure the  fundam entals over the short run 
was often m ade. For instance, one dealer com m ented:
“As a trad ing  tool, they are useful because they are widely used and therefore can be self-fulfilling” ,
a view to  which 40% of respondents concurred w ith explicitly. Such a view was held even by 
dealers believing fundam entals to  be m ore im p o rtan t, and am ounts to  saying th a t  chartists generate 
tem porary  excursions from  fundam entals— fads. This rem ark supports the  m odel of DeLong et 
al. [19], in  th a t ra tional speculators m ay ad ap t their strategies in the presence of feedback traders.
A fu rther indirect m anner in which technical analysis can be self-fulfilling is rem arked upon in 
DeLong et al. [18]. If the  noise traders in their m odel take the  pseudo-signals of volume, price 
p a tte rn , indices of m arket sentim ent and pronouncem ents of investm ent gurus seriously, the  price 
p a tte rn  charted  m ay become self-fulfilling no t singly through the actions of chartists, bu t a t one 
remove th rough  the actions of uninform ed investors.
A llen and Taylor also discovered th a t  chart and fundam ental analysis were viewed as com plem entary 
and  no t conflicting m ethods of forecasting. We observe th a t th is fact will be less com patible w ith  the 
analysis presented in th is thesis th a n  w ith, for exam ple, the m odels of Fankel and Froot [28], Day 
and H uang [16] and De G rauw e et al. [17]. However, our m odel of chart speculators, using moving 
averages for price decisions, is supported  by the fact th a t 65% of respondents use trend  following 
system s such as m oving averages. Allen and Taylor also find evidence for the inelastic extrapolative 
expectations reported  in the  various papers of Frankel, Froot and Ito  [27], [28], [32], [29] and [40]. 
However as Allen and Taylor note:
“Logically separate from  th is  issue, however, is the  question of w hether chartis t advice m ay be 
destabilising in the  sense of leading the m arket away from  the underlying fundam entals. The m ost 
th a t  can be said, given the  present evidence, is th a t  chart advice m ay a t the m ost cause mean- 
reverting, or s ta tio n ary  deviations from  the fundam entals . . .  i.e., fads,”
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upon which they refer the reader to  a preprin t of the paper of P o terba  and Sum m ers [62], in which 
some fu rther m otivation  for the  effectiveness of trad ing  using past m arket behaviour as a guide, is 
presented. We will presently review th is paper focussing on the  au tocorrelation  of stock price returns 
over horizons of varying length.
In th is  paper, some interesting com m ents are m ade about the  im plications for financial practice, 
re la ting  to  the  au th o rs’ findings of significant transito ry  price com ponents. In particu lar, it m ay be 
desirable to  use investm ent strategies involving the purchase of securities which have recently declined 
in value, which is clearly a chart strategy. I t  m ay also ju stify  the  practice of some institu tions of 
spending on the basis of a weighted average of past endow m ent values ra th e r th an  current m arket 
value.
In C utler, P o te rba  and Sum m ers [15], it is m entioned th a t if asset re tu rns are positively correlated 
a t short horizons and  negatively correlated a t longer horizons (a p a tte rn  they find in a very wide 
variety  of speculative assets), then  procedures which involve the  crossing of two m oving averages as 
a  trad in g  signal are optim al.
1 .1 .4  Im p lica tion s o f H eterogen eou s A gen ts for S p ecu la tive  M arket B e ­
haviour
In section 1.1.2 we explored the  m anner in which feedback trad ing  and trend  chasing can provide 
a plausible m echanism  for irra tio n a l speculative bubbles, and from  the  analysis of A ndreassen and 
K raus [3], [4], [5], saw th a t  regressive and ex trapolative expectations m ight be responsible for par­
ticu la r types of au tocorrelation  in the re tu rns of financial asset prices. In th is subsection, we will, as 
prom ised, expand upon the  claim  of C utler, P o terba  and Sum m ers in [62], [15], [14] th a t the reversal 
of sign in  the  au tocorrelation  of asset re tu rns can be generated by a m arket com prising of diverse 
agents. Furtherm ore, we will expand upon the  relationships between trad e  volume, volatility  of asset 
prices and  a proxy for agent heterogeneity, degree of dispersion of forecasts. For the tim e being, we 
m erely no te  the com m ents of Frankel and Froot [28] th a t “[w]hen a new piece of inform ation be­
comes available, if all investors process the inform ation in the sam e way and are otherwise identical 
no trad in g  need take p la c e ... To explain the volume of trad ing  some heterogeneity is required” . A 
sim ilar opinion is expressed in [15].
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In the  course of this dissertation, we will establish links between agent heterogeneity and each of the 
phenom ena listed above, in  conjunction w ith  a  qualita tive relationship  between heavy tails in asset 
price re tu rns and heterogeneous agents.
In P o te rb a  and Sum m ers [62] and in C utler, P o terba  and Sum m ers [15], [14], evidence relating to 
the  au to-correlation  of asset re tu rns and the ir possible connection w ith agent diversity is presented. 
T hey claim  th a t  if m arket and fundam ental values diverge, bu t beyond some range the differences 
are elim inated  by speculative forces, then  stock prices will revert to  th e ir m ean. R eturns m ust be 
negatively serially correlated a t some frequency if erroneous m arket moves are eventually corrected. 
T he au thors confirm  the findings of F am a and French [24]— real and  excess re tu rns a t long horizons 
are negatively serially correlated, while the null hypothesis of serial independence of returns is 
rejected. It is found for stock price re tu rns for a wide variety of countries th a t  there exists positive 
re tu rn  au tocorrelation  at horizons of up to  one year (see also Lo and M acK inlay [53]) and negative 
serial correlation a t horizons of 13 to  24 m onths. This d a ta  is robust to  the inclusion or exclusion 
of the  Depression era. T his study  concludes th a t  variation in ex an te re tu rns are best explained as 
by-products of price deviations caused by noise traders, ra ther th a n  by changes in interest rates or 
volatility.
In [14], the  a lternating  au tocorrelation  s tructu re  noted in [62] is also observed for bonds, m etals 
and exchange rates. This fact is consistent w ith  the findings of Frankel and Froot [27]. Thus it 
is ra tio n a l for investors to  have extrapolative expectations over the  short run  and m ean-regressing 
expectations over the  long run  if short run  autocorrelation is positive and long run  autocorrelation 
is negative; th is p a tte rn  is also the prem ise of technical strategies which seek to  catch trends in 
sho rt-te rm  investing.
In [15] a m odel of asset m arket equilibrium  is sketched, in which there is in teraction  between rational 
investors (fundam entalists) who base dem and on expected fu tu re  re tu rns and feedback traders who 
base dem and on past returns. In th is fram ework, positive short run  serial correlation results if the 
fundam enta lis ts  learn news w ith a lag, or if feedback traders “lean into the w ind” . Feedback traders 
who respond to  such positive autocorrelation  and who base their dem and on past re turns can gen­
era te  the  observed au tocorrelation  p a tte rn . Furtherm ore, by prolonging the im pact of fundam ental 
news, positive feedback traders can lengthen the  horizon over which re tu rns are positively serially 
correlated, causing prices to  overshoot, and thereby inducing a negative correlation at some horizon.
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T he heavy level of trad ing  volum e and its relationship  w ith agents’ diversity and volatility  has been 
noted  by m any authors. We will concentrate on the papers of Frankel and  Froot [29] and Tauchen 
and P itts  [76]. Frankel and Froot pose the following alternatives: does higher volume of trading 
increase the efficiency w ith which news regarding economic fundam entals is processed and reduce the 
unnecessary volatility  in price, or m ight it be th a t trad ing  volume is irrelevant to  price movements, 
or even th a t  m uch trad ing  is based on “noise” ra ther th an  “news” , and leads to  excessive volatility?
Frankel and Froot forw ard evidence th a t trad in g  volume, exchange ra te  volatility, and the  dispersion 
of expectations am ong forecasters are all positively related. They define trad in g  volume by the weekly 
num ber of futures contracts (nearest to  m atu rity ) traded  on the I.M .M . of the  Chicago M ercantile 
Exchange; vo latility  is m easured by the  squared percentage change each 15 m inutes in the futures 
price averaged over the week; dispersion is defined by the percentage stan d ard  deviation of the 
forecasts across respondents in the  weekly survey of m arket partic ipan ts  conducted by M .M .S..
Given these definitions, they find th a t dispersion G ranger-causes volume a t the 90% significance 
level in three ou t of four currencies they exam ine: it  also G ranger-causes volatility  in all currencies 
a t the one week horizon and three of four a t the  one m onth  horizon. Moreover, the contem poraneous 
correlation between volum e and volatility  is high: 0.417 for the do llar-yen  is representative. Frankel 
and Froot then  say the following:
“T he existence of conflicting forecasts leads to  noise trad ing—  the  causation  runs from  dispersion 
to  the volum e of trad ing , and  then  from  trad ing  to  volatility.”
I t m ay also be rem arked th a t higher volatility  should cause higher dispersion of expectations because 
forecasters use different m odels of price inform ation. It is in teresting and  instructive to  keep this 
in form ation  in m ind  in the light of our results in C hapter 2.
In the T au ch en -P itts  paper a positive relationship between price variability  (as m easured by the 
squared price change) and the  trad ing  volum e is em pirically observed and some theoretical expla­
nations proposed.
In the paper of C lark [12], the  au tho r assumes th a t the num ber of in tra-day  transactions is random , 
so the daily  price change is the  sum  of a random  num ber of w ith in-day price changes. The variance 
of the  daily  price change is thus a random  variable w ith a m ean  p roportional to  the  num ber of
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transactions. C lark argues th a t the  trad ing  volume is related positively to  the  num ber of w ithin-day 
transactions, and hence to  the variability  of the  price change.
A nother explanation Tauchen and P itts  supply is due to  Epps and  Epps [23], who hypothesise th a t 
change in the m arket price on each w ithin-day transaction  or m arket clearing is the average of the 
changes in all the tra d e rs ’ reservation prices. They then  assum e there is a positive relationship 
between the extent to  which traders disagree when they revise the ir reservation prices, and the 
absolute value of the change in  m arket price. The price variability-volum e relationship arises because 
the  volum e of trad ing  is positively related  to  the ex ten t to  which traders disagree abou t their 
reservation prices.
Tauchen and  P itts  develop a m odel having characteristics of b o th  the above m odels bu t closer to  
C lark in  sp irit. T hey construct an in tra -d a y  equilibrium  m odel where the  num ber of equilibria is 
random . By assum ing first th a t  the  num ber of traders is constan t and  th a t the  in tra-equ ilib ria  
changes in price are identically and norm ally d istribu ted , they prove th a t  the daily changes in price 
and volum e are positively correlated. T hey find the d a ta  from  the T-Bills futures m arket to  be 
consistent w ith  their theoretical prediction. T heir theory  also indicates th a t the extent to  which 
traders disagree, the num ber of active traders and the flow of inform ation, all increase the volume 
of trade.
1.2 S ynthesis: M em ory, In tegro-d ifferen tia l E q u ation s and  
P er io d ic ity
We see from  the above review th a t  there is am ple evidence from  studies and surveys of the  prevalence 
of feedback trad ing , and in  particu la r technical analysis, in financial m arkets. However, very little  
work has been devoted to  studying the  effects of feedback trad ing  using the techniques of the  ltd  
C alculus (see for exam ple Schweizer and  Follm er [26], P la ten  and Schweizer [61] and Frey and 
S trem m e [31] ). The work th a t  does exist tends to  concentrate on the  effects th a t  such heterogeneity 
has on the pricing of options. T his topic, though of central im portance in M athem atical Finance, 
will no t dom inate  the  subject m a tte r  in this thesis, although we will dem onstrate  th a t the pricing, 
replication and  hedging of options is possible in the  m odel economy we propose to  study. Instead, 
we will develop from  m icroeconom ic foundations, a m odel of price evolution which will allow us to
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study  the  feedback effects of charting. As in  the  lite ra tu re  m entioned in Section 1, we will include a 
second class of investors w ith m ean-reverting price expectations, which we will call fundam entalists. 
These speculators base their estim ates of fair value for a financial asset on factors they believe to 
underly its  long te rm  value. W henever prices rise above th a t  value, they  sell the asset; whenever 
they fall below, the fundam entalists buy. In  our form ulation, the  chartists will study  the deviation 
of the  price from  a m oving average of past prices as a signal to  trade . M ost usually, in th is thesis, 
we will assum e th a t the chartists are positive feedback traders, in the sense outlined in Section 1 
above. T h a t is to  say, prices above the m oving average are signals to  buy, whereas prices below the 
m oving average provide the chartists w ith sell signals. However, tak ing  note of the experim ental 
evidence of A ndreassen [3] and  A ndreassen and K raus [4], [5], we will som etim es allow these signals 
to  be reversed, so th a t  chartists can change from  being positive to  negative feedback traders, and 
vice versa. For reasons of trac tab ility , we m ake this switch occur exogenously.
1.2 .1  S toch astic  In tegro—D ifferen tia l E quations
T he p lan  sketched above affords us an opportun ity  to  study  the stra tegy  of chartists and their effect 
on price behaviour, b u t carries w ith  it some added technical problem s. The assum ption th a t by 
v irtue  of their trad ing , chartists effect the  price, signifies th a t the price process cannot be a M arkov 
process, since some portion  of the price history before the present is necessary to  determ ine the 
evolution thereafter, no t m erely the  current value. Consequently, the price process cannot be the 
solution  of a stochastic differential equation. In C hapter 4, we distill the  economic hypotheses into 
the  following rule which governs log-price ( X t ) evolution:
X t = X 0 + f A(s) (xs — f w(u,  s ) X u d i i \  ds -  f /3(s) ( X s -  k (s))  ds +  i ( r ( s )dBs ,
Jo \  Jo J  Jo Jo
where (Bt)t>o is a s tan d ard  B row nian m otion. A dopting the usual notional form alism  for stochastic 
differential equations, we m ay write:
d X t =  A(t) — J  w ( s , t ) X s ds'j dt — /3(t)(Xt — k(t))  dt +  a(t)  d B t (1.1)
where X q is known. S tochastic processes evolving according to  equations such as (1.1) are called 
stochastic  integro-differential equations by Berger and Mizel [7], which we will frequently abbreviate 
to  S .I.D .E . The existence and uniqueness of a.s. continuous solutions to  S.I.D .Es was proved by 
Berger and Mizel [7] using sim ilar ideas to  those used to  prove existence and uniqueness of strong 
solutions of stochastic differential equations. Identical results for linear S.I.D .Es were independently
established by Vespri [77]. For exam ple, equation (1.1) above has a unique a.s. continuous solution 
on the in terval [0,T] for any T  >  0 if w £  L ^ M *  x M+) and A(-), /?(•), <r(-), &(•) and w(-, •) are 
continuous functions. We will study  the behaviour of solutions of (1.1) above under quite sim ilar 
circum stances, giving suitable economic in terp re ta tions of each term  in the S .I.D .E. Berger and Mizel 
also established rules for m anipulating  ite ra ted  stochastic integrals w ith  non-adapted  in tegrands [6]. 
R esults re la ting  to  the existence and  uniqueness of stochastic in tegral equations w ith non-adapted 
in tegrands have been proved by P ro tte r [63] and K leptsyna and Veretennikov [46]. More recent 
existence, uniqueness and regularity  results of anticipating  stochastic  V olterra equations m ay be 
found in  P ardoux and P ro tte r  [60] and Alos and N ualart [2].
D espite these theoretical foundations and som e results giving conditions for m ean-square stab ility  of 
zero solutions of S .I.D .Es (see P achpatte  [59] and Zan K an and Zhang [80]), the  theory  of S.I.D .Es 
is substan tia lly  underdeveloped. This thesis a ttem p ts  to  rectify th is  defiency som ew hat, a t least 
for the linear theory. In order to  be able to  consider im p o rtan t applied problem s in the context 
of our m odel, I have established some new results relating to  the  representation , local regularity, 
pathw ise asym ptotics and th e  pathw ise grow th ra te  of the ex trem a of th is  system . We will also 
consider the asym pto tic  d istribu tional character of this equation. To prove these results, we exploit 
the  fact th a t  the solution of such equations can be shown to be norm ally d istribu ted , arising from 
their “stochastic  varia tion  of param eters” representation, and use a com bination  of the techniques of 
stochastic  analysis and the theory  of determ inistic  integro-differential equations, and in  particular, 
the  theory  of L iapunov functionals for determ inistic  integro-differential equations.
1 .2 .2  P er io d ic ity
O ur concern w ith investigating the  effects of m em ory on asset prices will be m atched w ith  a parallel 
concern w ith the effects of seasonality or periodicity.
T h e  m otivation  for in troducing periodicity  in to  our analysis is twofold: m ost simply, it perm its us 
to  develop a trac tab le  theory of price evolution when the agents’ confidence or liquidity  is varying. 
T h is question will be considered thoroughly  in C hapter 2, in the  absence of m em ory effects. We will 
show th a t  the  greater th is varia tion  becomes, the m ore unstab le the behaviour of prices, and the 
heavier the ta ils of the  re tu rns d istribu tion  will be. Moreover, the ta ils are always guaranteed to  be 
heavier th an  those of a norm al d istribu tion  w ith the sam e variance. In  C hap ter 7, we prove weaker
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results o f a sim ilar character when the feedback effects of chartists are included. This m echanism  
corresponds closely to  th a t m ooted in G uillaum e et al. [38]. Periodicity  w ith higher am plitude can 
also be in terpreted  as arising from  increased feedback trad ing , or greater heterogeneity generally. 
In th is  context, it is interesting to  be able to  report th a t volum e of trad e  increases w ith increasing 
am plitude: th is result is consistent w ith the findings of Froot and Frankel [29], Tauchen and P itts  [76] 
etc. I t  can also be consistent w ith the a lternating  sign of the au tocorrelation  of the  returns discussed 
in C utler, P o te rb a  and Sum m ers [14], [15] and P o terba and Sum m ers [62].
A second reason for studying the effects o f periodicity is given by G uillaum e et al. [38], who de­
tected  significant seasonality in the global foreign exchange m arket. T hey find a strong seasonality 
corresponding to  the  hour of the day or day of the week in the volatility  and volum e of trade  (as 
m easured by the  tick frequency). For exam ple, trade  picks up after m idnight G .M .T . as the Tokyo 
and Sydney exchanges open, and subsequently w ith the opening of the Hong Kong and Singapore 
m arkets, w ith  a sharp  fall in business coinciding w ith lunch in these m arkets a t 4.00 G .M .T . The 
in tensity  of trad in g  continues a t a high level th roughou t the  afternoon in the  Far E ast and continues 
as H ong Kong and Singapore close and London and Frankfurt open. T rade in  Europe falls back prior 
to  th e  opening of the  New York m arket, b u t increases again as b o th  European and  N orth  Am erican 
m arkets are sim ultaneously open. T rade then  declines steadily after New York closes un til the Far 
E ast m arkets re-open. Furtherm ore, different currencies are traded  a t differing intensities according 
to  geographical location; in general, currencies are traded  m ore heavily when the ir hom e exchange 
is open. Periodic struc tu re  is also im posed, for exam ple, by traders having to  close their positions 
each day (recall the  rem arks above of F root and Frankel [28]). Over longer horizons, the appraisal 
of investm ent analy sts’ perform ance a t fixed tim e increm ents should also introduce periodicity, as 
should the  regular announcem ent of currency-, industry- or stock-specific news. For exam ple, eco­
nom ic d a ta  which m ight effect a currency -  for instance inflation, m oney supply grow th, levels of 
public borrow ing -  are published in m ost countries on the sam e day each m onth .
1.3 O u tlin e o f  th e  T h esis
In th is  section we will briefly sum m arise the contents of each chapter of the thesis.
In  C hap ter 2, as noted  above, the effects of fluctuating agents confidence and periodicity are able
to  m im ic qualita tively  several properties of real asset prices. This periodicity  has recently been 
rem arked upon by financial econom ists, b u t has not been trea ted  theoretically. T he analysis we 
consider here is a ten ta tive  step  tow ards such a trea tm en t. In C hap ter 2, we m odel log-prices as 
evolving according to  a stochastic differential equation, which we arrive a t by applying an invariance 
principle to  a discrete tim e price process which results from  a m arket equilibrium . This equation is 
given by
dX t  =  —a ( t ) X t dt +  a dBt,  (1-2)
where a(-) is a T -periodic function and
1 f T
A : — — a(s) ds >  0 .
J Jo
We prove th a t  (1.2) has m ore unstab le dynam ics when a(-) ^  A  th an  when a(-) =  A,  and th a t while 
the diffusion w ith a(-) non-constant does no t have an asym ptotic invariant density, the  lim iting 
em pirical d istribu tion  converges alm ost surely to  a d istribu tion  function  whose density function is 
a  continuous superposition of G aussian densities, a result which appears absent from  the  literature. 
T his resu lt has im plications for the retu rns d istribu tion , au tocorrelation  of returns, volum e of trade, 
and  the agen ts’ behaviour and  confidence.
In C hap ter 3, we prove th a t there is a unique a.s. continuous solution to  (1.1), even in the  presence 
of an in tegrable singularity  in  w{-t ■) and th a t  the solution possesses a variation of param eters 
represen tation  given in term s of the resolvent of a related  determ inistic integro-differential equation. 
Finally, we notice th a t the solution has the sam e regularity  as a B row nian m otion— it is locally 
H older continuous of all orders less th an  1 /2, bu t not of any order 1 /2  or greater.
In C hap te r 4, we in terp re t the  function  uj(-,-) in (1.1) as the weight chartists give to  previously 
observed asset prices. This in te rp re ta tion  leads to  choosing some very n a tu ra l and general properties 
for w(-, •), which yields a very rich form  of chartist behaviour: for exam ple, they either chase the 
tren d  or take  profits a t the  to p  of the  m arket, do not trade if the  price is flat, and accurately track 
periodically  oscillating and growing prices. We give an incom plete construction  of the  program  
which, in  C hap ter 2, builds a continuous price process in continuous tim e from  a discrete tim e 
m arket equilibrium . However, it  is dem onstra ted  inform ally how the  log-price evolution (1.1) results. 
Following th is, we prove th a t  E uropean options can be priced, replicated and hedged under the 
sam e conditions as im posed on the s tan d ard  Black-Scholes case w ith determ inistic  tim e dependent 
volatility. In  these circum stances, the  hedging stra tegy  of a sm all investor is the sam e as for Black-
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Scholes dynam ics w ith the sam e volatility  and  tim e dependent in terest rates. T his result shows th a t 
the Efficient M arket H ypothesis is inessential for the correct pricing of certa in  classes of derivative 
securities. R esults are presented relating volatility  positively w ith the volum e of trad e  and indicating 
the stabilising  effect of fundam entalist speculators.
In C hap ter 5, we prove under some particu la r assum ptions on the  structu re  of the  ch a rtis ts’ memory, 
th a t prices follow the  consensus reservation price of the  fundam entalists asym ptotically , if the  fun­
dam enta lists are the dom inant class of investor. If the  chartists are dom inant and  they are positive 
feedback speculators, the prices can either form  a bubble, or crash, and b o th  events have a positive 
probab ility  of occuring. T he possibility of a bubble is greater if the  price s ta rts  a t a higher level or 
if the  fundam entalists are m ore optim istic  abou t fu ture fundam entals. T h is result will be seen to 
ta lly  very well bo th  w ith the picture of bubble form ation  as outlined in De Long et al. [18] and real 
speculative bubbles (and crashes). However, in our case, true feedback is being introduced for the 
first tim e via the explicit dependence of past prices.
In C hap te r 6 , we show th a t the  results of the  previous chapter are subject to  considerable generali­
sation. If  we suppose once m ore th a t  price evolves according to  (1.1) w ith w(-, ■) satisfying only the 
properties endowed upon it in C hap ter 4, the  log-price is then  asym ptotic to  the  fundam entals alm ost 
surely whenever the  fundam entalists are dom inant. This pathw ise convergence is the strongest con­
vergence result yet proved for stochastic integro-differential equations, albeit the equation is linear. 
M oreover, pathw ise convergence is assured if the chartists are negative feedback traders, or if the 
fundam entals are determ ined by a stochastic process independent of the s tan d ard  Brownian m otion 
(Bt )t> o which drives (1.1), and are subject to  the sam e asym ptotic grow th condition as before. For 
exam ple, if fundam entals grow linearly w ith tim e, the price has a well defined grow th ra te , ju s t  as 
in the  Black-Scholes case. We rem ark th a t  these asym ptotic convergence results im ply th a t both 
chartists and fundam entalists are relatively successful a t estim ating  the price level, so th a t the price 
dynam ics do not ten d  to  underm ine the continued existence of b o th  groups of speculators.
In th e  p enu ltim ate  chapter, we prove analogous results for the  price and retu rns d istribu tions as 
were established in C hapter 2: th a t is to  say, if one assumes th a t  the  fundam entalists are dom inant, 
th a t som e of the  functions A(-), /?(■) and cr(-) are periodic and k(-) =  K * , a constan t, then  the  price 
and re tu rns d istribu tions do no t converge, b u t th a t their em pirical d istribu tion  functions converge 
in som e m anner to  continuous superpositions of G aussian densities, causing the ta ils of the returns
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d istribu tion  to  be heavier th a n  a  norm al density  w ith the  sam e variance.
T he concluding chapter of the  thesis considers the  alm ost sure asym ptotics of th e  extrem es of ( X t ) t>o 
when th e  sam e conditions as th e  previous chapter apply. In the  process, we supply an extension to 
th e  theory  of K lass and  Barndorff-Nielsen in  establishing the alm ost sure asym pto tic  grow th ra te  
of the  ex trem a of a  dependent sequence of random  variables. We can use th is  result to  observe 
th a t  faster asym pto tic  grow th of the ex trem a of X  can be associated w ith  a  m arket in  which the 
fundam enta lists  are weaker or less confident in  th e  equilibrium  price level, b u t th a t  the  asym ptotic 
grow th ra te  of th e  extrem e deviations from  th e  fundam entals is sm aller th a n  is experienced for 
Black-Scholes price dynam ics, even though  the  re tu rns d istribu tion  m ay have heavier tails.
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C hapter 2
H eterogeneous M arkets, T im e  
Horizons and H eavy Tails
2.1 In tro d u ctio n
A recent trend  in m odels of financial m arkets has been the relaxation  of the  assum ption of ho­
m ogeneous agents. Surveys have pointed  to  a diversity of agents w ith  differing price expectations 
hypotheses and differing investm ent tim e horizons, w ith particu la r reference to  the foreign exchange 
m arket e.g., A llen and  Taylor [1], ltd  [40], and Froot and  Frankel [29].
Specifically, classes of traders w ith extrapolative expectations or positive feedback strategies have 
been identified— tren d  chasing, the use of stop-loss orders, certain  aspects of charting  or technical 
analysis and dynam ic trad ing  strategies such as portfolio insurance. These aspects of speculative 
behaviour are discussed a t length  in  De Long et al. [18], Day and H uang [16] and  De Grauwe et 
al. [17],
T he work of G uillaum e et al. [38] indicates th a t  seasonal and short te rm  determ inistic  periodic 
strucures exist in foreign exchange m arkets. T his chapter a ttem p ts  to  show th a t  heterogeneity 
am ongst the  agents, together w ith a speculative stra tegy  which is periodic in  character, leads to 
re tu rn  and log-price processes which have heavier tails th an  norm al d istribu tions, even when the
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log-price dynam ics obey an  O rnstein-U hlenbeck equation  w ith tim e varying coefficients. This also 
has consequences for the autocorrelation  of the  re tu rn  process which agrees w ith  the  em pirical 
findings of [38] and  P o rteba  and Sum m ers [62]. We can th ink  of the periodic behaviour as arising 
from  a sequence of investm ents each of which has finite tim e horizon T,  positing th a t the investors 
face sim ilar situa tions a t sim ilar stages during the lifetim e of the investm ent.
T h is chapter consists of several sections. Section 2 develops a m icroeconom ic m odel of prices in 
discrete tim e and, using the  notion of weak convergence outlined in  Schweizer and Follm er [26], 
produces a diffusion m odel in  continuous tim e. This leads to  a stochastic differential equation of the 
form
d X t = —a( t )X t  dt + a  d B t (2.1)
where B  is a s tan d ard  B row nian m otion, X t  =  log£V and  St  is the  price of the  asset a t tim e t.
In Section 3, we see th a t  the  diffusion does no t have a s ta tionary  invariant d istribu tion , although 
there is s ta tio n arity  in a periodic sense. T he large deviations of th is process are considered, and 
shown to  be greater th an  those experienced by the diffusion resulting when the  classes of agents 
considered have tim e-independent strategies. In Section 4, we show th a t bo th  greater heterogeneity 
am ong the  agents and greater prevalence of agents w ith extrapolative expectations increase the 
sam ple m om ents of the  log-price. This is shown to  lead to  heavier ta ils by the results of Sections 
5 and 6 . In Section 5, we prove th a t  the sam ple m om ents of X t  converge alm ost surely, and then 
in Section 6 use th is result to  show th a t the em pirical d istribu tion  of X t  converges alm ost surely. 
Section 7 addresses properties of the  density of the  lim it d istribu tion  and of the retu rns process. 
Section 8 produces a rough heuristic argum ent relating  agent heterogeneity, the  volum e of trade  and 
level of price variability. A n A ppendix, containing the proof of the  key supporting  lem m a on which 
the a.s. convergence of the  em pirical d istribu tion  function  relies, concludes the chapter.
T his chapter aim s to  dem onstrate  th a t  heterogeneity am ong agents’ perceptions (even under recur­
ren t O rnstein-U hlenbeck log-price dynam ics) leads to  heavier tails in  the  retu rns and  the lim iting 
em pirical d istribu tion  function. T his indicates th a t  heavy tails should be a consequence of hetero­
geneity.
M oreover, we show th a t by endowing a recurrent tim e scale on investors’ actions, it is possible to 
replicate the  negative au tocorrelation  in re turns reported  by several authors, as well as to  mimic
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the seasonal/in tra-day  fluctuations experienced in the global foreign exchange m arket. However, the 
tails of the retu rns process lim iting em pirical d istribu tion  function have infinite ta il index, whereas 
the  ta il index is finite and positive for observed asset returns.
2.2  B u ild in g  th e  D iffusion
To derive the  form  of the price dynam ics and re tu rns processes, we em ploy the  m ethodology in­
troduced  by Schweizer and  Follm er [26]. We follow their no ta tion  closely here in the derivation of 
the equilibrium  price and our analysis differs little . For convenience we paraphrase their argum ent. 
Let A be a finite set of agents active in the m arket. Each agent a G A  form s an  excess dem and 
ca (p) given an asset price p. The equilibrium  asset price Sk is determ ined a t a  sequence of tim es 
t k , k  — 0 , 1 , . . . .  O ther factors influencing the  agents decisions are sum m arised by the variable uj, 
which m ay be viewed as an outcom e in the underlying probability  trip le IP). The equilib­
rium  process thus becomes a discrete tim e stochastic process defined im plicitly by zero to ta l excess 
dem and. Assum e th a t the  excess dem and functions are given by
ea,k (p ,v )  = a aik + S ailt(w). (2 .2)
where a a,k >  0 , Sa,k is liquidity  dem and and S a,k denotes an individual reference level of agent a for 
period k. As in Schweizer and Follm er, we note th a t  log-linear excess dem and functions arise quite 
frequently  in m onetary  m odels, see for exam ple Cagan [11], G ourieroux, Laffont and M onfort [37] 
and Laidler [48]. T he im plicit zero to ta l dem and condition now reads
logSfc(w) =  2 2  0Caik logSaik{u) + S k ((j) (2.3)
a € A k
w ith
=  I ^  I ^Opfci &k = I ^  &a,k I ^  '  &a,k■ (2.4)
V a e A *  /  \ a € i 4 k /  a £ A k
Schweizer and Follm er rem ark th a t s ta tic  expectations lead to  the price process behaving as a 
geom etric B row nian m otion, under suitable rescaling and passage from  discrete to  continuous tim e.
For a fundamental is t  or information trader, the  individual reference level is determ ined according
to his perception of the  fundam ental value of the  asset and by his belief th a t  the  price should be
a ttrac ted  to  th a t  value. Take the fundam ental value to  be 1 and specify
log Saik = logSfc-i + /? 0,felogS*;_i (2.5)
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where (Jaik <  0 .
T he technical analyst  or chartist  will have reference level given by
log S a,k =  log Sfc-l +  7a,fc (log S k - l  -  logSfc) (2 .6 )
where 7 aik <  0. Let X k =  lo g S k and set
"V/s =  ^ ' ¿*a,fc7a,fc (2.7)
o€Afc
=  (1 +  7fc) _1 2 2  £k =  ( l  +  7fe)_ 1<Jfe- (2.8)
aSAk
T hen  w ith m i chartis ts  and  m 2 fundam entalists, th e  process X k satisfies
X k  — X k - i  — f l k X k - i  +  £*• (2-9)
As is s ta ted  in  [26], i t  is now possible to  ob ta in  a continuous asset price process S  by a  passage from
the  discrete-tim e equilibrium  price process X .  We use weak convergence on the Skorohod space U®
of all M -valued RCLL functions on [0 ,00) endowed w ith  the  Skorohod topology.
For each n  consider the process {X£}fc=o,i,... given by
w ith  Xf i  =  xo fixed. N otice the RCLL version of {Z%}k=0,1,... is given by Z™ =  Z*nty  Define
[ni] [nt]
=  z " =  (2 -10) 
ft=l k=1
T hen notice th a t  (2.10) gives us
dX ?  = XP_ dZP +  d Z p , (2.11)
Now let us describe the  add itional properties th a t  we require of the  process 5, and th e  determ inistic 
sequences a , / ? , 7 . I f  every 1 ¡ n  tim e units, speculators u p d a te  the ir reference levels and  the  m arket 
clears, i t  is necessary to  determ ine reasonable orders of m agnitude for the  sequences a " ,  0 n , 7 ” 
and process 6n where, as w ith  X  above, processes and sequences superscripted w ith  n  satisfy the 
corresponding equations.
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I t is reasonable to  assum e th a t  in  finite tim e intervals th a t  reference level changes will be 0 (1 ) . From 
(2.5) we thus have
Kj. = 0(i),
and from  (2 .6) we have
7a%  =  0 (1).
In  finite tim e intervals, we assume th a t  each agent a has 0 (1 )  excess dem and. From  (2.2), we have
< * = < ) •
By considering (2.5), (2.6), we see th a t
< k = o( i), e [¿ay ]  =o(l).
A dditionally , suppose th a t  for each a, J a,/s are iid w ith  m ean 0. To m ake these assum ptions concrete, 
we assum e for a =  1, 2 , . . .  , m i +  m 2 th a t there exist a a, Sa £ C ([0 ,00 )); and in  addition  for a = 
1 , 2 , . . .  , m 2 , there  exist ¡3a E C ([0 ,00 )) and  for a =  m 2 +  1 , . . .  , m i +  m 2 there exist 7 a £  C([0, 00)) 
such th a t
a a,k =  <xa{k /n) ,
= I P a ( k / n ),
7a,k =  7  a(k /n) ,
Sa,k = ~7=^a{k/n )Cn-\ j n
where are a sequence of iid random  variables w ith 0 m ean, un it variance.
F urther assum e for each a =  1, 2 , . . .  , m i +  m 2 , there exists T a >  0 such th a t ota( ) is Ta-periodic, 
while for a =  1, 2 , . . .  ,rn2, /?„(•) is Ta-periodic, and for a =  m 2 +  1 , . . .  , m i +  m 2, 7a (-) is Ta-periodic. 
T h is endows a periodic s truc tu re  on the dem and of the  agents. Suppose, moreover, th a t  there exists 
a m inim al T  >  0 such th a t  for all a =  1 ,2 , . . .  , m i +  m 2 ,
T
Tfre N.
a
T his assum ption  is satisfied if e.g., the agents’ investm ent schedules are denom inated  in a given tim e 
un it. Since these horizons are all likely to  be denom inated  in  hours or days for all b u t the  m ost 
myopic speculators, th is  assum ption, although stylised, is no t com pletely unreasonable.
We will require the  following variation of the Donsker Invariance Principle.
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,  [nt]
= -7=? £«(*/»)£V" k=i
where C/j are i id with zero mean, unit  variance. Then
ct
Z(  I  e(s) dB„ as n  —¥ oo 
Jo
where { B t  : t  >  0} is a standard one-dimensional Brownian motion.
Proof:  Rework the  argum ent in  C hapter 2.4.D of [41]. o
From  (2.10) and L em m a 2.2.1 we notice th a t  there exist continuous T —periodic functions a( ') ,c r( ) 
such th a t
Zf —> — f  a(s) ds  as n  ->  oo (2 -12)
Jo
pt
Z I  a(s)  d B s a s n - > o o .  (2.13)
Jo
T hen  from  (2.11), (2.12), (2.13) we can use the analysis of K urtz  and  P ro tte r referenced in [26] to 
prove
T h e o r e m  2 .2 .1  Under the above assumptions the process X n converges in distribution to the strong 
solution X  o f  the stochastic differential equation
d X t =  - a ( t ) X t di +  <r(i) d B t (2.14)
where <*(•), <r(-) >  0 are T-periodic functions,  and B  is a standard Brownian motion. Moreover, the 
price processes S n in  =  1 , 2 , . . . )  converge in distribution to the process
St  =  exp X t .
Proof o f  Theorem 2.2.1: See Theorem  3.1 in [26]. o 
R e m a r k  2 .2 .1
As observed in  Schweizer and  Follm er [26], price dynam ics of O rnstein-U hlenbeck ty p e  are com m on 
in m athem atica l finance; see for exam ple Froot and O bstfeld [33], Shiller [68], Sum m ers [73] and 
W est [78]. In  th is case, however, the  equation  is specified on th e  basis of m icroeconom ic considera­
tions.
L e m m a  2.2.1 L et e : [0, oo) —> M  and define
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Remark 2.2.2
We observe th a t  a(-) is on average positive (resp. negative) when the fundam entalists (resp. 
chartists) are dom inan t (in the sense of large contribu tions (resp. Ja,k))- Furtherm ore, a(-) 
is a constan t function when the  agents have tim e independent excess dem and functions, and tim e 
independent reference levels.
R e m a r k  2 .2 .3
T his m odel, taken  on a su itab le tim e scale satisfies Fact 8 in  [38] viz., seasonality in in tra  day 
sta tistics, which is found in, for exam ple, the volatility  and the tick frequency. We m ay th ink  of 
the  fluctuations in  the  reference levels and excess dem ands as coming from  different speculators in 
the  different geographical m arkets partic ipa ting  in the  m arket according as to  w hether their local 
exchange is open or closed.
R e m a r k  2 .2 .4
In the  analysis th a t follows we take <r(-) =  <r, a constant, w ith  little  loss of generality.
Since our in terest is centered on price processes which exhibit s ta tionary  or “stationary-on-average” 
properties we need only study  the case where X  is recurrent. Towards th is end define
i rT
A=T Jo a^ dt' 2^'15)
T hen  one im m ediately  has
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .2 .1  X  is recurrent or transient according as A  >  0 or A  <  0 in (2.15). Indeed, i f  
A  <  0 one has
lim  j  log \Xt\  =  — A, a.s..  (2.16)t—>OO t
Proof:  P roposition  2.3.2 shows th a t  X  is recurrent when A  >  0. Transience for A  <  0 obviously 
follows from  (2.16), which follows from  a direct calculation of the solution to  (2.14). o
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2 .3  D istr ib u tio n  and M axim al D ev ia tio n s
We fix our m odel thus. Suppose a(-) is a  T -per iodic function , continuous on [0,T], and satisfying
(2.15) w ith  A  >  0 and let X  evolve according to
d X t =  —a {i )X t dt + a  d B t (2.17)
where B  is a  s tan d ard  B row nian m otion, and Xq =  x q . Let 0(0) =  0 and  define
v'(t)  =  —2 a(l)v(t)  +  1 (2.18)
also let m (0 ) =  x q , and define m'( t )  =  —a(i)m (<), so th a t
X t ~  a 2v(t)) . (2.19)
Let v(') satisfy (2.18) bu t w ith  initial condition
so th a t  u(-) is the periodic solution  to  (2.18).
P r o p o s i t i o n  2 .3 .1  Let  (Xt)t>o be given by (2.17). Then:
(i) X t  does not converge in distribution as I —> oo.
(i t) For all t G [0,T] there exists X t ~  A^(0, cr“v(i)) such that X i ± nr  converges in distribution to 
X t as n  —> oo.
P r o o f : N ote th a t  (i) follows directly  from  (ii). We prove (ii). W riting  w =  v — v, one uses Floquet 
theory  to  show limt-t.oo w(f) =  0. Similarly, limi_>oo m (t) =  0. T hus for all t  G [0 ,T ], we have
lim  v(t  +  n T )  =  lim  (v(t +  nT )  — v(t  +  n T ) )  +  lim  v(t  +  nT )
n-¥ o o  n - t - o o  , n - f o o
= v{i)-
P a r t  (ii) of th e  proposition  follows directly from  (2.19). o
T he non-existence of an  invarian t d istribu tion  indicates th a t  a m ore delicate analysis is required to 
determ ine th e  asym pto tic  character of the  diffusion. To m otivate  the investigation of heavy-tailed
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properties, we com pare the extrem e deviations and m om ents of ( X t ) t >o and the  diffusion (Xf)t>o 
defined by
d X t =  - A X t dt + a  d B t (2.20)
and  Xo  =  £'o. T his recurrent Ornstein-U hlenbeck process has the  sam e average a ttrac tio n  tow ards
2
0 as X ,  b u t w ith  a norm al invariant d istribu tion  w ith  m ean  0, variance f j .  I t  follows from  the 
m artingale  tim e  change theorem  (see K aratzas and Shreve [41], p. 174) and the  law of the  iterated  
logarithm  th a t  the  asym pto tic  m axim al deviations of X  are given by
X t [ Y
lim su p  . , =  c \  a.s.,
Moo V ^ g i  V 2A
.. . f x t nr
lim  inf . . =  —<r W - — a.s..
t-too y?2 log i V 2A
To prove an analogous result for X  we introduce the function  u(-)
u(f) = [ e2^ < u^duds  (2.21)
Jo
and
t 0{ t ) = t - T (2 .22)
where [æ] is the  floor of the  num ber x,  nam ely the  largest integer less th an  or equal to  x.  One then 
easily obtains
lim * 6 M Î l  = 1. (2,23)
t— f o o  U(t)
P r o p o s i t io n  2 .3 .2  (i) X  is recurrent.
(ii) The following hold almost  surely:
X I------
lim sup . , =  a I m ax  v(s), (2.24)
e_»oo^  y/TÏ3gt y o<s<T w ’ v '
X  I---------------lim inf ■ —  ■ =  —  a I m ax  v(s) .  (2.25)
«-►oo y/2 log t \ J o<’ <t
Proof'. Note th a t  (i) is a d irect consequence of (ii). We prove p a rt (ii) in  the lim sup case from  which 
the lim inf case follows by sym m etry. Using (2.17), (2.21) and the  m artingale tim e  change theorem  
(K aratzas and Shreve [41], p. 174) one has
Xt 1 3-0
V ^ io M ) log logu(t) / u(ta(t))u'(T) y / 2 u ( t )  loglogu(i)
V u(t)
1________<rBu(t)
\/2 u(t) log iogu(<)
+
(2.26)
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A pplying (2.23), the law  of th e  ite ra ted  logarithm  and  log log u(t)  ~  log f we ob ta in
lim su p  —, =  a. (2.27)
t-»oo Y^2v(io(<))logi
Define t  6  [0, T] so th a t  v(i)  =  maxo<«<T «(«)• T he proposition  is now proven provided we can show
>——
n-»oo
lim sup ^ ‘+ n7 _  a J v { i ) .
“  \ J  2 log({ +  n T )
Expanding  th is  expression in  a  sim ilar way to  th a t  used in  (2.26), one requires th a t
lim su p  . . ~u(t+nT) _ i ,
n"+ 00 Y  2u(t  +  n T )  log log u ( i  +  n T )
T his can be established by le tting  an =  u ( i  +  nT )  and  bn =  [a„J. Therefore, by the  law of the 
ite ra ted  logarithm
lim su p  . i =  1 .
r i - f o o  V 2o n  l o g  l o g O n
W riting  B a n =  ^J9au — Bbn j  +  Bbn , and using the  relationship betw een on and bn proves (2.3). o
R e m a r k  2 .3 .1
m ax v(s) 
0 <»<T >
1
2A
(2.28)
m in t>(s)
0<»<T v ' <
1
2 A
(2.29)
f  v[t) dt 
Jo
>
1
2Â
(2.30)
unless a(t)  =  A.
Proof o f  Remark:  Let f ( x )  =  log« . In tegrating  by p a rts  gives
rT
7(t)
dem onstra ting  (2.29), (2.28). Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the above gives (2.30). o
0 =  f ( v ( T ) ) - f ( v ( 0 ) )  =  - 2 A T  + J o ~ r d t
R em ark  2.3.1, and P ropositions 2.3.1, 2.3.2 show th a t  the  process X  will undergo larger deviations 
th a n  X ,  b u t w ill be less variable on some tim e intervals (see F igures 2.1 and  2.2 over). T his makes 
us suspect th a t  X  will m anifest som e type of heavy ta iled  behaviour, and  th a t  th e  greater variability  
of X  th a n  X  has its  source in  increased varia tion  in a(-). We address the  la tte r  suspicion in  th e  next 
section.
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tFigure 2.1: Sam ple p a th  of d X t  =  —A X t  dt +  & d B t .
0 5 10 15 20 25
t
Figure 2.2: Sam ple p a th  of d X t =  —a [ t) X t d t +  cr d B t .
Remark 2.3.2
We can also classify the behaviour of X  when A  — 0. Using the technique of P roposition  2.3.2 we 
have
X{
while
so since
lim su p - . __ _ __
t-+oo -\/2i lo g lo g i =
e 2 /o’ “(u) du ds ■ m ax  e~2 ^ a(u) du 
0<s<T
lim  in f _ _ — ,-----
t - f o o  y/2t  log log t - - H
e2 t t a(u)dud s , m ax  e - 2 / 0’ a(U)dti
0 <3<T
lim  sup i * .=  
t-+oo \ / 2<loglogi
Xt
lim  inf . .___
t->-oo y 2i lo g lo g i
= a
= — <T
e2 a(u) du ds ■ m ax  e 2 ^  a(u) du > 1 
o<s<T —
(w ith  equality  if and only if a(-) =  A  =  0) it  follows th a t the asym pto tic  m axim al deviations of X  
are greater th a n  those of X , and th a t  X  is recurrent bu t has no sta tionarity , even on average.
2 .4  V ariation  o f  a( - )  and V ariance
We now seek to  elucidate the connection between variation in a(-) and higher variance, and  ex­
p lain  the  behaviour of the function v(-) in  term s of the m ix ture  of agents w ith m ean-reverting and 
ex trapo la tive  price expectations present in the m arket a t any in stan t.
I t  is possible to  in terp ret greater variation  in a(-) as representing th e  agents’ uncertain ty  as to  the 
perm anence of the  equilibrium  level 0. A t some tim e t \ ,  they m ay be confident th a t  0 represents 
a  correct equilibrium : we in te rp re t th is m athem atically  as a(t i)  >  A,  A t another tim e  ¿2 they  are 
less sure th a t  0 is a good equilibrium  value, so a fo )  <  A.  T his condition is not arb itrary : rather, 
from  (2.15) it reflects th a t  the ir confidence is either above or below its average level, or indeed 
the  constan t level of confidence in 0 if prices evolved according to  (2.20). Moreover, observe from  
(2.18), (2.29), (2.28) th a t  m in im um  variance occurs for some tim e satisfying a( ) >  A  and m axim um  
variance for some tim e satisfying 0 <  a(-) <  A.  Thus, lowest variability  occurs when confidence in 
th e  equilibrium  is above average; g reatest variability  when confidence is below average.
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T he effect on price dynam ics of agents using extrapolative expectations has been studied  by several 
au thors. In the  case of this m odel, such agents would contribu te  to  negative values of a(-), w ith 
greater negative values of a(-) corresponding to  greater certa in ty  am ongst such agents th a t deviations 
above 0 are a signal of higher fu ture prices, deviations below 0 a signal of lower fu tu re  prices. If 
a(t) >  A,  then  these agents have below average influence a t tim e t: if a(t) <  A,  they  have above 
average influence. N ote from  the  above paragraph  th a t  m in im um  variance occurs a t a tim e of 
below average influence, where a(-) is decreasing, while m axim um  variance occurs a t a tim e of above 
average influence where a(-) is increasing. R eturning to  the  issue of variability, since a(-) m ust be 
positive on average, the  larger these negative contributions, the  g reater will be the variability  in
We will now form alise the proposed positive link between variation of a(-) and variance. To do this, 
we construct param eterised  families of m aps. Let /( • )  be a continuous T -periodic function, which is 
no t identically  0, and satisfies f ( t )  dt — 0. Now let
a ( f ; a , t )  -  A {1  -  a f { t ) )  (2.31)
so th a t  for any /  th a t  satisfies the above properties a ( / ;  a,  t) plays the  role of a( ) in the  foregoing 
analysis. Now define the  sets of functions A j  , A J :
A'j  =  {<7 : 3 a  > 0 s.t. g(t) = a( f ;  c*,i)Vi >  0} , (2.32)
A J  — {g : 3 a  <  0 s.t. g(t) — a ( / ;  >  0} . (2.33)
Let A j  =  A j  U A J . We call v(a(-)]t)  the  periodic solution to  (2.18), and define for p  £ N  the 
functionals
1 rT
M p : C [ Q , T ] ^ m + : a ^ M P( a ) d= -  /  v(a(-)-,t)p dt (2.34)J Jo
and
Moo  : C [0 ,T ] —>■ M+ : a A looia) = f Qm a x i i;(a (-);i). (2.35)
We in troduce th e  following as our chacterisation  of variation
rT
V : C [ 0 , T ] - > R + - . a ^ V i a ) ™  i j f  a{t) -  ^  J  a ( s ) ds dt
where r  >  1 .
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P r o p o s i t i o n  2 .4 .1  (a) Let  ai ,  a2 G A j  (or ai ,  a2 G A j  ).
(i) For p  G N, V (ai) >  V (a2) i f  and only i f M p (ai)  >  M p (a2).
(H) V (ai) >  V (a2) implies M c o ( a i )  > M o o { a 2).
(b) For p  = 1,2, . . .
lim  M v (a) =  00 .
V (o)—f 00 '
Proof:  (a) (i) We can consider a i , a 2 G A j . T he proof for A j  is identical. For a G A~j such th a t 
a(t) =  a ( f  ; a , t )  define
V (a) =  V (a (/; a , ■)),
v { a \ t ) =  v ( a ( f ] a - t ) ) ,
M p (a) = M p(a(f] a] ■)),
M o o (a) =  M œ ( a ( f ; a ;  •)).
T he hypothesis th a t  a G A *  m eans th a t  the  function v(-]t) G C 2[0,oo) for each t G [0,T].  More 
p a rticu la rly  let
91 (a; t) - f e2/o’ aU'<a<u)du ds,
Jo
g2{a-,t) =  e-2/o‘ *t,(a;0)
so th a t  v (a] t )  =  g i ( a \ t )  +  D ifferentiating under the in tegral sign twice and using the fact
th a t  /  ^  0, leads to  9 ^ 2 ’*^  >  0, 9 >  0. T hus 9 >  0. Now recall (2.30) and use
Jensen ’s inequality  to  show
( ¿ )  - ¿ L  ^ s),ds (2-36)
where equality  is achieved if  and only if ?;(■) is constant, so th a t  necessarily one has a(t) =  A.  
N aturally , th is  argum ent does not depend on o G A / -  The critical observation is this: M p{a) has 
a global m inim um  a t a  =  0. T he sam e conclusion can be draw n for M oq. Furtherm ore, since 
v{-',t) G C 2(—0 0 , 00), we can differentiate under the integral sign successively to  derive the following 
expressions for p  =  1 and p  >  2
Plainly, th is  m eans th a t M p {a) >  0 for all p. Since 0) =  0 , it follows th a t M 'p{ot) >  0 for all 
a  >  0. A straightforw ard calculation shows th a t  V '(o ) >  0 for all a  >  0. T his establishes p a rt (a)
(i) of the  proposition.
(a) (ii) To prove p a rt (ii), we note the following: If f p (a)  converges pointw ise to  / ( a )  as p  —»■ oo 
for every a,  and each of the f p (-) are increasing, then  /(•)  is non-decreasing. Now, since M.p {)  is 
increasing on M+ , so is M p {-)*. Therefore, one can p u t f p (a) = M p(a )p ,  and / ( a )  =  M oo (a )  in 
the  above to  conclude th a t Moo{-)  is non-decreasing. T his proves (ii).
(b) For p  <  oo, th is  comes from  the fact th a t .Mp(-) is convex. For p =  oo, it follows from 
M q(a)  <  A 'ico(a) for all q < oo. o
R e m a r k  2 .4 .1
If /  is C ^O jT ], we m ay take V to be the to ta l variation , w ith no change in conclusion.
R e m a r k  2 .4 .2
T he convexity of M p (-) shows th a t  the  average and m axim um  variance are quite sensitive to  changes 
in a.  As a consequence, sm all changes in  the heterogeneity or psychology of the  m arket could 
reasonably lead to  greater instab ility  th an  m ight be expected. We will shortly  see th a t (a) (i) shows 
th a t  all m om ent tim e averages of X  are increased by increases in the  variation  of a(-). T his will allow 
us to  conclude th a t a heavier ta iled  asym pto tic  struc tu re  is generated by m ore uncertain  m arket, or 
one in  which, a t least tem porarily , a m ajo rity  of agents take prices above a certain  level as a signal 
of fu tu re  rises.
We have shown th a t  increases in variation  of a(-) increases variance and th a t  the m axim um  and 
m inim um  variance occur a t tim es of low and high reversion to  0 respectively. Specialising the choice 
of a(-) and relaxing the continuity  assum ptions on a(-) som ew hat allow a  m ore precise result in this 
direction. To th is end, suppose a(-) adm its a ju m p  discontinuity a t T.  We now m ay consider non- 
increasing functions on [0, T] as candidates for interpreting  th is as an increase in  the influence of 
chart traders as tim e advances across the  period. It can then be shown th a t  the m axim um  variance 
occurs a t the  tim es a t which the chartists are m ost influential (viz. tim es nT ,  n 6  N). To show this
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define
_  Jo e2 &  a(u) du ds 
ga/JaW*.! •
T hen 1 — 2a(i)h(t)  >  0 so h'{t) >  0. T hus h{t) < h ( T ) =  t>(0). R earranging th is  inequality  yields
v(t)  <  v(0). Thus
m ax  v 
0 <t<T
Sim ilarly, if a(-) is increasing, the m inim um  variance occurs when the chartists are least influential.
To conclude th is section, we m ake the following observations which exem plify the close inverse
dependence of ?;(•) on a( ).
R e m a r k  2 .4 .3
(a) If a( ) is non-increasing, one notices th a t  the  first derivative conditions on the  in ternal extrem a 
of v(-) im plies th a t  there  exists tm £  [0 , T] such th a t v(-) is decreasing on [0 , i m\ and non­
decreasing on [tm , T], Analogous sta tem en ts are true  when a(-) is non-decreasing, increasing 
or decreasing.
(b) One can use basic calculus techniques to  show th a t  if a(-) is increasing on (0, Ti)  and decreasing 
on (T i, T )  th en  there exist tM < Ti ,  t m > T\  so th a t v(-) is non-decreasing on [0,ijvi), non­
increasing on (t M , t m) and non-decreasing on (t m , T ].
(t) =  v(T) .
2.5  A n  E rgod ic T h eorem
To establish  an  alm ost sure description of the  asym pto tic  d istribu tional character of the  logarithm  of 
th e  asset price we show th a t its  pth-m om ent tim e averages converge alm ost surely as tim e increases 
to  infinity.
T h e o r e m  2 .5 .1  I f  X  is the solution to (2.17), and  w( ) is the periodic solution to (2.18), then the 
following holds fo r  p  £  N almost surely:
•M'*, (2'37)
lim  -  [  X * p+1 ds =  0. (2.38)t-+oo t J 0
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T h e  p roo f of Theorem  2.5.1 follows la te r  in th is section.
R e m a r k  2 .5 .1
We rem ark th a t  departu re  from stric t periodicity is possible w ith no loss of generality. Let dynam ics 
of X f  be governed by
d X bt =  - b ( t ) X b dt +  a d B t , (2.39)
w ith Xo  determ inistic , where 6( )  satisfies
lim  (6(i) - a ( i ) )  =  0 , (2.40)
and a(-) satisfies all the usual properties. If v(-) is the periodic solution to  (2.18), and vb( )  satisfies 
^ ( 0 ) =  0 , and
vb'{t) =  - 2 b { t ) v h{t) +  1, (2.41)
(so th a t  then X b ~  Ai  ^ X 0e~ ^ ' b(s)<isl cr2vb(t)J ) then one can prove
lim vb(t) — ti(i) =  0,
't-kOQ
T hen we have
T h e o r e m  2 .5 .2  I f  X b is the solution to (2.39), and  ti(-) is the periodic solution to (2.18), then the 
fol lowing holds f o r  p  £  N almost surely:
lim  -  f  X b2p ds  =  i-f0° t Jo
lim -  f x f p + lds  =t-too t J Q
Proof : Analogous to  T heorem  2.5.1. o 
R e m a r k  2 .5 .2
T he even pow er tim e  averages increase as th e  d isturbance increases, from  P roposition  2.4.1, con­
firm ing the  claim  in R em ark  2.4.2. Moreover, for each p  £  N  the  asym pto tic  2p th order sam ple 
m om ents of X  are g reater th a n  the  corresponding asym ptotic sam ple m om ents o f X .  T his shows
0.
M I
2P p \  T
[  v{s)p ds,  
Jo
(2.42)
(2.43)
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th a t  the  pathw ise behaviour of the price will be increasingly unstab le under conditions of increasing 
m arket heterogeneity  and  increasing uncertain ty  of agents. I t is no t im plausible th a t  th is tendency 
will reinforce the  agents’ behaviour.
We notice th a t  th is result shows th a t m ore unstab le  price dynam ics (and as we will presently show, 
heavier ta ils in  the re tu rns d istribu tion), has its roots in  increased agent heterogeneity. I t  therefore 
adds some theoretical substance to  the  m echanism  th a t  G uillaum e et al. [38] propose to  be responsible 
for heavy ta ils  in exchange ra te  returns.
T hey  s ta te  th a t  extrem e events rely on the  presence or absence of certain  m arket partic ipan ts such 
as m edium  te rm  investors or pure speculators due to  changing m arket conditions. T hey claim  th a t 
fa t ta ils result from  the ac tiv ity  of relatively long term  speculators reacting after some news, (corre­
sponding to  a(-) positive) upon  which short te rm  traders become even m ore active (corresponding 
roughly to  a(-) changing from  positive to  negative), thereby reinforcing the in itia l fluctuations.
T he price d is tribu tion  always has kurtosis greater th an  3. More generally, if
t fo (w) “ T fa X«* (w) du) P ds
Kp(w\t)  — -  —  r-p.
(j fo (x * n  - t f o n du) ds)
E  [ Y 2p] 
kp ~ E [y2]P -
where Y  ~  ^ ( 0 ,1 ) ,  then  one uses Jensen’s inequality  to  prove
lim  K„(oj:t) > /ip a.s.
t - ¥ 0 0  ‘  ~  v
w ith  equality  iff a(t) =  A .
To prove Theorem  2.5.1, we first introduce some n o ta tion  and results th a t will be used frequently 
in  the  proof. For brevity, we w rite m^ax — maXo<s<T ^(^)*
(2.44)
(1) Recall the definition of u(-) in  (2.21), and th a t  u ( ) is invertible. If u(t)  =  T * , then  one can 
show th a t  there exists oo >  M i >  0 such th a t
_ M l +  ¿ l o g T *  <  m- 1(T*) <  M 1 +  ¿ l o g r .  (2.45)
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log u'(t)  ~  2A T
(2) Recall (2.22) and define
a w - (2.46)
and recursively for k  =  0 , 1, . . . ,  |  — 1 (^ p -  for p odd)
Gk+l{m) =  -  f ° °  G k {r)dr.  (2.47)
J W
To prove (2.45), write down an e — 6 version of (2.23) and use the fact tha t
Notice for fu tu re  use th a t
One also has the bound
G fc + iH  =  G k {vj). (2.48)
|GoH| < Vmai—. , £ ■
Induction on (2.47) yields
|GfcWj  ^ ( l - j )  wi + $-k- f2’49)
(3) Using (2.45), (2.49) and the law of the  iterated  logarithm , we have for any stan d ard  Brownian 
m otion D
T‘-*eo U~l(T‘) V '
(4) Define for som e as yet to  be specified u»o >  0 the integrals
3P*
Ik (p ,T*)  =  ~ ^ J ^  BPw- 2kG k (w )d w.  (2.51)
For p  even we have
r lim o U  (p, r ) =  ( - 1 )  * £  V ( s )  § ds.  (2.52)
To show (2.52), define for j  =  0 ,1 ........§
rj>*
P { T )  ~  I  f  v P G z - j ( w ) d w .  (2.53)
3 • J Wo
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T hus /° (  ) =  / |{ p ,  ■)■ Using the periodicity of (2.23) and the change of variable w  =  «(s), 
for sufficiently large sq >  0 , one can calculate
1 1 rT .
( f ) ! T / »(•) Jo
I- 1 1 [ '  U  ! - i t  ,
= ^ w ^ w i L  ”( o(“ W ) ) — »—
=  lim  i U ' r ) .
T ’-Kxi
In tegrating  (2.53) by p arts  and observing from (2.45), (2.49) th a t
T‘j+1G (r*)
lim ------ » JV =  Q
T*-»oo U-^ T *)
gives on tak ing  lim its and using a  reverse induction  argum ent th a t
lim /*(2")s(-l)* lim J°(T*). T*-*oo v ’ x 1 T*-»oo '
Equation  (2.52) is now im m ediate.
(5) Define for A =  0 , 1, — 1-
Jk(T*) =  £  B P - ^ G k+1(w) d B w . (2.54)
If  Yfc(i) =  Jh(u(t )) ,  then  alm ost surely, for i g N
lim Y fe(0  =  0. (2.55)
t— ►o o
To show (2.55), let q =  p  -  2k  and  observe by the Burkholder-D avis-G undy inequalities th a t 
there exists a constan t 0 <  K±  <  00 such th a t
E  [ y *  C O 4
where we used (2.49) in  (2.56) and 0 <  Cq <  0 0 . I t  is possible to  show, using an  induction 
argum ent sim ilar to  th a t  used in  the  proof of th e  theorem , th a t the  expectation  te rm  in (2.56)
-  u-i{T*y 
K 4
rE sup (  f  Br(2fc+1)Gfc+1H  d S w)<r<T* \ J w q  J
■E
iu0 Jrua
( rT'
B ^ P - i ^ + ^ G k + i i w ) 2 dw
fW 0
-  i2
_ i _ r
* (71*) L
T* 52(9-1) \2
U)9 • dw (2.56)
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is bounded by a constan t 0 <  C* < 0 0 : thus
I U C qC \
E
t 2 '
A  s tan d ard  B orel-C antelli argum ent now establishes (2.55).
Proof  o f  Theorem 2.5.1: W ith o u t loss of generality, we m ay assum e X q =  0, and <7 =  1. Using the 
M artingale T im e Change Theorem , the sam e type of argum ent as used in  p a rt (4) of the pream ble 
gives us
1 f*l i m -  /  X p ds =  lim  I0(p ,T*)  (2.57)
t-yoo t  J0 T*-+ 00 V V '
provided the lim it on the  righ t-hand  side of (2.57) exists. To calculate it we have using (2.48), (2.51),
(2.54) the following by stochastic  integration by p arts  for k =  0 , 1 , . . .  , § — 1 (^y^- for p  odd)
B pT: 2kG k+1(T*) BPw~2kG k+1(w0) _ 
u-1(T*) it"1^ *)
h ( p , n  +  (P -  2k )J k (T*)  +  i ( p  -  2k) (p -  (2k +  l ) ) 4 + i ( p ,  T * ). (2.58)
W rite T* =  u (i) , let t  £  N  and take the lim it as t goes to  infinity bo th  sides of (2.58). By (2.45),
(2.50), (2.55) one has
Ik (p,T*) +  ± ( p - 2 k ) ( p - ( 2 k  +  l ) ) h +1( p , T * ) - >  0. (2.59)
W hen p  is even, an induction  argum ent on (2.59) together w ith  (2.52) gives, when substitu ted  into 
(2.57)
^ \ [ x -d s = ^ k [ ^ )Us- {2m)
W hen p  is odd, pu t k  =  in to  (2.58), rem em bering th a t  (2.55) suffices to  show I P- i  (p. T*)  —> 0. 
Induction  on (2.59) proves Io(p,T*)  —> 0, and hence
lim  I  [  X p ds  =  0. (2.61)
t - ¥ 00 t J0
T he proof is no t qu ite  com plete, since (2.60), (2.61) only give a.s. convergence for For t (fc N,
let n  =  [tJ , and  w rite (for any p  £  N)
iI!x / d ‘- E [ U ‘x/is} =
J  Q  £  X /  ds  -  E  £  X / d s ' j + j  X sp -  E [ X . P] ds.  (2.62)
T he first te rm  on th e  righ t-hand  side of (2.62) goes to 0 by (2.60), (2.61), the second by Proposition
2.3.2, p a r t (ii). 0
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2 .6  C on vergen ce o f  th e  E m pirical D istr ib u tio n  F unction
We construct a fam ily of em pirical d istribu tion  functions {T7*(a:)}t >o as follows:
F  : (M +,M ,fi) ->  [0 , 1] : <->■ Ft (x)(w) =  y  [  I {X ,(w)<x} ds.
1 J s = 0
We now prove the following 
T h e o r e m  2 .6 .1
lim  \  [  I{x.(w)<x] ds = F( x) ,
t-too  I  J S — Q
almost surely, where F(-) is a distribution funct ion with continuous density
1 rT 1 -xj
f ( x ) =  ^  /  e »»=■»(■) ds.
1 Jo a \ / v ( s ) V 2 n
R e m a r k  2 .6 .1
We rem ark th a t  a result o f a sim ilar sp irit is presented in C abrales and Hoshi [10]. In their paper, 
asset price dynam ics arise from  an equilibrium  m odel in which there are two types of investors: 
op tim ists and pessim ists, who share different opinions as to  the stochastic evolution of prices. By 
solving an op tim al consum ption problem  for each class of investors, the  au thors show th a t  the 
w ealth  of the  investors fluctuates according to  the success of the ir strategies, w ith each class gaining 
tem porary  dom inance over the  o ther. This dom inance is to  an extent self-feeding, as the dom inant 
speculators’ beliefs are tran sla ted  to  prices m ore consistent w ith their beliefs th an  w ith those of the 
weaker group. However, random  shocks can d istu rb  th is process and the  weaker group of speculators 
in  tu rn  becom e dom inant. Therefore, there is an endogeneous m echanism  for price dynam ics shifting 
between one regim e and  the  other: the  proportion of w ealth fluctuates according to  the relative 
success of each investor. T h is in  tu rn  influences the asset price dynam ics, which influences the 
success of each stra tegy  and  therefore the d istribu tion  of w ealth, and so on. T he au thors thus show 
th a t for certa in  param eter values, the proportion of w ealth held by each class of investor converges 
to  an ergodic d istribu tion . T his m odel is also responsible for stochastic volatility  in  the asset price 
dynam ics.
T he sim ilarity  w ith our m odel, and the ones we la ter describe in  which m em ory has a role, can be 
seen as follows. C abrales and Hoshi see their asset price process as belonging to  a Sm ooth T ransition
(2.63)
(2.64)
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A utoregressive (STAR) class of m odels, which has apparen tly  been applied to  aggregate variables in 
m acroeconom ics. A STA R process is a m ix tu re  of two autoregressive processes where the relative 
weight of the  processes changes over tim e. T he log-price evolution we have considered is clearly 
closely related  to  such processes, since it is in  a sense a  m ix ture  of infinitely m any A .R . processes. It 
also has the character of a STAR process in  th a t it  sm oothly changes between the d istinc t regimes 
w here a(-) >  0 , when the price process is m ean-reverting , and where a(-) <  0 , in which case the 
log-price can tem porarily  deviate from  the  fundam ental value 0. The model of C abrales and Hoshi 
is clearly preferrable in term s of realism  by v irtue of the  endogeneous m echanism  by which the 
switches in dynam ics occur, in contrast to  the exogeneous m echanism  we use here. We can exploit 
the trac tab ility  our m odel possesses, however, to  prove m ore precise qualita tive results th an  in [10].
R e m a r k  2 .6 .2
If  /it is the ord inary  Lebesgue m easure on [0, i], then
({„ : . jj X. < t» = r‘
i-f oo M M )  Ja
alm ost surely. Thus, although X  does no t have an invariant d istribu tion , it has an invariant occu­
p a tio n  d istribu tion . We rem ark  th a t in  surveys em pirical d istribu tion  functions are constructed , not 
invarian t d istribu tions.
In  th e  sequel we denote
/ „ ( p ) h  =  -  r x ? ( u ) d s
n Jo
<rp T ¡0 v(s)1 ds if P is even
0 if p  is odd
To prove T heorem  2.6.1 we require the  following Lem m a
L e m m a  2 .6 .1  There exists a non-negative summable sequence Cp (u>) such that f o r  all |a | <  oo and 
w £ i l *
Km sup 11 ^ = = ( f n {p){u) -  / ( p ) ) | |a |p <  Cp{u)
n—*oo P‘ Vlog log n
where P [f2*] =  1 .
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We relegate the  proof of th is  result to  th e  A ppendix of th is chapter. T he following continuous 
m odification of a well known result is also used.
L e m m a  2 .6 .2  For each s £  [0,n] let F(-; s) be a distribution funct ion with characteristic function  
<f>(a;s). Then the distribution funct ion F
i r
F ( x )  = -  F ( x ) s ) d s  
n Jo
has characteristic funct ion <f> given by
1 f n
(¡>(a) — — (f>{(y, s) ds
n Jo
Sketch proof  o f  Lemma 2.6.2: Develop a Stieltjes sum  for <j>(■) over [—N ,  N].  Using F ubin i’s theorem  
th is  can be w ritten  as an in tegral over s of Stieltjes sum s for </>(•; s) over [—N , TV]. L etting  the mesh 
of the  p a rtitio n  decrease to  0 one can use a dom inated convergence argum ent and  let N  go to  infinity 
to  establish  the  result, o
Proof o f  Theorem 2.6.1: For each n £ N  consider Fn {-)(ui). U sing Lem m a 2.6.2 we conclude th a t 
iv, (■) (w) has characteristic  function
1 pfl 1
M « ) M = - /  ei<*x ' M d s  =  ' £ - i fn(p)(u)(ic*)P. 
n J o p = o  p -
F urther define
1 rT 2 00 -i
H a ) = 7j- f  e - ^ 1 ^  ds =  J 2  - ]f { p ) ( i a )P- 
1 Jo P=op-
We m ake the  following observation: if bn —> oo, and
lim s u p bn \gn (p)(w) - 5 (p)(w)| <  Cp {w),
n —t o o
where Cp(w) is non-negative and  sum m able and u> £  ft* where P[ft*] =  1 , then
o o  o o
lim  =  £ i ( p )  a -s -
p = 0  p = 0
Using th is observation and  Lem m a 2.6.1 we conclude th a t for each |a | <  oo
lim  <M “ )(W) =  <^ (a )
n  — >o o
for all u> £  Cl*, where P[ft*] = 1. Notice th a t  <f>() is continuous a t 0 so the Levy continuity  theorem  
(see e.g., Feller p .508 [25] ), allows us to  deduce for each u> £  Q* th a t
lim  ^ „ ( x ) ^ )  =  F(x )n —► oo
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where <j>(-) is the  characteristic function of the  d istribu tion  function  F(-).  Since Q* has full m easure 
the  convergence is alm ost sure. Moreover, one can verify (2.63) by using an  in terpolation  argum ent 
as in (2.62). I t  is easy to  check th a t  <f> 6  L 1, so one can im m ediately  use the  Levy inversion theorem  
(see e.g., Feller p. 509 [25]) to  conclude th a t F(-)  has bounded density  /(■) given by
f (x) = ^ r  e~iax^ da-
S tan d ard  contour in tegration  and Fubini argum ents show th a t /(■) is given by (2.64). o
C o r o l la r y  2 .6 .1  Suppose f™  g ( x ) f ( x )  dx exists. Then
lim  j  I  g ( X s) ds  =  f  g ( x ) f ( x ) d x
t - V O O  t  J 0  J    QQ
almost  surely.
Proof:  This is an im m ediate consequence of Theorem  2.6.1. o
2 .7  P ro p er tie s  o f  th e  D en s ity  F u n ction  and R etu rn s P ro cess
2 .7 .1  P ro p er tie s  o f  th e  D en sity  F unction  o f th e  A sy m p to tic  E D F  o f X
We seek to  em phasise several salient properties of the density function  /(■): first, its  sym m etry  and 
un im odality  abou t 0 ; second, th a t  the  probability  of the process being close to  0 is higher th an  for 
a  norm al density  w ith  the  sam e variance; th ird , th a t the ta il of the  d istribu tion  is heavier th an  a 
norm al d istribu tion  w ith the  sam e variance. From  th is we notice th a t  the  process has the  desirable 
p roperty  of being relatively quiescent when close to  the m ean b u t capable of experiencing larger 
extrem e deviations.
P r o p o s i t i o n  2 .7 .1  Suppose F ( - ) , f ( - )  are as defined in Theorem 2.6.1. Then
(a) F(-) is a symmetric,  unimodal distribution with mode at 0.
(b) I f
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with distribution funct ion F ( )  then
(i) there exists a >  0 such that fo r  all |x | <  a
<2-85>
( ii)  there exists a > a such that fo r  all x  > a
to * (<0-'7rn% f ,-*1> >!-*(«)■t-yoo ( [ 0 ,  i j ) (2.66)
(c)
15 m      Inir Ff ________________________ .
!max0<J<r u{s)'lim  \  iog f ( x )  =  - - - —   j-j . (2.67):-*co x* 2ori Q <. r w s)
Proof : P a r t (a) ¡s obvious. For (b )(i), we show a 2 >  (3 -  \ / 6 )<t2 rnino<,<y v(s). Let / ( • )  =  F '(-) . 
Fix x  so th a t  |x |2 <  (3 -  \ / 6 )<r2 mino<3<T v(s), and define h(y)  =  e ~ ^ x /y /y .  Then h is convex on 
the interval [a2 m ino<s<T v{s)> ^  maxo<s<T v(s)] so Jensen’s inequality  gives
h (J  a 2v( sT)  ds'j < J  h ( a 2v(sT) )  ds
so f ( x )  < f { x ) .  T heorem  2.6.1 concludes the proof of (2.65). P art (b)(ii) follows identically w ith 
a 2 <  (3 + x /6 )< r2 m axo< j< r v(s). To show part (c) recall the spectral property o f the sup norm
i
olim [ /  (e ds) =  sup e .
y ~ * ° °  \ J o v J  ° < ’ < T
R em ark 2.7.1
O ther characterisations o f heavier tails than  a  norm al w ith the sam e variance can be developed:
(i)
v 1 - F(x)lim   ---------- . — oo.
*-►00 1 — F[x)
(ii) For all v < cr2 m ax0< .,< t v(s), let /„(•) be the density o f a norm al w ith variance v. Then
U m  - M .  =  00.
X - K X >  /„(a:)
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Log-price (x)
F igure 2.3: Em pirical D ensity function  (/t(-)(u>)) in periodic case and  norm al density  w ith  same 
variance (/«(•))•
T he resu lt of P roposition  2.7.1 can be observed from  th e  Figure above, where we define
u = c r 2^ J ^  v (s )ds ,
and f v to  be the  density of a norm al w ith  zero m ean  and variance v, and  /t( - ) (w) to  be the  “em pirical 
density  function” whose d istribu tion  function  is Ft (')(u).
R em ark  2 .7 .2
N otice from  (2.67) th a t  th e  ta il of th e  d istribu tion  behaves in  a  sim ilar m anner to  a  norm al d istri­
bu tion  w ith  variance a 2 m axo<s<T v {s )- T h is result is not too  surprising in  the light o f P roposition
2.3.2, p a r t  (ii). From  our previous analysis, larger m axim um  variance results from  increasing uncer­
ta in ty  of or changes of opinion am ong the  agents. N um erical evidence suggests th a t  the m axim um  
variance increases faster th a n  th e  average variance when the varia tion  of a(-) increases. T hus the 
ta ils  can be  very m uch heavier th an  a  norm al w ith  th e  sam e average variance. S im ilar num erical 
evidence is available for the kurtosis.
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R e m a rk  2 .7 .3
, x 3 +  \/6  . , ^
m ax fl(s) < --------=  m m  vis)0<j<T 3-V^Q<*<^
then for
(3 — \ / 6V 2 max v(s) <  x 2 < (3 +  \ / 6 )<r2 m in v(s)  
v ' 0<»<T _ _
we have f ( x )  > f ( x ) .
Using the m ethod of proof of part (b) of Proposition 2.7.1, it can be shown th a t if
2.7.2 R etu rn s P rocess
We now tu rn  our a tten tio n  to  properties of the  re tu rn  process. In p articu lar, we wish to  study  the 
convergence of the  em pirical d istribu tion  function of the A -return , and also the autocorrelation  of
th e  f - r e tu rn s  viz., th e  autocorrelation of the  re tu rns across an investm ent period. We clarify our
term inology w ith  the  following definition.
D efin itio n  2 .7 .1  The  A -return o f  the price process S  at  t i m e t  +  A , r (A ; i )  is given by
r(A-, t)  =  X t+* - X tl (2.68)
where X t =  logSe- 
P ro p o sitio n  2 .7 .2
n rt
=  F a {x ) (2.69)tl^ o E \7 I
where F&( ) is a distribution funct ion with density  / a  (■) given by
f * { x )  =  h [  — ■r _ L , - ds  (2.70)
-t Jo cry  3a ( s ) v 2 tt
and  <?a (‘) satisfies
9a(<) =  v(t  +  A ) +  v(i) -  2u(<)e_ «^,+A “( ' ) * .  (2.71)
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/ ?„ , a ( x )  =
and since by Definition 2.7.1 and (2.17), r ( A ; i )  ~  A /'(^a(<)*5a(0)> Fn,a ( )  has characteristic func­
tion  given by
0 n ,A(a) =  -  r  ds71 Js=0
where we can use the  properties of the diffusion X  to  calculate
/iA (i) =  xoe~ fô di (e" /.‘+a •(*)di - 1) ,
5a (0  =  i(< +  A ) +  S (< )-2 5 (i)e -f‘,+Aa(s)ds.
We see th a t  /¿a(<) —> 0 as t ->  oo, so th a t by defining
in,A(tt) =  -  f  
n  Ji=0
we notice th a t
lim |0 „ ,a (<*) -  ¿n,A(<*)| =  0. (2.72)
n - > o o
Now let
¿ a (a) = IjfTe-Kw(*)«ads
I t is easy to  use the fact th a t  </a (<) — <7a (0  0 as < —> oo to  show
lim  -  r  e - ^ 3^ sU s = l =  f T e - ^ ’^ d s ,  
n-yco n J S=Q T  J 0
from  which it follows th a t
l im  | * A ( t t ) - i n . A ( « ) |  =  0. (2.73)
T l  — V O G
T he resu lt is now im m ediate from (2.72), (2.73) and the line of analysis in T heorem  2.6.1. o
We have been unable thus far to  apply the m ethod  of proof of Theorem  2.6.1 to  prove the analagous
result for the A -retu rn  process. M otivated by Proposition 2.7.2, we claim
C on jectu re 2.7.1
l i m y /  7{r(A;,)(W)<x} ds =  ^ a (*) d.S. (2.74)
o o  I J 5 _ o
where F&(-) is a distribution funct ion with continuous density /a(-) given by (2.70).
Proof o f  Proposition 2.7.2: Let n g N  and set
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Simulations indicate tha t Conjecture 2.7.1 is correct
R em ark 2 .7 .4
Some em pirical studies have tested  for asset re tu rns being d istribu ted  as a m ix tu re  of norm al d istri­
butions, and  have no t rejected th is hypothesis. It is possible to  view P roposition  2.7.2 and Conjecture 
2.7.1 in th is light, since the  lim iting em pirical d istribu tion  function of re tu rns is a m ix ture  of in­
finitely m any norm al distributions. In the  paper of B oothe and G lassm an [9], for exam ple, Student 
d istribu tions, S table P are tian  distributions, and m ixtures of two norm al d istribu tions were fitted to 
exchange ra te  returns. The authors found th a t  the  m ix ture of norm als and S tuden t distributions 
gave the best fit, w ith  evidence the d istribu tion  param eters were tim e varying.
R em ark 2 .7 .5
We rem ark th a t  the  A -returns process will have heavier ta ils  th a n  a norm al d istribu tion  unless q(-) 
is constan t, which is equivalent to
(a(t +  A) +  a(t)) = a(t +  A ) 2 -  a( t)2. (2.75)
at
Notice th a t  a(t)  =  A  is a solution of (2.75) and  th a t  if a(-) is determ ined on [0, A], the solution of 
(2.75) is uniquely determ ined on [0, oo). Particu larly  note th a t the T -re tu rns process is norm al iff 
a(t) =  A;  o therw ise the T -re tu rns process has heavier tails th a n  a norm al d istribu tion  in the  way 
specified in P roposition  2.7.1. Thus a diversity of opinion am ong the agents leads to  heavier-than- 
norm al ta ils in  the  retu rns process. Crucially, we note th a t it  is unnecessary for chartists to  be 
present for th is effect to  be m anifest, m erely heterogeneity.
T he negative au tocorrelation  of asset re tu rns has been noted in several em pirical surveys e.g., Fam a 
and French [24], P o rteba  and  Sum m ers [62] and G uillaum e et al. [38]. Using C onjecture 2.7.1, we 
show th a t  the  T -re tu rns are negatively autocorrelated . Given th a t  th is happens in  the presence of 
heterogeneous agents and on a tim e-scale (T) in which speculators have as a whole m ean-reverting 
price expectations, it m ay be seen as a theoretical reinforcem ent of the  m echanism  proposed as Fact 
5 in  [38], and  also in [62], Let us fix a continuous tim e definition
D efin ition  2 .7 .2  For all t > 0 , w £  ft, the autocorrelation o f  the A -return process (r(A ; i))t>o is
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given by (suppressing w dependence):
p ( A ]t) =  (2.76)
T fo  r (A i SM A ; S +  A ) d s ~  ( j  £  r(A ; u)  d u ) (±  J j  r(A ; u +  A ) d u )
y (i Jo (r(A>s) - 7 Jo r(A’w) du) ds) ( t Jo (r(A;s + A) ? fo r (A ’ u + A) rfu) ds)
We first show th a t  th e  sam ple correlation of the  A -re tu rns converges alm ost surely.
P ro p o sitio n  2 .7 .3  Lei
ff(A; t) =  (t/(* +  A) -  v(1)e~ ^  ‘ W ÆÎ2* •(»>ds -  l )  . (2.77)
Then
t_+0° Jo 9A ( s )ds
where <]&(■) is given by (2.71).
\ i m p ( A ]t ) = f i Te { A ';s )d S  a.s. (2.78)
Proof:  C onjecture 2.7.1 allows us to  calculate lim its  of the  form
1 f‘
lim  — I -Xî+Ai-^s+A2 ds.(->00 t JQ
T hus
1 f* 1 f T
lim  -  /  r ( A ;s ) r ( A ;s  +  A ) ds =  <r2— /  g (A ;s )d s ,t-+oo i _/(, _Z Jo
1 f*
lim  -  / r ( A i ; s ) d s  =  0,
t - + o o  f  J 0
1 f* 1 f^
lim  -  /  r ( A ;s ) 2 ds =  <r2— /  q&(s)ds
t-¥ oo ¿ J o  1  JO
alm ost surely. These results together w ith (2.76) give (2.78). o 
C orollary 2 .7 .1  I fp ( - , - )  is defined by (2.76), then
lim p( T] t )  <  0,t~+00
while i f
rT
there exists 0 <  A  <  T  such that
[  a{t)2v{t) dt  > A T  (2.79)
Jo
^lim p ( A \ t )  >  0. (2.80)
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Proof  : From  Proposition  2.7.3, we see th a t the sign of the  correlation is the sam e as the  sign of the 
num erato r on the  r.h .s. of (2.78). However,
e {T-1) =  (w(t +  T )  — v[t)e~  A'+r ( e "  < s) ds -  l )
=  - v { t ) ( l - e ~ A T)2 < 0 ,
so the  num erato r is negative. To show the au tocorrelation of the  A -returns is positive for some 
A £  (0, T ), we notice th a t the left hand  side of (2.78) has the  following expansion for sm all A >  0:
A ^f Jo -2a(t)(1- a(t)v(t))dt+0(A2)’
so if (2.79) is true , then  so is (2.80). o
R em ark 2.7.6
W e see th a t  (2.79) will be true  whenever the  d isturbance in a(-) is sufficiently great, as th is will in­
crease the level of v(-). Thus whenever the agents are sufficiently heterogeneous, the  re tu rns will have 
positive au tocorrelation  a t short horizons, when fads m ay occur, and have negative autocorrelation  
a t horizons over which fundam entals dom inate.
R em ark 2 .7 .7
T he sam ple au tocorrelation  of the  squared A -returns converge a.s. since
\ r1 1 rT1 I" 1 f
lim  -  I r ( A ] s ) 2 ds  =  — / q&(s)ds  a.s.
t-+ oo t  J 0 T  J o
lim  -  f  r ( A ;s ) 4 ds =  3 ^  [  q&(s)2 ds a.s.
t-yco t J Q 1 J Q
1 ri i rT
lim  -  /  r(A ; s )2r(A ; s +  A )2 ds =  — I ? a (« )9a ( s  +  A) +  2£>(A; s )2 ds a.s.
t-*00 t Jo T  Jo
Taking A =  T  in the  above, the  num erator of the  autocorrelation of the squared T -re tu rns converges 
alm ost surely to
4(1- e  AT)2 ^ 7p Jq ds ~ (jp Jo dS) j + 2 (1 - e  AT^ ff0 ds.
Therefore the au tocorrelation  of the squared T -returns is s tric tly  positive, alm ost surely. The positive 
au tocorrelation  of em pirical squared asset re tu rns has been rem arked upon by Frey [30], for example.
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Remark 2.7.8
If X b is the  solution to  (2.39),
r»(A; t )  =  X?+A -  X b,
is the A -re tu rn  of the  price process S b =  e x p ( X b), and pb(A;  ■) is the  autocorrelation of the A -return  
process {r6(A ; i))t>o we then have
P ro p o sitio n  2 .7 .4
=  Fa (x)
where F&(■ ) is a distribution funct ion with density f a (■) given by (2.70).
Furtherm ore, th e  corresponding analogues to  C onjecture 2.7.1, P roposition  2.7.3 and C orollary 2.7.1 
are true. T he sta tem en ts of these results differ only in  th a t  r fc(A ;-) replaces r(A ; •), and pb(A; ■) 
replaces p(A;*).
2 .8  V o lu m e, V o la tility  and H etero g en e ity
In  th is  short section, we will give a very rough heuristic  result relating the level o f trade  to  the 
vo latility  of th e  price and degree of heterogeneity in  the  m arket.
Let us discard the lim iting  argum ent we used to  derive the  continuous price process. Suppose th a t 
the  log-price responds to  excess dem and in  a W alrasian linear fashion so th a t
Xt+At  ~  X t  =  a D ( t , t  +  A i)
where D ( t , t  +  A i) is excess dem and  over ( t , t  +  A t )  and  a  >  0. C om paring th is  to  (2.17), we see
D(t ,  t  +  A t )  =  — J  —a ( s ) X s d s +  — J  <rdBs .
T hus the  instan taneous p lanned  excess dem and a t tim e t,  K  is given by
= i|a(t)X*(w)|.OL
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C abrales and  Hoshi [10] take  instan taneous excess dem and  as representing volum e, from  which they 
prove a volum e-volatility relationship, and we proceed similarly. O ur proxy for volum e will be the
asym pto tic  average of squared instan taneous planned excess dem and. Let th is be V (a(-)), so
F (a(-))(w ) =  Um i  V 2(lo) ds.
Let our proxy for heterogeneity be the variation  in a(-), V(a(-)).
We let the proxy for vo latility  be th e  asym pto tic  variance for log-price, K (a('));
K (a(-))(w ) =  lim  j  [  f x s ( u i ) - j  f  X u (u>)dii\ ds. 
t->oo t Jo V t Jo J
T hen we have
P ro p o sitio n  2.8.1 Let V(a(-)),  V^(a(-)) and V(a(-)) be defined as above.
(i) V(a(-))  and  l^(a(-)) are almost surely constant.
(ii) V (a(-)), V^(a(-)) and  V (a(-)) are all minimised fo r  a(-) =  A.
Proof:  We know from  (2.5.1) th a t  V («(■)) is alm ost surely constan t and is indeed m inim ised for
a(-) =  A,  as is V(a(-)). N ext observe th a t
fT
I a(s)2v(s ) ds
Jo
is m inim ised for a(-) =  A.  To do th is notice th a t  by the  Cauchy-Schwarz inequality  we have
( A T ) 2 =
ji / T \ "  ^ rp
/  a ( s ) d s  < I /  |a ( s ) |r f s |  <  /  - r - r d s  /  a(s )2v(s )ds ,
Jo \Jo J Jo w(s) Jo
[  a(s)2v(s) ds  >  \ :AT,
Jo 2
w ith  equality  if  and  only if  |a ( i) |u (t)  is constant, and a(t) >  0. These conditions lead to  ii(-) being 
constan t, and so a(-) m ust be constant. However by T heorem  2.6.1, V («(■)) converges alm ost surely 
to  its  asym pto tic  expected value:
^K)) = ~ 2 ' 0-2^  f  a{s)2v(s)ds a.s. 
a  1 Jo
T his ensures th a t  the  P roposition  is true, o
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p
Remark 2.8.1
T he proposition  h ints in a  very crude fashion th a t there is a positive relationship m arket hetero­
geneity, activ ity  and volatility, in th e  sense th a t  all three are sim ultaneously m inim ised. Moreover, 
th e  chain of causation  seems to  run  from  heterogeneity to  volatility  and volume, consistent w ith the 
observation of Froot and Frankel [29] cited in the C hap ter 1. We will prove la te r in the  thesis th a t 
increases in the volatility  coefficient in  (1 .1) increases the volum e of trade.
2.9  A p p en d ix
Proof  o f  L em m a 2.6.1 : W riting M y. =  u ~ 1 ( T * ) J k ( T * )  we note th a t M y. is a m artingale  with 
limj^-voo (M)t* =  oo so th a t  if we w rite
MT*) = — r  °l{P~{2h+1))Gk+1(w)2 dw
U y1 ) J wq
then
lim sup
T '- t - o o
U sing (2.49) we show th a t
^ 2 «  - 1 (T* ) ^ / R k (T* ) \ / lo g  log(M - 1 (T* ) R k (T* ) )
= 1.
lim  sup R k (T* ) <  2A v ^ a XCPlk
T *  - * o o
where
1 (2(p-(2* + l)))!
CP,k = (nj_oi _ ^ a (P-(2* + i))!2P-(afc+i)-
T hus
lim  sup <  2 \ / 2Aum^I \ J C Ptk- (2.81)
T * - + o o  V*og log logT*
As sim ilar argum ents are used below, we om it the proof th a t  there exists a non-negative sum m able 
sequence Cp(w) <  oo such th a t  for all |a | <  oo.
lim  sup —:\ n ( fn (p) - 7 0(p ,u (n ))) | <  C 2(w), (2.82)
n —> o o  P-
w here u  €  Q i w ith  P[i2i] =  1. Define for p  odd I P- i  (p) =  0, for p  even
rT
< 2 > 
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I
and î k (p) -)- \ ( p -  2k ) ( p -  (2k +  l ) ) ï k+i(p) =  0. Notice f ( p )  — ï 0(p). Let
Dk  (P) =  lim  sup ■ -.\Ik ( p , T * ) - ï k (p)\.
T -->oo ‘l^/ÏAv+à VlogloglogT*
T hen for all |a | <  oo, we can use (2.82) to  show
1 ^  --\fn(p) ~  / ( p ) I M P <  \ D 0(p)\a\p2 V Â v lmat ■lim  sup ■ — ------- ,
n-*oo P- V loglog n
(2.83)
To establish the lem m a, we need only show the r.h.s. of (2.83) is sum m able over p. Using (2.58) we 
can achieve the  following iterative inequality:
D k (p) <  ( p - 2 k ) y / C p>k +  i ( p - 2 A ) ( p -  (2k +  l ) ) D k+1(p)
w ith  boundary  condition for p  odd
D E=1(p) <
and  as we prove below for p  even, D e. =  0. An induction argum ent yields for p  odd
1 z v 1 , x •e--v 1 1 1
- ¡ D o  ( p )  <  ^ £_i (p) +  ^ ^ [- i_ 7_
(4/)!
+  2_ j (2(p — 1))!
(2.84)
p\ y  (p — 1)!2p-1
w ith  a sim ilar inequality  for p  even. Let ap =  2\fAurnax |a |p tim es the sum m ation  on the r.h .s of 
(2.84). One can then  use S tirling’s form ula together w ith the  ra tio  test to  show th a t
y ;  ap < oo.
pGodd
T he sam e argum ent works when p  is even. Let bp = 2y /Avl^ai  \a\p tim es the  last te rm  on the  r.h.s 
of (2.84). Again,
E*p<
pEodd
OO.
W e proceed analogously for p  even. This proves the sum m ability  of the  right hand  side of (2.83). o 
To prove th a t D z ( p )  =  0 for p  even, we partitio n  integrals to  ob ta in  the following bound
/ S ( r )  -  i f w l ! v i i ) i d s  -  w " i o ) v L ‘ ^ w i C  Z ’ ^ ) d ’ +
(!)!
1 ru"1 (T*) -i p'T
- U T ;< /  v(t0( s ) ) * d s - -  v (t0(s ) )>ds
V1 ) Ju-Hwo) 1 Jo
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and  in  a  sim ilar vein we have
/  v( t0(s))% ds -  -  v{t0{ s ) )* d sI-4 ) Ju~1(wo) J0
-  u ~ 1(T*) V"lax (2T  +  U •
In teg ra ting  (2.53) by p a rts  successively we ob ta in  the bound
i / f ( p , n - / § ( p ) i <
«-i
+
i
VÜ + 1)
|G 4 _ j (T*)| +  77tU0'J+i
Ü + !)
A pplying (2.49) and  recalling th e  definition of Dk,  we see from  th e  above th a t  D r  (p) =  0.
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Chapter 3
The Existence, Uniqueness, 
R egularity and R epresentation of  
Solutions o f Linear Stochastic  
Integro-differential Equations
3.1  In tro d u ctio n
In th is chapter we determ ine some of the fundam ental properties of a linear stochastic integro- 
differential equation  of the form
d X t =  ^ \ ( t )  ^ X t — J  w ( s , t ) X a ds^j -  ¡3{t) ( X t — k(t))^j dt +  a(t)  d B t , (3.1)
where we assum e A(•),/?(■), er(-),&(•) are continuous. A dditionally, we im pose som e continuity  and 
in tegrab ility  conditions on w(-,  ■); m ost im portan tly , we require th a t  w  has an integrable singularity 
a t (0 , 0 ), in the  sense th a t  for t  >  0 ,
I w( s , t )  ds - 1 .
Jo
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By using P icard iteration , and mimicking the proof used to  show uniqueness and existence for 
stochastic  differentia] equations, we show th a t  there exists a  unique, continuous solution to  (3.1). 
Some additional analysis is m erited to handle  the com plications arising from the necessity of adjoin­
ing m em ory, and also d ispatching the difficulties arising from the singular behaviour of the kernel
Furtherm ore, the  continuous solution has a stochastic  variation  of param eters  representation, which 
can be expressed in  term s of the  resolvent o f the determ inistic  integro-differential equation given by
x ' ( t )  =  X(t) ( x { t )  -  s: w ( s , t )x ( s )  ds'j — f l ( t )x( t ) .
Using the Kolmogorov-Centsov theorem , one can show th a t the continuous solution has a modifica­
tion which is locally Holder continuous of order 7  g  (0, 5 ), but is not locally Holder continuous of 
any order j  or greater.
W e will la te r  use th is  equation to  m odel the  evolution of log-prices of an  asset in which some agents 
have m em ory and  others believe prices revert to  levels determ ined by economic fundam entals.
3.2  P re lim in aries
For the  present, we assume
J t6 C [0 ,o o ) ,  (3.2)
and im pose the  following properties on w(-, ■): let
D  ■.= {(s, t)  : 0 <  s <  t }
Then
w £  C ( D ,  (0 ,00 )). (3.3)
For all t > 0
f  w ( s , t ) d s  =  l .  (3.4)
Jo
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Let A, /3, <r G C(ffi+ U {0}). Define
M i =  m ax |A (i) |, (3.5)
M 2 =  m ax  |/3(0I, (3.6)
M 3 =  m ax  |<r(/)|- (3.7)t> 0
We further assum e there exists <7 >  0 such th a t
in f |<r(f)| =  a.  (3.8)
3.3  R ep resen ta tio n  o f  th e  So lu tion
We assum e th a t  we have an underlying filtered probability  space (ft, T , ( ^ t ) t > 0 , IP)- Let [X t ) t>0 
m odel the  log-price of the asset a t tim e i , and  be a  continuous tim e stochastic process adapted  to 
the filtra tion . W e assum e th a t  it follows a stochastic integro-differential equation  (specified below) 
driven by a s tan d ard  Brow nian m otion (B t )t>0 . We will need to  m an ipu la te  stochastic integrals 
w ith  ¿-dependent integrands. To do th is, recall the  sem i-m artingale decom position of Berger and 
Mizel.
L e m m a  3 .3 .1  Let h be a deterministic funct ion which satisfies
h : D  —y M : (s, 0  1—^ h ( s : i ) ,
Suppose that ^  exists and is uniformly bounded and h(-,-) is uniformly bounded on all D
every  0 <  t <  00
J h ( s , t ) d B ,  =  J  h(s,  s) d B s + j  (^ J ^ - ( u , s )  d B ^ j  ds.
P r o o f : Use the stochastic Fubini theorem . See P ro tte r [64] and P ro tte r (1985) [63]. o 
We will la te r use th is  to  prove th a t  the S.I-D .E (3.1) has a unique variation  of param eters solution.
(3.10)
(3.11)
Define g(s,  ■) to  be the (unique) solution of the  following system:
^ ( s , i )  =  A(t) ( g ( s , t ) - J  w ( u , t ) g ( s , u ) d u ^  - P ( t ) g ( s , t )  t > s
g{s , s)  =  1 , g(s , t )  =  0 t < s
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Then for
(3.9)
T he fact th a t  there  is a unique solution to  (3.10), (3.11) can be readily  inferred, for exam ple, from
T heorem  1.7.1 on p.24-26 of Lakshinikantham  and R ao [49]. By th is theorem , there is also a unique
solution (e(-)) to  the  equation
e'(t)  =  A(<) ^e(f) — J  w (u , t )e (u )  d u j  -  /?(<) (e(t) — k ( i ) ) , (312)
e(0) =  X 0. (3.13)
I t  is no t difficult to  prove, using a determ inistic  varian t of a proof we la te r use, th a t
| j ( s , f ) |  <  c W + W a X » - ')
and using (3.10) we can prove
dg_
at ( M )
Therefore, if T  <  oo and 0 <  s <  t <  T ,  then
|</(M)I < e(W*+Ail)T
and
| ( M )
Therefore, b o th  g and -£  are uniform ly bounded on com pacts. T hen  we will prove
(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)
T h e o r e m  3 .3 .1  Under the above hypotheses, (3.1) has a unique, continuous, variation o f  parame­
ters solution on every interval [0, T] given by
X t =  e ( t ) + [  cr(s)g(s,t) dB„, 
Jo
(3.18)
where g(-, ■) is given by (3.10) and (3.11), and e(-) is given by (3.12) and (3.13). Moreover,
E sup X (  
0  < t< T
<  oo. (3.19)
R e m a r k  3 .3 .1
T he existence and  uniqueness of solutions to  linear stochastic  integro-differential equations is covered 
in  Vespri [77]. However, a separate  proof of existence and  uniqueness is necessary in  th is case owing 
to  th e  singular behaviour of w(-, ■) as 1 1  0 (cf. equation  (3.4)).
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Proof  o f  Theorem 3.3.1: We will tem porarily  assume existence and uniqueness have been dem on­
stra ted , together w ith (3.19). These facts will be established in P roposition  3.4.1. To prove the 
represen tation  in  (3.18), define
Yt = f  a ( s ) g { s , t ) d B Sl (3.20)
Jo
and  notice by L em m a 3.3.1 and  the definition and  properties of g th a t
Yt =  f  <r(s) d B s + f  f  ( r ( u ) ^ - ( u t s ) d B u ds.
Jo Js= 0 Ju= 0
Plainly, the  process Y  is a.s. continuous on (0 ,T ] for any T  >  0. Using the  definition of g and the 
stochastic  Fubini theorem  we ob tain  for all s >  0
/ S c r { u ) ^ - { u , s ) d B u = \ { s ) ( Y s -  [ S w(v,  s)Yv d v )  -  /3{s)Ya. (3.21)
Ju=0 ut \ Jv=0 /
(For s > Q  and any v such th a t  0 <  v <  s, w ( v y s) is finite, so
pS pS ps pv
I I a (u )w (v , s )g (u ,v )  dv d B u =  / I o -(u)w(v,s )g(u,v)  d B u dv,
Ju~0Jv=u J V—0J U—Q
since th e  boundedness of the in tegrand and the  stochastic Fubini T heorem  allow us to  reverse the 
order of in teg ration . However, since lim s|o  info<„<s w(v,  s) =  +oo , we cannot conclude (3.21) for
s =  0.) We can prove, using an argum ent sim ilar to  th a t of Proposition  6.3.1 th a t
lim Y j — 0 a.s.
s\,0
SO
lim  [  a ( u ) ^ - ( u ,  s) d B u — lim A (s) ( Y s -  [  w(v,  s)Yv dv j -  /3(s)Y, =  0 a.s,
J u  = 0 a t  «J.0 ^  J v = 0 /
Therefore, Yt satisfies
Yt =  J c (s) d B s + J  X(s) -  J  w(v,  s)Y„ d v j  -  /3(s)Ys ds.
From  th e  definition of e we m ust have
rt
X t  =  *(0) +  f a  d B s +  J  X(s) ^ X s — J  w(v,  s ) X v dv'j — /3(s)(X„ — k(s)) ds, (3.22) 
proving th e  assertion, o
3 .4  P r o o f  o f  P ro p o sit io n  3 .4 .1
T h e proof of existence and uniqueness is relatively standard , and follows v ia  P icard -L indelo f iter­
a tion . However, since we m ust also include the  influence of the  p ast in our proof, the  argum ent is
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m ore cum bersom e th a n  is the  case in the com parable proof for stochastic differential equations. We 
proceed using a tro ika of lem m ata.
L em m a 3 .4 .1  Let T  < oo and suppose
£  =  { (X t)0<t<T : known, X  is cns., !Ft measurable and E
Then (3.1) has a unique solution in £.
sup X f  
Lo <t<T .
<  oo.}.
P r o o f : Let [a;] denote the sm allest integer greater th an  or equal to  x.  Define
N  =  [ T y 'W l  +  8 M i ]  +  1.
T hus N  6  N  and N  >  2. Now define T\  =  T / N .  Thus
a  =  T lxj ‘l M l  +  %Ml  <  1 -  I  <  1. (3.23)
T his constan t a  will be used in Lem m a 3.4.2 to  show th a t  a certain  functional is a contraction
m apping. Now we prove existence and uniqueness in a succession of Banach spaces. Let
£ ‘ =  { (^ t)o < t< (!+i)T1 ■ known, X  is cns., T t  m easurable and E sup
0 < t < ( i + l ) T i
< OO.},
and
C1 =  {(^ t)o< t< (i+ i)T i ’ known, X  is cns., Ft  m easurable,
E sup X f0<t<(j + i)T i <  oo, and  X t  — X \  for all t  £  [0, iT{\},
where X '  is the as yet to  be proved solution on Cl . Notice th a t C’ C £*. We can proceed exactly as 
in  the case of stochastic  differential equations to  prove th a t there is a unique solution on £ ° . Call 
this so lu tion  X ° . Make the induction  hypothesis
H{ : There is a unique solution to  (3.1), X '  G £'
for i >  0. Obviously, H 0 is true, and i i jv - i  is the sta tem ent of lem m a. It is the subject of 
L em m a 3.4.2 to  show th a t  under i there is a unique solution to  (3.1) in C' . We defer th is proof 
tem porarily . By reference to  Lem m a 3.4.2, we readily  see th a t all solutions of (3.1) in £'  are in C' . 
Now let the unique solution to  (3.1) in C' be Y l . Since C‘ C £ ',  we have Y ’ G £ ’ ■ Thus there is a 
solution  to  (3.1) in  £ ' .  Let Z l be another solution in  £ l . B ut then Z 1 G C%, so by Lem m a 3.4.2, 
Y '  — Z ‘ . Therefore Y l is the unique solution in  £ \  Call it  X ' . So given H i - 1, we have established 
H{, and  the  lem m a is proven, o
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L e m m a  3.4.2 Under H i - 1 there is a unique solution to (3 .1) in C%.
Proof:  Define a m apping  $  w ith  dom ain in C' . Let
* ( Z ) t =  Z 0 +  w(u,  s )Z u d u j  — P(s) (Z,  — k(s))  ds  +  J  <r(s)dBa
for i  >  0 and  <fc(Z)t =  Z q for t  — 0. We will w ant to  show
$ : e ->c\
and  $  is a contraction  m apping  on the  B anach space (C*, || ■ ||,)  where
\ \ X \\f = E sup X %
0 < i < ( « + l ) T i
Obviously, if  Z  is continuous, T t  m easurable and  Z o  known, th e  sam e can be said  for $(•£)■ If 
X  €  C \  then  X t =  X \ ~ l for all t  6  [0, iT J ,  so $ ( X ) t =  ^ ( X ^ t  =  X ^ 1 for all t  6  [0, iTi]. I f  we 
have X  £  C1 then  we will require
E sup
0 < t < ( i + l ) T i
<  OO. (3.24)
T hus if  $  is a contraction  on Cl , it follows th a t  there exists a unique X % 6  C‘ such th a t
®(xi)t = x; vt6[o,(i+i)r1].
Therefore, X '  solves (3.1) on [0, (¿ +  l)T i] uniquely in C'. Take X ,  Y  EC*.  F irst, for all t  6  [0, iT\]
$ ( X ) { -  $ (Y ) t =  0 =  X t -  Y t . (3.25)
Let t  G [iTi, (i +  1)T\]. T hen
$ ( X ) t -  * (Y ) t =  f  A(s) ( X t — Y, — [ ‘ w ( u , s) {Xu -  Yu) d u )  ds +  f  ~/3{s) ( X ,  -  Y„) ds.
JiTi V JiTi J  JiTi
(3.26)
S tan d ard  bounding  argum ents give for U, =  X ,  -  Ys
i T i < i < ( i + l ) T j
where we use
sup I [  —¡3(s)Us ds 
< T i< t< ( r f+ l )T i  \J\Ti
sup I A(s) ( Us — I w (u , s )U u du  ) ds 
!< i+ )Ti \J iT i \  J iT i )
<  M \ T {  sup \Ut \ (3.27)
¿T1< t < ( i + l ) T 1
<  4M?T?  sup |?7t|2, (3.28)
/ w (u ,s )U u du < sup \UU|.
J i T ! ¡Tl<li<J
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Taking the triangle inequality  across (3.26), then  using (a +  b) 2 <  2 (a2 +  b2) gives, on taking 
suprem um s across the  resulting inequality
sup |$ p O t - $ ( Y ) t |2 < a 2 sup \ X t - Y t \2
<Ti<t<(i+l)ri t'T1<i<(* + l)T1
where we use (3.27), (3.28). By v irtue of (3.25), we have
||*(X)-*(y)||<ap'-Y||,
so by (3.23), $  is a contraction . We will now show (3.24). By the definition of $ ,  by using 
(a +  b +  c +  d)2 <  4 (a 2 + b2 +  c2 + d2) we have
< 4 s^(O)2 + X(s) ^ X ,  — J  w ( u , s ) X u du  ^ ds
+ 4 - ( ¡ ( s ) ( X ,  -  k(s)) ds') + ( J^ a ( s ) d B
sup $ { X ) 2 <  4 ^ a ;(0 )2 +  sup f  f  A (s) ( X ,  — f  w(u,  s ) X u dw') d s \  ^<(j + l)T1 \ 0<t<(i + l)Ti \Jo V Jo J J )
+  4 [  sup ( f  /3(s)(Xs -  k(s) )  d s \  +  sup ( f  a ( s ) d B s
\ ° < t < ( ,' + 1)T i  ' 0 < t < ( t  +  l ) T i  \Jo
To bound the  th ird  term  in (3.29), we use Cauchy-Schwarz and (a +  6)2 <  2 (a2 +  b2) to  ob tain
and
o <t
(3.29)
2\
sup 1 /  f3(s)(Xs — k(s))  ds 
o < t < ( . + i ) T ,  \ Jo
<  2 M 2 sup. </'
i +  l ) T i  JO0 < t < ( i j
,2
X 2 + k (s )2 ds
< 2M 2 ((i +  l ) T i Y  I sup X 2 +  sup k ( t ) 2 I , 
\0<t<{i+l)T1 0 < t < ( t  +  l ) T i  J
so the expected value of the  th ird  term  is bounded. I t is triv ial to  use D oob’s m axim al inequality 
to  bound the  expected value of the  fourth  term  in (3.29). To wit:
<  4(i +  l)T i sup c{ t )2‘
0 < i < ( i + l ) T i
i f *  \  1 /  / • (<+ l)T i  \E sup 1 / cr(s) d B s I <  4E /  a ( s ) d B s
0 < t < ( i  + l ) T i  \J 0 / 0 J
(3.30)
We bound the  second te rm  in the  sam e m anner as the th ird , viz,
sup /  A(s) [ X s — w ( u , s ) X u d u \  ds < M 2 sup I /  2 sup | A u | d s )  
0< t < ( i  + l ) T i  \J0 \ Jo J 0< t < ( i + l ) T !  \J0 0< u < a  J
< m \  ((i +  1 )T 0 2 sup X 2, (3.31)
and th is te rm  also has finite expectation. Therefore, by (3.30) and  (3.31), all the term s on the right 
hand  side of (3.29) have finite expectation, so (3.24) is true. T his is now sufficient to  prove the 
lem m a, o
L e m m a  3.4.3 I f  (X t )o<t<T is a solution to (3 .1) and is a.s. continuous and T% measurable, then
E sup X f
0 <t<T
<  oo.
P r o o f : Let X  be as in the  sta tem en t of the  lem m a. Define
Tn =  inf{s >  0 : |X S| >  n}.
Since X  is a solution  of (3.1), it satisfies (3.22). Using the  sam e argum ent as in  (3.29), we have
E  sup X 2
0 < u < t A T n
<  4 x (0)2 + E
(3.32)
sup ( / A(s) I X s — I w(r,  s ) X T dr  I ds 
0<u<tATn \J0 \ Jo )
+  4 E sup f  f  (3{s)(X, — k(s)) d s \  1 + E  sup f  f  a ( s )dB,
0 < « < < A T „  \J 0 J 0 < u < t A T „  \J0
<  4 I a;(0) 2 4 - E
+  4 E
^  J  A(s) ^ X s — J  w(r, s ) X r dr^  ds^ j
f ptATn \ 2 1  f" /  rtATn \
J  P ( s ) ( X s -  k(s))  d s j  + E  I j  v ( s ) d B s \
T he fou rth  te rm  on the  right hand  side of (3.32) can be bounded using D oob’s m axim al inequality, 
so we have, since t  6  [0 ,T ]
E
/  , t A T n \ 2 1  fT
I J  cr(s) d B s J <  4 J  a(s) : ds.
T he th ird  te rm  can be bounded in the sam e way as (3.30) to  give
E f  /3(s) (Xs — k(s))  ds  | <  M | ( 2 T 2 sup k (s ) 2 +  2 T  [  e [  sup \X UJo J \ 0 <s<T Jo L o < u < s A T „ ds ,
and the  second te rm  on the r.h .s. of (3.32) bounded in the sam e way as (3.31), yielding
V
E  I I X(s) ( X ,  — I w ( r t s ) X r dr  | ds < A T M 2 [  E  [ sup \ X U Jo L o < u < s A T „ ds.
/ f t  >
/ A( I s ,
Jo \ Jo J
Define
f n (t) = E
Then / "  is finite, continuous and non-negative. Using (3.32), we then  have
r ( i ) < 4 ^ ( 0 )2 +  2T 2M 2 sup k{s)2 +  AT  sup o '(s)2') +  ( l 6M 2T  -f 8M |T )  [  f n {s)ds,  
V 0<s<T °<S<T  /  JO
sup X 2
. 0 < u < tA T „
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so applying G ronw all’s inequality, we have
/ n W < 4 ( W  +  2T 2M f sup k{s)2 +  4 T  sup  <r(s)2)  e(™M?T+&M’T)t
\  0<s<T 0<a<T J
Let
K ( T )  =  4 f x ( 0 ) 2 +  2 T 2M $  sup k{s ) 2 +  4 T  sup ^ ( s )2)  e(i6M?T+8Ai’T>T . (3 33)
V 0 < « < T  0 <a<T )
T hus f n (T) < K ( T )  <  0 0 . Now, using F a to u ’s lem m a, we have
E sup |X U|2 =  E lim  sup \X U \2 <  lim su p E sup |X U|2
.0 <u<T n-t-oo 0<U<TAT„ n-foo ,0<u <T/VT„
=  lim sup / "  (T ) <  00 ,
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w hich com pletes the  proof, o
P ro p o sitio n  3 .4 .1  I f  T  <  00 there exists a unique continuous solution to (3.1). Moreover, it 
satisfies
E sup X i
,0 <t<T
<  OO.
Proof : Follows directly  from  L em m a 3.4.2 and Lem m a 3.4.3. o
3.5 Regularity o f the Solution
In  com m on w ith  linear stochastic  differential equations, we can show th a t  the  solution to  (3.1) has 
a m odification w hich is H older continuous of order 7  for all 7  G (0, | ) ,  b u t no t of order \  or greater.
P ro p o sitio n  3 .5 .1  I f  X  is the continuous solution o f  (3.1), it  has a modification which is locally 
Holder continuous o f  order 7  G (0, | ) .  Furthermore, X  is not locally Holder continuous o f  order 
7  >  | .  In fac t  we have, fo r  each t  G [0,T] and  7  >  5
X t - X ,
lim  inf
5ft [t -  8)1
=  00 a.s. (3.34)
Proof:  If X  is the  continuous solution of (3.1), then, for each s , t  such th a t 0 <  s < t  < T  and  for 
each m  G N , we have, using (3.22) and (a +  b +  c)2m <  32m(a2m +  b2m +  c3m)
( X t -  X s )2m <  32m Q P  X (u) -  J  w(r, u ) X T dr^j du
+  3?m /3{u){Xu - k { u ) ) d u )  + ^ j \ ( u ) d B u^
2m
2 m \
(3.35)
T he first te rm  on th e  righ t h an d  side can be  bounded using the  sam e ideas as in  the  proof above, 
together w ith Jensen’s inequality.
rt
du
w(r, u ) X r d r )  du 
< M l m \t — s\2m~ l j  jX u — J  w ( r ,u ) X f dr  
<  M l m \t -  s|2m- 1 J *  22m ( \ X u \2m +  | j T  w(r, u ) X r dr
< 2.22m M ? m \ t ~ s \2m- 1 f  sup \X r \2m du.
Ja 0 < r < u
(3.36)
du
T he sam e s tra tegy  for the second term  gives
-t \ 2m
( J  p(u) ( X u -  k (u)) d u )
< 2 2mMlm \l-s\lm~l (\t-s\ sup /fe(u)2m +  [*  sup |X r |2mdu \ .
\  0<u<T Ja  0 < r < u  /
(3.37)
N ext, notice th a t  since
we have
E
J <t(u) dB u ~  Af  ^ 0 , J  cr(u)2 d u )  ,
d * y  <  (3.38)
A n argum ent analagous to  th a t  of Lem m a 3.4.3 shows th a t  for each m £ f i  and  T  G (0, oo) there 
exists K m (T)  <  oo such th a t  for all u G [0, T]
E sup |X r |2m
.0 < r < u
(3.39)
12m
T aking expectations across (3.35), and  using (3.36), (3.37), (3.38) and  (3.39), we have
E [ (X t - X , ) 2m] <  + 5 2m(^ M 2m \ i - 8\m
+  32m ( 2 2m M $ m sup k (u )2m +  (2.22mM l m +  22mM 2m) K m ( T ) ]  \t -  
V 0<u<T J
and since |i — s |m <  T m , if  we define 
Cm (T)  =  32m ( r m ( 2 2m M i m Qsup^ k { u ) 2m +  (2.22mM l m +  22mM 2m) K m ( T ) )  +
th en  for all 0 <  s < t  < T  we have
E [ ( Z i - Z J)2m] < C m ( T ) \ t - s \ m .
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I f  7  £  (0) | ) i  le t m  =  f +  1 , so (m  — l ) / 2 m  >  7 . T hus by th e  Kolm ogorov-Centsov theorem , a 
m odification of X  is locally Holder continuous of order 7  (see K ara tzas and Shreve p .53-55 [41]).
To show (3.34), define
Z u =  A(tt) ( x u -  w (r, u ) X r d r )  -  0 ( u ) ( X u -  k(u)),  
so Z  is a.s. continuous. T hus for every t  G [0, T], it  follows th a t
l !  Zu du  „
lim — =  Z t a.s.i|< 1 — s
Let 7  6  [ i ,  !]■ T hen
lim  sup
I !  Zu du
=  0 a.s. (3.40)
01 -  a p
Then using (3.22), (3.40), th e  m artingale  tim e  change theorem  (see K ara tzas and  Shreve [41]) in 
conjunction w ith (3.8) and th e  law o f the ite ra ted  logarithm , we have
X t - X ,
lim  inf 
«ft (t - s y lim  inf
>  lim  inf
>  lim  infjfi
lim inf
S f t
=  lim infifÉ 
=  OO.
fa Z u du  j"1 <r(u) dB u
(t - s ) y
¡1 a{u) d B u f s ' Z u d u )
( t - s p ( t - Sp  J
f !  «1«) ¿ b „
( t -  s)7
f ‘ a(u) d B u 
( t - s ) y
f !  tr<.u YJ 
(i - *)7
+  lim  in f—«ft
f l Z u d u
(t -  s)r
where B  is ano ther s tan d ard  B row nian m otion. This com pletes the  proof of (3.34). 0
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C hapter 4
The Efficacy o f Technical Analysis 
and the Possibility o f Pricing  
O ptions when the Efficient Market 
H ypothesis is V iolated
4.1 Introduction and M otivation
In th is chapter we will m otivate  the study  of the  linear stochastic integro-differential equation (3.1)
d X t =  A(t) ^ X t -  J  w ( s , t ) X j d s j  -  ¡3(t) (X t -  k(t))  dt +  a(t) d B t ,
by showing how it arises na tu ra lly  as a m odel for price evolution in  a m arket in which some agents 
believe th a t  past prices have an indicative value in the form ation of investm ent strategies, and other 
agents believe th a t prices should revert to  levels determ ined by economic fundam entals. Moreover, 
by p o stu la ting  th a t  such classes of agents have the ability  to  influence price, we construct a model 
of prices which does no t satisfy the Efficient M arket Hypothesis: past prices do have an  influence 
on th e  present price. T he price process is therefore no t M arkovian, and  m uch of our effort in this
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thesis will centre on overcoming some of the technical difficulties tha t this creates.
In th is chapter, we expand upon the properties we im posed on «;(-, ) in C hap ter 3; by endowing on 
w(-, •) m onotonicity  and  asym pto tic  invariance properties, we note th a t  w (s , t )  can be ascribed the 
properties of the  weight a ttached  a t tim e i to  a price observed a t tim e  s, where s <  t. T he chartists 
then  construct a m oving average of past prices using this weight, and by com paring the value of this 
index w ith  the current price, decide w hether to  buy or sell. Some consequences of th is form ulation 
are then  outlined: the  ch a rtis ts ’ behaviour when the m arket reaches a record high or record low, 
and  the  m anner in which chartists wait and see.
We then  tu rn  our a tten tion  to  the ch a rtis ts’ ability  to  elicit inform ation from  a tim e series: essentially, 
we w ant to  ask how closely the ir index function  (moving average) m im ics the  tim e series. I t  transpires 
th a t  if the price was to  settle down to a constant value, the index function would also settle  down to 
th a t  constan t value; if the price was bounded by a certain  num ber, then  the index function would be 
bounded by th a t  num ber; if the price exhibited a periodic oscillation, the  index function would settle 
down to  a periodic function w ith the sam e period as the  price. Finally, if the price was growing a t a 
trend  of less th a n  iterated  exponential growth, then the index function  identifies th is ra te  of growth 
precisely. In  C hap ter 6 , by studying the pathw ise asym ptotics of (3.1), we show th a t the ch a rtis ts’ 
ability  to  track  prices accurately leads to  the m arket exhibiting tim e consistency: its dynam ics do 
no t seem to  underm ine the beliefs of the agents acting in the m arket, and  therefore it is not unlikely 
th a t  those agents will continue to  hold their beliefs.
In the th ird  section of the chapter, we sketch the m ethod  we need to  m im ic the m icro-econom ic 
argum ent in  C hap ter 2: th a t  is to  say, the  m anner in which we convert a discrete tim e tem poral 
equilibrium  m odel to  a continuous tim e stochastic process, which is the solution of a stochastic 
differential equation driven by a Brow nian m otion. In the  m odified m odel, in which the past also 
has a role, we indicate how the weak convergence proof of K urtz  and P ro tte r m ight be altered 
to  show how a discrete tim e equilibrium  m odel could give rise to  a stochastic integro-differential 
equation  driven by a stan d ard  B row nian m otion. As th is program  of research rem ains tem porarily  
incom plete, we also provide a heuristic  develpom ent of th is integro-differential equation by positing 
instananeous dem ands th a t  are consistent w ith the choices m ade for dem and functions in the  discrete 
tim e m odel used in C hap ter 2. Some of the m odel’s sim ilarités w ith the Black-Scholes m odel are 
m ade, as well as noting its su itab ility  for m odelling exchange rates.
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T he fou rth  section of the chapter shows th a t it is possible to  price and hedge E uropean  options in this 
m odel, and  th a t  sm all investors doing so need only know the vo latility  in the m arket: the  existence 
or behaviour of the  chartists and fundam entalists are no t revealed to  these sm all investors—in fact, 
the sm all investor’s portfolio  com prises the  sam e num ber of risky and riskless assets a t any instan t 
as would be the case if the price evolved according to  Black-Scholes dynam ics w ith the sam e tim e 
dependent vo latility  as in (3.1), and  the  sam e level of tim e dependent in terest rates. This result 
shows th a t  the  Efficient M arket H ypothesis does no t have to  be satisfied for derivatives to  be priced; 
moreover, th a t  investors pricing these derivative products need no t know th a t it  is being violated.
The last section of the  chapter m entions th a t in  this m odel there is a positive relationship between 
the volume of trad e  in the m arket and the volatility. We also show th a t  increased fundam entalist 
confidence reduces the variability  of the  price process. This is of som e in terest in  the context of 
credible exchange ra te  bands.
T hroughou t the  in itia l sections of the  chapter, we assum e the price is a continuous tim e stochastic 
process, which is alm ost surely continuous.
4.2 Chartist Behaviour
4 .2 .1  C h a r tis ts ’ W eigh ting  and In d ex  F unctions
Let D  { (s ,i)  : 0 <  s < t}
D e f in i t io n  4 .2 .1  The function w is a c h a r t i s t  w e ig h tin g  f u n c t io n  i f  it satisfies the following:
(i)  w e C ( £ > \{ ( 0 , 0) } , ( 0 ,oo )).
(ii) J q w (s , t )  ds  =  1 fo r  all t  >  0 .
(Hi) w (- , t)  is non-decreasing.
(iv) There exists a function  a : ffi+ U {0} —> M such that
(a) a (0) <  oo,
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(b) lim t-f OO suPo<«<t m(ajt) _ -Ia(t— s) = 0.
We call such a function a(-) an in v a r ia n t  w e ig h t  fo r  u;(-, •).
One im m ediately  obtains
L e m m a  4 .2 .1  I fa ( - )  is an invariant weight fo r  a chartist weighting function, then:
(i) a E C (M + U {0} ,]
(ii)  o(-) is non-increasing, 
( in )  lim t_».oo fo a (s) ds — 1 .
P roo f: Suppose a ( ii)  <  0 for some 11 >  0. T hen  by D efinition 4.2.1 (iv) (b), for every e E (0,1) 
there  exists T (e) >  0 such th a t  for t  >  T(e)
w(t —t i , t )
a(t i)
-  1 < £.
T hus >  1 —£ >  0- Ifa (< i) <  0, then  w ( t  — t \ , t ) <  0, which contrad icts D efinition 4.2.1 part
(i). O n the  o ther hand , if a(t \)  — 0, from  the above we have
w ( t  — t i , t )
a(t i)
< 1 + e < 2,
which is also incom patible w ith D efinition 4.2.1 p a rt (i). Therefore a(t)  >  0 for all t >  0. To show 
a(-) is non-increasing, set t \  <  t 2) and use D efinition 4.2.1 p a rt (iii) to  ob ta in
/ \ q(ti) a(ti)
W [ t  — ^ w(£—¿i,£)
a (t i)  a(ta) w ( t - t 2 , t )  ~  ■ ■?(* ?)_ '
Taking lim its b o th  sides of the  inequality, together w ith Definition 4.2.1 p a rt (iv) (b) and the
positiv ity  of a(-) gives a( t i)  >  <*(¿2) as required. To show th a t a(-) is continuous, observe th a t  for
any i 2 >  0, we have by (ii) and Definition 4.2.1 p a rt (iv) (a)
0 <  a(t2) <  a (0) <  oo.
Now w rite
a ( i i )  -  a( t2)
= o , ( t 2 ) w (t  - t 2 , t )  (  g j t i) a { h )a(t2) \ w ( t  — t i , t )  w (t — t 2 , t ) J  w (t — t i , t )+
a(ii)
(w (t  -  tx , t )  — w(t — t 2 l t))
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Let 0 <  £ <  4a(0). From  Definition 4.2.1 p a rt (iv) (b), there exists T (e) £  M+ such th a t for all 
t  > T(e)
w(t  — t i , i )
a ( U )
-  1 <
8o(0)
for i =  1 , 2 .
Now fix t =  T (e) +  1. I t  is then easy to  show
w {t — t 2 , t)  (  a ( i i)
a( t2) \ w ( t —t i , t )  w ( t ~ t 2 , t ) J
e
<2-
M oreover, by the  continuity  of w(-, ■) there exists i(e )  >  0 such th a t 0 <  |<i —12\ < S(e) implies
- w(t-t2,t)\ < |
whence
a(ii)
(w(t — t i , t )  -  w (t  - t 2 , t))
£
2'w(t — t i , t )
Therefore, for every e G (0 ,4a(0 )), there exists i(e )  >  0 such th a t 0 <  |i i  — t 2\ <  i(e )  implies
I a (¿i) -  a(i2)| <  £,
establishing the continuity  of a(-). T hus (i) is secured. To establish p a rt (iii), we have by (iv) (b) of 
the  definition th a t  for every £ >  0 there exists T (e) >  0 such th a t for all t >  T { e)
w (s , t )
sup
0 < s < i a(t — s)
1 < 1 +  £
T hen  by D efinition 4.2.1 p a rt (ii), we have
I f  a(s) ds — l |  =  I f  ( — — 1 ] w(s, t) ds\J0 I \J0 V
proving p a r t (iii). o
<  sup
0 <3<t
a(t — s)
j(s.i) -  1 < e,
We fu rth e r define a chartist index function
D e f in i t io n  4 .2 .2  Suppose the logarithm o f  price at time t is given by X t : i f  is a chartist
weighting function then
ac( t , X . ) =  f  w ( s , t ) X , d s  
Jo
(4.1)
is a c h a r t i s t  i n d e x  fu n c t io n .  I f  chartists are p o s i t iv e  f e e d b a c k  t r a d e r s  at time t  they buy i f
ac(t, X . )  <  X t
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ac( i ,X . )  > X t .
If, on the other hand, chartists are n e g a t iv e  f e e d b a c k  t r a d e r s  at tim e t  they buy i f
ac(/>X.) > Xt
and sell i f
a c( t , X . ) < X t .
R e m a r k  4 .2 .1
We now provide the economic and behavioural m otivation behind Definitions 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. Since 
w (-,t)  is non-decreasing for each t (cf., Definition 4.2.1 (iii)), we see th a t m ore recent prices make 
g reater con tribu tions to  the chartis t index function, and hence have greater influence on the chartis ts’ 
decisions.
Suppose the price does not fluctuate over a  period of tim e. C hartists  believe th a t  past pa tterns in 
prices are perpe tua ted ; from their s tand p o in t, it would be rational to  neither buy nor sell, as they 
expect the price to  rem ain constan t. T his perspective is m atched by Definitions 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. Let 
the price be flat on [0,T], so X t =  X q for all t €  [0,T]. Then by Definition 4.2.1 (ii) we have
ac{t, X . )  -  X t =  J  w(s, t ) X ,  d s - X t -  X 0 { J  w(s, t) ds -  l )  =  0,
so ch artis ts  neither buy nor sell.
R e m a r k  4 .2 .2  I f  the price is amplified by a factor, the chartists come to the same decision to buy 
or sell.
Proof : Let the old price be (5 t )(>o, and the new price be (•ySt)t>o for some 7  >  0. Let X ?  — lo g 7 St. 
T hen
ac( t , X ' 1) - X l  =  lo g 7  ( l  -  J  w (s , t )  d s )  + a c(t, X . )  -  X t =  ae( t ,X . )  - X t , 
proving the  result, by Definitions 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. o
and sell i f
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R e m a r k  4 .2 .3  I f  the chartists buy (resp. sell)  an exchange rate with price (St)t>a, they sell (resp. 
buy) an exchange rate with price (l/St)t>o-
Proof: L etting  St  =  1 /S t, and  X t  =  log S t , we see th a t
ac(t, X . )  — X t  =  — (ac(t, X .)  — X t ) ,  
so th a t  a buy signal for one exchange ra te  represents a sell signal for the o ther, o
In  o ther words, if  chartists are tracking $-D M , and  believe they should sell dollars, they also believe 
they should buy  D eutschm arks.
Since chartis ts  tend  to  chase trends, they m ight be expected to  buy a t the  to p  and sell a t the  bo ttom  
of the  m arket. T he specification we have provided mimics th is behaviour. To see th is, we m ake a 
fu rther definition.
D e f in i t io n  4 .2 .3  (R e c o rd  H ig h ,R e c o rd  L ow ) I f
X t =  sup (4.2)
s£[0 ,t]
we say the price reaches a r e c o r d  h ig h  at time t, while i f
X t =  in f (4.3)
s6[0,t]
we say the price reaches a r e c o r d  low  at time t.
R e m a r k  4 .2 .4  I f  chartists are positive feedback traders, they buy at a record high and sell at a 
record low; i f  they are negative feedback traders, they sell at a record high and buy at a record low.
Proof : Suppose th a t  the  chartists are positive feedback traders: the proof in the  negative feedback
case is identical. Now suppose th a t X t is a record high. Then X t > X s for all s < t,  and using
D efinition 4.2.1 p a rt (ii) we have
pt pt
ac( t , X . ) — X t =  /  w ( s , t ) X s ds — X t =  /  w (s ,t) (X i — X t ) ds <  0,
Jo Jo
so the chartis ts  buy, by D efinition 4.2.2. T he proof for the  record low in the  positive feedback case
is identical, o
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Over the long run , chartists give weight to  p ast prices purely on the basis of the  ‘age’ of the price 
d a ta . T hus a price observed a t tim e s < t  should have a weight a t tim e t dependent asym ptotically 
o n i - s  alone, t  — s being the length of tim e since the observation. T his aspect o f chartist behaviour 
is reflected in D efinition 4.2.2 (iv).
T he assum ption  th a t  w(-, ■) is continuous, together w ith Definition 4.2.2, signifies th a t chartists 
believe all p ast prices should be taken  in to  account, and th a t  prices taken a t tim es th a t are close 
together should be given sim ilar weight.
A consequence of our m odel is th a t  chartists are conservative speculators, a t least initially. U ntil a 
trend  has established itself, they  will tend to  be relatively inactive. Let us m ake th is  rem ark more 
precise.
R e m a r k  4 .2 .5  In the limit as time tends to 0, a chartist has zero net demand.
P ro o f: From  Definition 4.2.2, we see th a t  the  sta tem en t of the rem ark is equivalent to
lim X t — /  w ( s , t ) X s ds =  0.*4-0 Jo
Let X t — X t  — X q. Since t X t (w) is continuous for alm ost all u  €  fi, X  is also a.s. continuous. 
M oreover, lim ^o-X t =  0, so by Definition 4.2.1 (ii)
X t -  [  w ( s , t ) X s ds < \X t \ +  f iu (s ,i) |X s | ds 
Jo Jo
<  \Xt\ +  m ax  |X S
—  0 <s<t
T aking lim its gives the  result, o
R e m a r k  4 .2 .6
T h e  “w ait and  see” a ttitu d e  th a t the  chartists in this m odel possess and the ir lack of reaction to 
fla t prices can also be seen in  the  behaviour of positive feedback traders in DeLong et al. [19], and 
of the  chartis t speculators in the  m odels of DeGrauwe et al. [17].
We also m ention th a t  the  chartis t index function seems to  follow trends in  the price. In fact, we can 
show the  following:
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R e m a r k  4 .2 .7  Let w(s,  •) be non-increasing, and T  <  oo. I f  X .  is monotone non-decreasing (resp. 
monotone non-increasing)  on [0 ,T ] then ac(-,X.) is monotone non-decreasing (resp. monotone non­
increasing) on [0,T].
Proof  : Suppose X .  is m onotone non-decreasing. For all t  £  [0,T], define X t = X t — info<u<T-Xu, 
so X t >  0 for all t  £  [0,T], Let ¿1 >  < 2; then  w ( s , t 2) >  w (s , t  1) and therefore
0 < f  ( w ( s , t2) -  w ( s , t i ) X s ds < f  ( w ( s , t2) -  w ( s , t i ) X t2 ds. (4.4)
Jo Jo
Using D efinition 4.2.2 and D efinition 4.2.1 p a rt (ii), together w ith (4.4), we obtain  
o>c{tiiX.) ac (¿2 ì X . )  —  ac{t 1,^^.) ac(t2 ,X . )
f t 1  ^ p t 2 ^
=  / w ( s , t i ) X s d s -  -  (w (s , t i )  — w ( s , t 2)) X s ds
J t"2 «0
pti _ pta
>  X t2 /  w ( s , t i )  ds — X t2 /  - w ( s , t i )  +  w ( s , t 2) ds 
J£0 JO
=  0,
where the  m onotonicity  of X  bounds the first integral. T he proof in  the  case where X .  is non- 
increasing is identical, o
4.2 .2  C h a r tis ts ’ Tracking A b ilitie s
It is possible to  prove th a t  the  stylised chartists are able to  recognise certain  trends and patterns 
th a t  develop in  a tim e  series. If  prices settle down to  a constant value alm ost surely, then  the chartist 
index function  tends asym ptotically  to  th a t value. If  the price oscillates periodically, the  chartist 
index function  tends asym ptotically  to  a periodic function w ith the sam e period as the  price. Finally, 
if the price has trend  grow th of less th an  ite ra ted  exponential ra te , the chartist index function  then 
tends asym pto tically  to  the trend  grow th of the  log-price.
P r o p o s i t io n  4 .2 .1  Suppose the price settles down over time to a constant value, i.e.,
lim  X t — Xoo o.s. (4.5)t—f OO
Then
lim  ac( t ,X . )  = Xoo a.s.
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Proof-. Let ft* be th e  m easure 1 set for which (4.5) holds. Let oj £  ft*. T hen  for every e >  0 there 
exists Ti(e ,u j)  >  0 such th a t  for all t  >  T i(e , w)
It is no t difficult to  show
|x.(«)
lim  w (s , t )  =  0 for all fixed s  >  0 ,¿-»•oo ' ' —
so we observe there also exists T?(e, u>) >  Ti (e, ui) which satisfies
eifl(ri(e>w),i) < Tl{CiW)
(4.6)
(4.7)
(4.8)
2 fo  l X . ( v ) - * o o l  ds 
for all t  > T2 (e,uj). Now let t  >  T2 (e,u>), and  using (4.6), (4.8) and th e  various properties of w(-, ■) 
we o b ta in
/  w ( s , t ) X s (ui) ds  — x 0 
Uo
/  w (s, (w) -  X o o )  ds
Jo
/ • T j  I r t
/  w ( s it) (X ,(u i)  -  Xoo) ds + \  w ( s , t ) ( X s -  Xoo) ds 
Jo  |  J T i
<  w (T i , i )  [  \X s (ui) -  x OQ\ d s +  f  w ( s , t ) ^ -d s  
J o  J t i  a
<  e ,
which establishes th e  result, o
R eturn ing  to  the proof of (4.7), we find, using Definition 4.2.1 (i), (iii), th a t
pt ps pt pt
1 =  /  w ( u , t ) d u =  /  w ( u , t ) d u +  /  w (u , t )  du >  0 -f /  w (s , t )  du — (t — s )w (s , t ) .
Jo Jo Ja Js
Therefore, 0 <  w (s , t )  < so (4.7) is true.
T he chartis ts  can identify a  bounded tim e series.
R e m a r k  4 .2 .8  I f  ( |X t |)o<t<T »* bounded by M  > 0, then (ac(t ,X .))o<t<T is bounded by M .
Proof:  O m itted , o
We now prove the  asym pto tic  periodicity of the  chartis t index function  when th e  price varies peri­
odically.
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P r o p o s i t io n  4 .2 .2  Let T  >  0. Let X t  be T -periodic and continuous. Then there exists a Lipschitz 
continuous T -  periodic function p(-) such that fo r  each t G [0,T]
rt+nTp l
lim  /  w ( s , t  +  n T ) X s ds — p(t) — 0.ra- > o o  J q (4.9)
Proof : Let t  >  0. We first show for n  G N th a t
rt+nT
lim  I w ( s , t  +  n T ) X s ds exists. 
r»-+o° J 0
We then  define p  : M+ U {0} —> M : t p(t)  by
rt+nTl-f-nx
p(t) = lim  /  w ( s , t  +  n T ) X s ds
n->°° J g
(4.10)
(4.11)
from  which we establish th a t  p  is Lipschitz and T-periodic. Evidently  (4.10) and (4.11) satisfy (4.9) 
and  the hypotheses on p, thus proving the proposition.
To show (4.10), let n , m  G N, and w.l.o.g. assum e n  >  m. Thus, if we can show for each t >  0 th a t
ot+nT pt+mTr i - t-ni - i
lim  I w ( s , t  + n T ) X s ds — I w ( s , t  +  m T ) X s ds  =  0,
n ,m —>00 J q J o
then  (4.10) will follow. Let M x  =  m axs>o |X ,|.  Then
nt'\-Tflrr
/  w ( s , t  + n T ) X s ds — /  w ( s , t  +  m T ) X ,
«/(n—m ) T  JO
(4.12)
ds
Jo Vv a(t + m T - s ) J  \  a(t + m T  -  s) J  J
<- ( sup,0 <s<t+mT
w (s  + (n — m )T , t  +  nT )
-  1 +  sup
0 < » < l + m T
~  ! )  M x  
a(t  +  m T  — s) Ja(t +  m T  — s)
where we use L em m a 4.2.1 a t the last step and the T -periodicity  of X  th roughout. By writing 
t* (n) = t  +  nT,  we have
w (s , t* (n ))
sup
0 < s < i + m T
w (s +  (n — m ) T , t  + nT )  
a(t +  m T  — s)
<  sup
0 < 3 < t * ( n ) a(t*(n) — s)
-  1
and
sup
0 < i < t + m T
w(s, t +  m T )
a(t  +  m T  — s)
-  1 =  sup0<s<t*(m)
w(s, t*(m))
a ( t* (m ) — s)
-  1
From  these last two expressions and the previous bound, it follows from  Definition 4.2.1 (iv) th a t
p t+ n T  p t+ m T
f (n—m)T
r t r
lim  /  w (s , t  +  n T ) X s ds — I w ( s , t  + m T ) X s ds =  0, 
».m-+°o ’n > m  J ( - m )  J 0
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so by obtain ing  the bound 
f(n — m)T 
1 0
I w ( s , t  +  n T ) X s ds
Jo
<  M x  I 1 +  supV 0<s<i*(n)
w (s , t* (n )) 1
| \  rt+nT 
I I a(s) ds 
IJ  Jt+mTa(t* (n) — s)
and  taking lim its as n —> oo, we prove (4.12). Defining p  as in (4.11) we au tom atically  have 
p(t  +  T )  = p(t) .  To show Lipschitz continuity, we let, w ithou t loss of generality, t 2 >  t \  so we can 
use (4.11) to  w rite
p ( t 2 ) —p { t i ) =  lim  I ( w ( s , t 2 n T )  — w ( s , t i  + n T ) ) X s ds +  /  w(s, t 2 +  n T ) X s ds. 
n-)-00 Jo Jti+nT
I t  is no t difficult to  prove
/*ta+nT r
lim  sup /  w(s, t 2 + n T ) X s ds < M X
n—»-oo Jti+nT Jo
I t  is also tru e  th a t
lim  sup
n—foo
/ • ¿ i + n T  p ^ 2 ~ l i
I ( w ( s , t 2 +  nT )  — w ( s , t i  +  n T ) ) X s ds < M x  I a (s )d s .  (4.13) 
Jo Jo
To prove (4.13), we m ake the  following partition :
w ( s , t 2 +  nT )  — w ( s , t i  +  n T )  =  (a( t2 +  n T  — s) — a(f i +  n T  — s))
/ /  + nr) _ A _ \ f (- _ » [■ ■ I .t .m  o( nT_ A
\ \ a { t 2 +  n T - s )  )  7  VV a( t 1 + n T - s ) J  V1 ’)
and  notice th a t
/'¿1+nT rt 2~ ii ^2+ ^7
/  |a (^2 +  n T  — s) — a(t i  +  n T  — s)| ds  =  I a ( s ) d s — I a (s )d s .
Jo Jo Jti+nT
A pplying the sam e argum ents as above gives us (4.13). Since a(-) is non-increasing, we conclude
th a t
Ip{t2) - p ( f i ) |  <  2M * a (0) | i 2 - ^ i | ,
proving the proposition, o
T he above rem ark  am ounts to  the pointwise convergence of the chartist index function  to  a periodic 
function . One can move tow ards uniform  convergence by noting the following:
R e m a r k  4 .2 .9  I f  X t is a continuous T-periodic function, then
lim  ac(t + T, X .)  — ac(t, X .)  =  0.
t—y oo
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Sketch o f  P ro o f: Notice as above we can bound  \Xt \ < M x -  W rite
w(s  +  T, t  +  T) _  / w(s + T , t  
\  a(t —
+ T ) \  a(t — s) f a ( t  — s)
w (s , t )  V  s) )  w ( s , t )  \  w (s , t )
which is vanishingly sm all as t  —>■ oo, as is w ( T , t  + T).  T he  following decom position, in  conjunction 
w ith  the  above observations is sufficient to  prove the  assertion:
ac(t +  T, X .)  — ac(t, X .)  = [  ( w (s +  ^  ^ t t ) X ,  ds  +  [  w ( s , t  +  T ) X S ds. o
Jo V w (s , t )  j  J 0
Let ki  £  C 1[0,oo) be a non-decreasing, strictly  positive function  which satisfies
l i m M  =  0,
t - ¥ c o  k i ( t )  
lim  ki( t )  -  oo.(-+OO
(4.14)
(4.15)
To show th a t  the  chartists can track  prices under some assum ptions on the grow th ra te , we first 
prove
L e m m a  4 .2 .2  L e tw (- ,  •) be a chartist weighting function, and ki(-) satisfy (4 -H )  ond (4-15). Then
jo w { s , t ) k l (s) ds _
lim . , .
<-400 (i )
(4.16)
Proof:  Let a ( )  be an invarian t weight for u>(-, •). Then
fg u>(s, t )k i ( s )  ds _  
ki{t)
<
k
< sup
TiT) i  ($5 rj - 0 0(1 - H+1 m i a{f ~ ,)M*) d" ' 1
777- [  a(t  -  s)fci(s) ds +  7 -7 7 7  [  a(t  -  s )k i ( s )  ds  -  1
(t) Jo ¡k i l t )  Jo
I  w( s , t )  x
1 f1 a(t — s) ki{ t )  J
(4.17)
From  Definition 4.2.1 (iv) the  lem m a is established if
1 f *
lim  . /  a(t  — s)k i(s )  ds =  1 ,
To show th is, notice from  L em m a 4.2.1 th a t for every e >  0, there exists T(e)  6  (0 ,00) such th a t
r°° e
/  « ( s ) ^ ^ .  (4.18)
Jt u ) 2
N ext, note by (4.14), (4.15) th a t
lim  sup
t-yoo o<s<T(e)
M /■ ~ s)
* i(0
-  1 = 0. (4.19)
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Now let t  >  T(e),  so
< j ;  ™  a(t -  s) ( M i  -  l )  * 1  +  ( M f i  -  l )  * |  +  | £  « ( . ) * -  1
<  sup ^ 7 V  -  Xl f  T(°  “ (* -  s ) +  / T(£) “ (s ) ^ T T T T "  -  1 ds +  I T  ds “  “  0 <*<t-T(e) *i(<) IJ  o Jo * iW  \Jo
f t  I ¿i (I _  s) I I  f t
<  2 / a(s) ds +  sup —■—T-r------1 + 1  a(s) d s —
J T ( e )  0 < s < T ( e )  I M ‘ )  I U o
& i ( <  — s )  1 / 1
l 7 7~r 1 +
° j M O
where we used Lem m a 4.2.1 (ii) to  ob tain  the  second inequality, and the m onotonicity  of k i  (■) and 
L em m a 4.2.1 (i), (iii) to  o b ta in  the th ird . Taking the lim sup b o th  sides of the inequality, and using 
(4.18), (4.19) and  Lem m a 4.2.1 (iii), we get
1
lim su p  — r  I a(t — s )k i(s )  ds — 1 
t - v o o  K l ( < )  Jo
Since e can be chosen arb itrarily  sm all, we have proved (4.17). o
< £.
W e now m ay proceed w ith the proof of
P ro p o sitio n  4 .2 .3  L et fci(-) satisfy  (4-14) and (4-15). Further suppose (X t )t>o is the log-price  
and (ac (t,  X .))t>o the associated chartist index function. I f
v X tlim  — y-r 
t-¥oo ki[t)
=  1 a.s.
then
ac{ t ,X .)  
lim  — ■ =  1 a.s.
t-y oo ki( t)
Proof: Let w(-, ■) be the chartis t w eighting function associated w ith  the  chartist index function; let 
o( ) be an invarian t weight for w(-, •). For each ui in the sam ple space, define
X t (u)
h ( t )
-  1 (4.20)
and
= {w : ^ lim e(i)(w) = 0}.
T hen lP[fti] =  1. For each u> £  Qi, let
C 2(w) =  sup |e(i)(w )| <  oo, 
t >  o
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C i =  sup I  a(t -  s )k i(s )  < oo,
t> o  Ki ( t )  Jo
and  also C i >  1. Define
as we recall e(-)(w) is continuous. Let
Ti(e)(w ) =  sup{< >  0 : c(i)(w) =  — }, (4.21)
so th a t  for all t  >  Ti(e)(cj), one has e(t) <  Since k\  —>■ oo as t  —>• oo there exists 7 2 (e) (w) >  0 
such th a t  for all t > T2 (e) (w)
h i t )  >  2g2(ga°— M W H ) .
Now let i >  T(e){u>) :=  I \(e )(w ) V T2(e)(w) and bound as follows:
¿ IW L  a(i_s)fel(sM s)(w)ds
(4.22)
(4.23)
1 r'1 ' i(e)(") 1 r l
- 7-7 /  a ( i - s ) f c i ( s ) e ( s ) ( w ) d s + T - T - r  /  a ( t  -  s)fci(s)e(s)(w) ds
ll*J ./0 *lW JT,(t)(“)
<
<
1 r T i(e)(")
¿ r  rcU /  a (T i(e )(w )-B )* i(« )d « .su p |£ (s )(w ) |
i(T i(e)(w )) 7o »>o
/  a (i — s)fei(s) ds,
Jo
k \( t )  k 
e  1+
2C i k \( t )
where we recall ¿1 (•) >  0 and  a(-) is s tric tly  positive and non-increasing. Com bining (4.21), (4.22) 
and  (4.23) yields:
W ) l  a(t  — s)& i(s)e(s)(w ) ds| i « d M Cl<7jM+2§:'Cl=£'
T hus for all u  G f ti  and for every e >  0 there exists T(e)(w ) >  0 such th a t  for all t >  T ( s )(lo) we
have
1 f *
h i t )  Jo a^ ~ s)M sM s)(w)ds < e. (4.24)
In consequence,
Now we have for u> G fti
lim  7-777 [  a(t — s)k i is )e (s)  ds = 0 ¡P—a.s.
t - f o o  A ; i ( < )
(4.25)
A:
and
IW/o'“<5' - 1 = 5^ 7) /  - 0  1:1 W *  + /  “(-t!(0(S)-ds-
W ) L w{s-‘] { l M - 1) h{ s ) ds
< J0 I a) ~  1 d s + hJt)J “{t -  s) h i s ) e i s ) ( u )  dsMO Jo |o(< -  s)
m l  “<‘-*)*lWeW H * - + 0  as<<  ( 1 +  sup0 < s < t 00,
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where we used (4.25) at the last stage. Finally,
lim
t-ioo ki{t)
<  lim  sup
t —too Wil ” (s,i) ( t w  ■ 1) ‘ l ( s )H  +  .“ ~ W ) /  » ( « , < ) * ! ( • ) * - 1 =  0,
on using Lem m a 4.2.2. Thus
w hich com pletes the proof, o
lim c^ ’  ^ =  1 P  — a.s.,t-»oo A'i(i)
4.3 Developm ent of Price Evolution
In  th is  section we present a heuristic argum ent for a continuous tim e evolution of prices in a m arket 
which includes chartis t traders together w ith  traders w ith m ean-re verting price expectations, and an 
incom plete, though w ell-developed, weak convergence argum ent, shadow ing the developm ent of the 
price equation  in  C hap ter 2. We nonetheless present the outline of th is incom plete argum ent, starting  
from  a  discrete tim e equilibrium  m odel, and passing to  continuous tim e v ia weak convergence. We 
aim  to  show th is does not represent a defiency in our theory, as it  seems we can m odify the argum ents 
of K urtz  and P ro tte r  [47] to  cover the case of weak convergence in d istribu tion  to  stochastic integro- 
differential equations w ith non-convolution kernels.
4 .3 .1  Towards W eak C onvergence: from  a D iscre te  to  a C ontinuous T im e  
E quilibrium  M odel
We reprise verbatim  (and specialise according to  our requirem ents) the background and results 
proved by K urtz  and P ro tte r.
For n  =  1 , 2 , . . .  le t Fn ’■ A s[0 , oo) —» £>e[0, o o )  and let Un and Yn be processes w ith sam ple paths 
in £>®[0, oo) adapted  to  a filtra tion  { T ? } .  Suppose Y„ is a sem i-m artingale, and th a t  Fn ( x , t )  =  
F n f ó  , t )  where £*(•) =  x(- A t ) ,  for all x £  D®[0,oo) and t >  0. Let X n be adapted  to  {.T7"} and 
satisfy
X n (t) =  Un ( t ) +  t  Fn ( X „ , s - )  dYn (s). (4.26)
Jo
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C onditions are thus required under which the  solutions of th is sequence of equations converges 
weakly to  the  solution of the  lim iting equation
X (t) =  U(t)  +  f  F { X , s - ) d Y { s ) .  (4.27)
Jo
In o ther words, we need (Un ,Y n , X n ) => (U , Y , X ). K urtz  and P ro tte r  show th a t to  be able to  
effect the desired convergence, conditions are required under which (X n ,Y n ) => (X , Y )  implies 
{Yn , F n ( X n )) => (Y, F p O ) .  This follows if [xn ,y n) -> (x, y ) in .Dkx®[0, oo) implies
( x n ,y n ,F n {xn )) -»  ( x , y ,F ( x ) )  in D®x1rxie[0 , oo).
It is possible to  prove th is under some n a tu ra l assum ptions on Fn and  F . Let A denote the  collection 
of continuous, stric tly  increasing functions m apping  [0, oo) onto itself. Let A1 be the  subset of 
absolutely continuous functions in A for which 7 (A) =  || logA||oo is finite.
L e m m a  4 .3 .1  Suppose that { i 1«} ar*d F  satisfy the following conditions
(i) For each compact subset H  G A k[0,oo) and t  >  0, su p ^ -^  supJ<{ |.Fn (x ,s )  — .F (æ ,s)| —> 0.
(ii) For  {æn } and x  in Djk[0,oo) and each t  >  0, sups<t |æ„(s) — æ(s)| —y 0 implies
sup |f ( a ;n ,s )  -  F (x ,  s)| ->• 0.
S < t
( in )  For each compact subset % C .Dm[0,oo) and t >  0, there exists a continuous function
u> : [0 , 00) —>■ [0 , 00)
with u>(0) =  0 such that fo r  all A G A1, supj.g?i supJ<t |F ( x  o A, s) — F (x ,  A(s))| <  w(7 (A)).
Then  (x n , y n) —>■ (x , y ) in the Skorohod topology implies (xn , yn , Fn (xn)) -)• ( x , y ,F ( x ) )  in the Sko- 
rohod topology.
Proof: See K urtz  and  P ro tte r [47] p. 1057. o 
We th en  have
P r o p o s i t i o n  4 .3 .1  Suppose that (Un i Yn , X n ) satisfies (4-26), that {(Un ,Y n , X n)} is relatively com­
pact in A k x®xk[0, °°)> i i^a t (Un ,Y n ) => (U , Y ), and Yn is deterministic. I f  F  and F„ satisfy the 
conditions in Lem m a 4-3.1, then any limit point o f  the sequence {X „} satisfies (4-27).
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Proof: Combine Proposition 5.1. on p. 1056 of [47] with Lemma 4.3.1. o
R em ark 4.3.1
K urtz  and  P ro tte r no te  (bu t do no t prove) the  following: if g : ffix [0, oo) —>• K and  h : [0, oo) —> [0, oo) 
are continuous, then
F { x , t )  = g ( x { t ) , t )
F ( x , t )  = f h(t — s)g(x(s) , s) ds 
Jo
satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Lem m a 4.3.1. Therefore, under the  assum ption  of convolution 
kernels, the  only ou tstand ing  difficulty would be the relative com pactness of the sequence of solutions.
K urtz  and  P ro tte r  obviate th is  difficulty by localising the result. To th is  end they let Ti[0, oo) denote 
the  collection of non-decreasing m appings A of [0, oo) onto [0, oo) such th a t  A(t +  h) — A(t) < h for 
all t,  h >  0. We assum e there exist m appings
G n ,G  : D®[0, oo) x T i[0 ,oo) -»  D k [ 0 , o o )
such th a t  Fn ( x ) o \  = G n (x o A, A) and  F ( x ) o A =  G (x o  A, A) for (x,  A) 6  Uk[0, oo) x Ti[0, oo). They 
require the following strengthening of conditions (i), (ii) in  Lem m a 4.3.1 above.
(a) For each com pact subset %  6  -Djr[0, oo) x Ti[0, oo) and t >  0, sup /x sup5<( \Gn (x, A, s) — 
G (x ,  A, s)| —> 0.
(b) For {(¡b„, A„)} 6  DufO.oo) x Ti[0, oo), su p ,< t |a;„(s) -  a;(s)| -»-0 and  su p 3<t |A„(s) -  A(s)| ->■ 0 
for each t >  0 implies
sup |G(a!„, A „,s) -  G (x,  A, s) | —> 0.
3 < t
K urtz  and P ro tte r observe th a t  each of the  exam ples in R em ark 4.3.1 has a representation in term s 
of a G  satisfying (b) above and  th a t  (a) and  (b) im ply (i)-(iii) in  Lem m a 4.3.1.
T he au tho rs then  prove a result m ore general th an  the following theorem ; however, we specialise 
th e ir assertion to  su it our purposes
Theorem 4.3.1 Suppose (Un , Yn , X n) satisfies (4-26), (Un ,Y n) => (U , Y ) in the Skorohod topology, 
and th a t Y n is deterministic. A ssum e that  { i 1«} and F  have representations in terms o f  {G n } and
G satisfying (a), (b) above. I f  there exists a global solution X  o f  (4-27) and weak local uniqueness
holds, then (Un ,Y n , X n) =» (U , Y , X ).
Proof:  See p.1058-1059 in [47]. o
W e will obviously w ant the lim iting form  of the  equation to  be given by (3.1), and we observe th a t 
th is  equation  has a  strong unique solution on all com pacts [0 , T\.
As in C hap ter 2, we will have a : [0, oo) —» M and
[nt]
tfn(i) =  - 7 = £ ff(*/"Kn
V n fc=i
where Cn are iid  w ith  zero m ean, un it variance, and
I a ( s ) d B s ,
o
where { B t : t  >  0} is a s tan d ard  one-dim ensional Brownian m otion. T hen
Un (t) U(t) as n  —y oo.
If we have Y ( t ) =  t and Yn (t) —> Y ( t ) ,  since Yn is determ inistic, the condition (Un ,Y n) => (U , Y ) 
will be satisfied by a  result of Slom inski [70] together w ith S lu tsky’s theorem . If
F ( x , t )  =  A(<) (^x(t) — J  w {s ,t )x (s )  d s )  — /3(t)(x(t) — k(t)),
then F  satisfies condition (ii) of Lem m a 4.3.1. A discrete tim e equilibrium  argum ent such as given 
in C hap ter 2 gives rise to  a sequence {Fn } which together w ith F  satisfies p a rt (i) of Lem m a 4.3.1. I 
feel th a t  a  little  fu rther analysis is required to  prove condition (iii), and from  th a t point, to  establish 
(a) and  (b). T he proof of th is  final result would enable us to  apply the result of Theorem  4.3.1, and 
so m im ic the  presen tation  of C hap ter 2.
Instead  of the  above outline of a rigorous developm ent of a continuous tim e equilibrium  m odel, we 
will present a heuristic argum ent to  m otivate our study  of (3.1).
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4 .3 .2  E con om ic Foundations o f th e  S toch astic  In tegro-d ifferentia l Equa­
tio n  as a M od el for P rice  E vo lu tion
Suppose the  m arket comprises m \  chartists and m 2 fundam entalists. As in C hap ter 2, assume 
th a t  b o th  classes of agents have log-linear (instantaneous) dem ands. Over a  sm all tim e  interval dt, 
chartis t i =  1 , . . .  , m i  has infinitesim al dem and over (t, t +  dt) given by
rt+dt/ • ~ /  r s \Aj(s) I X s — I Wi(u, s ) X u du  ) ds
w here Â,-(-) G C ([0 ,00), (0 ,00 )) and •) is a chartist weighting function for each i. A high value 
of A}-(i) indicates th a t  chartist i is very active a t tim e t: he is confident in  his prediction, and is able
to  back it. If
mi
Â(f) = £Â,(i),
Î = 1 
-, mi
™(M) = (4-28)A(*) i=i
then  A G C([0, 00), (0, 00)) and  the aggregate chartist infinitesim al dem and over [ t , t  + dt) is given 
by
/t+dt „ / rs \X(s) y X s — J w ( u , s ) X u d u j  ds. (4.29)
Obviously, w(-, •) in (4.28) satisfies properties (i),(ii),(iii) of Definition 4.2.1. I t  follows from  Propo­
sition 4.2.3 th a t  if k \(  ) satisfies (4.14) and (4.15), and (X t)t>o satisfies
I' !Iim -7—7-r =  1 a.s.
t-yoo k l( t )
then
ft, w { s , t ) X s ds 
lim  —------ —--------- =  1 a.s.t—f 00 X i
Moreover, since the  space of chartist w eighting functions is convex, if Ai (t ) =  A,- for all i =  1 , . . .  , m i ,
then  w(-, •) is a chartis t weighting function. Furtherm ore, if all chartist w eighting functions share a
com m on invarian t weight a, then  w(-, ■) is a chartist weighting function. To sim plify the m athem ati­
cal analysis in  the  rest of the  thesis we will assum e th a t  w(-, ■) given by (4.28) is a  chartis t weighting 
function.
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Over a sm all tim e interval dt, fundam entalist j  — 1 , . . .  , m 2 has infinitesim al dem and over (i, t + dt) 
given by
1 - t + d tr t + a t
I
where 0 j  <E C {[0,oo), (0 ,00 )) and k j  6  C ((0,oo),IR ) for each j  =  1 , . . .  , 7712. As w ith the chartists 
above, a  high value of 0j ( t )  signifies a  high degree of m arket partic ipation  of fundam entalist j  a t 
tim e t. If
n % 2
m  = E ? M
j = 1 
i ma
m o = 3777 
P\l) j = 1
then 0  6  C([0, oo), (0 ,00)), k €  C ([0 ,00), M) and the aggregate fundam entalist infinitesim al dem and 
over ( t , t  -f dt)  is given by
/ it + d t - p { s )  ( * ,  -  k{s)) ds. (4.30)
We fu rther assum e th a t there is random  dem and arising from either group of speculator or o ther 
unm odelled speculators; as in C hap ter 2, we assum e th a t over the tim e interval ( t , t  + dt) it has 
m agnitude
r t + d t dr{s)dBs (4.31)
for <r £  C (([0 ,00) , K).
Let D ( t , t  +  dt)  be to ta l excess dem and over th e  tim e  interval ( t , t  +  dt). T hen  by (4.29), (4.30) and
(4.31), we have
rt+dt
/
+ t  /  p s \
Â(s) ( X ,  — I w ( u , s ) X u d u j  ds  (4.32)
/t+ d t  ^ p t+ d t-¡3{s) ( X a -  k(s))  d s +  J  5-(s)dBs .
I f  we fu rth er suppose th a t price does no t change when there is zero to ta l excess dem and, and th a t 
the  log-price of the  asset ad justs in  a  W alrasian m anner reacting  to  excess dem and, and linearly 
re la ted  to  it , then
Xt+dt — X t  =  a D ( t , t  +  dt),
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1
for som e a  >  0. We rem ark th a t this sluggish W alrasian price ad justm en t yields a reasonable 
approxim ation  to  the price form ation  observed in  the  experim ental asset m arket paper of Sm ith, 
Suchanek and W illiam s [71]. We then  have
ii, s ) X u d u )  — (3(s)(Xs — k(s))  ds  +  J  & (s)dB a, (4.33)
where A( ) =  aX(-),j3(-) — «/?(•), <r(■) =  aa(-),  and  have the  sam e properties as the ir tilded coun­
te rp a rts . Re-w riting (4.33) adopting the usual convention for stochastic differential equations, we 
ob ta in  (3.1), viz:
d X t = \ ( t )  ^ X t — J  w ( s , t ) X s d s )  — /3(t)(X t — k(t))  dt +  a(t)  d B t . (4.34)
F inally  notice th a t  high values of A(■),/?(■) can be in terpreted  as arising from  high degrees of m arket 
p a rtic ipa tion  of the  chartis ts  and fundam entalists, respectively.
R em ark 4 .3 .2
N otice once again th a t  the  excess dem and functions are “log-linear” in  the  sense th a t
D (t,  (a X j)o < K i)  =  a D ( t ,  (X s)o<a<t),
so th a t  they correspond basically to  those chosen in  C hap ter 2. Recall th a t th is  type of excess 
dem and function is com m on in m onetary  economics. Also, we rem ark th a t the price process can be 
though t of as “O rnstein-U hlenbeck plus m em ory” , so th a t it m ay be thought of as related  to  the 
lite ra tu re  referenced in  R em ark 2.2.1.
R em ark  4 .3 .3
O ur m icro-econom ic specifications, together w ith  the analysis of C hap ter 3, ind icate  th a t  there is 
a unique solution to  the  price evolution which has the  sam e local regularity  as B row nian m otion. 
We will show during the next few chapters th a t the price process shares several properties with 
th a t  arising from  the Black-Scholes price evolution. T he following rem ark, however, can be m ade 
im m ediately.
We will presently show, in  Lem m a 4.4.3, th a t X  is an Ito  process. Therefore, using I to ’s rule and 
the iden tity  S t = eX t, we see th a t
X t = X 0 +  J o X (s) -  £ w (
where K  is a process which depends on S .  In consequence, the  price process has the sam e volatility 
te rm  as a  Black-Scholes price evolution w ith tim e dependent volatility  cr(-).
R em ark  4 .3 .4
T he ra te  a t which the  chartists discount the  past has an im p o rtan t effect on the long run asym ptotics 
of the price. In C hap ter 5 we prove a precise result which captures th is effect for a particu la r type of 
m em ory structu re . However, by a brief study  of an  extrem e case, we gain insight as to  the general 
im portance of m yopia in stabilising prices.
Suppose w(s, t) =  S(t—s) where S(-) is the Dirac function. Notice th a t  w(s,t) >  0, lim  inf,.^ u>(s, t) >  
w(s,t) for all s <  t and f* w(s,t) ds =  1 for all t > 0 , so th a t  w behaves sim ilarly to  a chartist 
w eighting function.
For th is choice of proxy chartis t weighting function, the  chartist index function a t tim e t is identically 
equal to  X tl so ch artis t dem and is zero for all tim e. In  these circum stances, w ith only fundam entalists 
trad ing , X  behaves like an Ornstein-U hlenbeck process centered on k(t) ,  and  its asym ptotics follow 
those of &(■), so the  price dynam ics are quite  m ild.
If chartists have ex trapo lative expectations, then the less myopic they are, the  m ore stable the 
price will be. In  the above caricature, the chartists m ake no (destabilising) con tribu tion  when their 
m em ory has zero length.
R em ark  4 .3 .5
In  reality, the assum ption th a t  the chartists use the whole price history is very unrealistic, bu t since 
the weight of d is tan t prices declines to  zero, th is m eans th a t, effectively, only the m ost recent d a ta  
is necessary. However, I believe th a t an analysis to  the sam e level of com pleteness could be given 
under the  assum ption  th a t chartists censor the  price d a ta  i.e., all prices th a t occur a certain  tim e 
before the  present, T\  say, could be ignored. To see how one m ight change the  hypotheses, define 
a(-) so th a t  a G C(M + ,ffi+), is non-increasing and
so th a t  a reasonable choice for the  chartist index function is
T he price evolution in th is  case will be a stochastic integro-differential equation w ith delay. Clearly, 
we m ay remove the delay by defining a(t) — 0 for all t >  T i , b u t a t the cost of the continuity  of a ( ') . 
However, we m ay still find the resolvent of the related determ inistic  equation, so a representation  of 
the solution m ay be w ritten  down. From th is  step, I feel th a t m ost of the  previous (and forthcom ing) 
analysis can be re-captured.
In a sim ilar m anner, it should be possible to  develop an  analysis of price dynam ics if the  chartists 
were to  trad e  on the  basis of two m oving averages. To see how one m ight form ulate  th is, let T i , T2 
be two d istinc t positive num bers and for i =  1, 2, let a,- €  C(M + ,M+ ), be non-increasing and  satisfy
f T iI ai(s) ds =  1 .
Jo
T hus a chartis t buy or sell signal could be determ ined by the  sign of
D , =  f  a ,
J t - T i
and  so by again supposing th a t  the excess dem and is log-linear, net chartist dem and over the tim e 
in terval [¿1 ,^2] will be given by f t * A(s )D s ds.
R em ark  4 .3 .6
(t — s ) X s ds — I a,2 (t — s ) X s ds, 
j  t — T<2
T he linearity  present in (3.1) is crucial as it affords us a trac tab le  m odel: however, a  good case can 
be m ade for its  adoption above m ere tractab ility , particu larly  in the case of exchange rates. Suppose 
th a t  St =  eXi gives the  value of an exchange ra te  a t tim e t, so
X t =  log S t .
T he process (S*)t> 0 given by S* =  1 /S t is also an exchange ra te . We will prove in Lem m a 4.4.3
th a t  ( X t )t>o is an Ito  process. T hen the process (X *)(> 0 given by
X ;  =  - X t =  log S t
is also an Ito  process. Since X t and X*  are bo th  logarithm s of exchange rates, the s truc tu re  of the 
evolution for bo th  X  and X *  should be identical. From  I to ’s rule, we have
dX*t =  A(i) ( x *  -  £  w{s, t)X*s ds'j -  (3[t){X* -  k * (i)) dt -  a (t)  d B t , (4.35)
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where k*(t) =  —k(t).
C om paring (4.34) and  (4.35), we notice th a t  the  chartists contributions have identical structures: 
th is chimes w ith  the notion th a t  they trea t different tim e series w ith the  sam e analysis; w hether the 
exchange ra te  is $-DM or DM-$ they search for trends using the sam e methodology.
T he fundam entalists contributions in (4.34) and (4.35) have the  sam e structu re— reversion towards 
a m ean  value which is exogenously determ ined. In each case, the  exogeneous m ean (k , k *) is the 
logarithm  of the  fundam ental, (F , F*). If the fundam entalists th ink  fair value for the  exchange ra te  
St a t tim e t  is Ft =  ek^ \  by im plication, they  th ink  th a t  the fair value for the exchange ra te  S* is
F* =  1 /Ft =  e - fcW =  e ^ W .
T he noise term s in (4.34) and (4.35) are of the sam e order of m agnitude— this reflects the fact th a t 
b o th  exchange rates should have the sam e volatility.
R em ark 4 .3 .7
We observe th a t, although linearity  in  log-price in  the ch a rtis ts’ dem and functions can be justified by 
the  rem arks in the  last two sections, we m ight equally have chosen linearity  in price in the  ch artis ts’ 
dem and functions.
Suppose th a t  the  dem and a t tim e t given the price history  (Su )o<u<t is denoted by D (t,  (S u )o<u<t)• 
Let the num ber of shares bought a t tim e t  be N t (w ith negative values of Nt  denoting sales), so th a t
D(t, {Su )o<u<t) =  N t S t -
Suppose th a t the price was denom inated  in a different m onetary  un it (say centim es instead of francs, 
or pence instead  of pounds). This has the effect of m ultip ly ing the price by a scalar, say A >  0. 
However, since there has been no change in the  underlying economics, the  num ber of shares bought 
a t tim e t  should still be N t . Therefore,
D (t,  (A5„)o<u<t) =  N t .XSt,
D(t,  (ASu)o<u<t) =  AD (t,  (S u )o<u<t)• (4.36)
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T he dem and equation  given by (4.36) is com patible w ith dem and schedules of the  form
D (t,  {Su)o<u<t) = X(t)St + [  a ( s , t ) S 3 ds, 
Jo
b u t incom patib le w ith the log-linear dem and schedules given by (4.32). T he outcom e of adopting this 
plausible argum ent has no t been followed through in th is thesis, though it m erits serious analysis. 
Instead, we adopt the  log-linear specification, due to  its su itab ility  in exchange ra te  modelling: 
suppose th a t  two currencies are traded  at exchange rates (St)t>o and (S* )t>o, where S* =  1 /S t-  If 
these two currencies are traded , purchases in one currency m ust be m atched by sales in the other. 
Using the  no ta tion  in troduced above, th is reads:
D (t,  (Su)o<u<t) =  ~ D ( t ,  [1 /S u )o<u<t),
which conform s w ith the  log-linear dem and schedule outlined in  (4.32), while not in agreem ent w ith
(4.36).
4.4 The Pricing, Hedging and Replication o f Options
In th is section, we consider the  investm ent stra tegy  of a  sm all investor ( th a t is to  say, an investor 
whose actions do no t have any effect on the price). We assume th a t  such an investor holds a  portfolio 
consisting of shares in a risky asset (w ith log-price dynam ics given by (3.1)) and riskless bonds. Bond 
values will be assum ed to  vary according to
d S ° =  p(t)S°  dt, (4.37)
where S§ =  1, and  p G C ([0 ,oo),M ) and is bounded.
We prove th a t  a sm all investor can construct a self-financing s tra tegy  which does no t depend in  any 
way on his knowledge of the  behaviour (or even the existence) of chartists and fundam entalists. In 
fact, for a Black-Scholes m odel w ith bond dynam ics as in (4.37), and instananeous volatility  cr(-), 
the  sm all investor would hedge in an identical m anner.
4 .4 .1  A  M artin ga le  M easure for D iscou n ted  P rices
To solve the pricing problem s, we firstly m ust construct a new probability  m easure under which the 
discounted price of th e  risky asset is a m artingale.
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W e first will prove a lem m a w hich allows us to  use the G irsanov Theorem  to  construct the m artingale
m easure.
L e m m a  4 .4 .1  Let
7t =  ^  (e '(* ) -  p (t) +  J o < r ( s ) ^ { s , t ) d B a +  ^ ( * ) 2)  > (4-38)
where  <r(-), A (), /?(•), e(-) and g(-, •) are defined in Chapter 2, Section 1 , and p(-) ¿s defined in (4-37). 
Then fo r  any finite T  >  0
(i) (jt)o<t<T is adapted, 
(H) fo l ì  d t <  oo a. s.
( iii)  E  fó  ~li dt <  oo.
R em ark 4.4.1
T he proof of p a rt (iii) above is needed to  satisfy the  Novikov condition under which we can conclude 
th a t  the  process (M t)o<t<T defined by
M t =  exp ( J  7 , (4 -39)
is a  m artingale.
P roo f o f  Lem m a 4-4-1'. P a r t  (i) is obvious. Define the  following:
(4-40>
«(<) = («'(<) - p W  +  ■ (4-41)
Yt  =  i : a :  h ( s , t ) d B s^  dt.  (4.42)
K ( T )  =  ^ ( 2 M i  +  M 2) 2e2(2Ml+Ma)T , (4.43)
SL
th en  by (3.7), (3.8), (3.17) we have
sup / '  h { s , t )2 d s < I < ( T ) .  (4.44)
o < k t J o
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Using Fubini’s theorem, (4.42), (4.43) and (4.44), we have
E
Since
it follows th a t  IE
[Yt ] -  f  [  h ( s , t )2 ds dt < T K ( T )  
Jo Jo
f  dt < 2  f  q{t)2 dt +  2YT , 
Jo Jo
<  oo.
dt <  oo, and so (ii) is true.
(4.45)
Furtherm ore, by (4.45) we have
E  exp ^  ^  7 t d t j  < exp ^  q{t)2 d t j  E[eyT],
so p a r t (iii) follows if  E[er;r] <  oo. Using Jensen ’s inequality, F ub in i’s theorem  and Proposition 
6 .1 .1 , we have for each n  6  N
E [Y?] <  T ” - 1 £  M l  Q f  h(u, s )2 du^j ds, 
w hereupon using (4.44) yields
( r i m y .
Therefore o ] <  oo, and so E[eyT] <  oo, proving p a rt (iii). o
L e m m a  4.4.2 There exists a probability measure equivalent to IP fo r  which the discounted price of  
the risky asset, St =  S t / S ° ,  is a martingale.
Proof -. B y L em m a 4.4.1, the  process (M t )o<t<T given by (4.39) is a m artingale, so the  Girsanov 
T heorem  tells us there exists a p robability  m easure P* with
dF*
~ z z  =  M T  dP
under which the  process (Wt)o<t<T defined by
W t =  B t -  ~fs ds 
Jo
(4.46)
(4.47)
is a s tan d ard  B row nian m otion. A ssum e tem porarily  th a t (X t )o<t<T is an Ito  process. We will 
prove th is in L em m a4.4.3. One can use the stochastic Fubini theorem , in concert w ith (3.10), (3.12) 
and (3.18) to  show
A (t) ( x t - J * w { s , t ) X , d s ^  - m ( X t  -  k (t))  =  e'(t) +  £  a ( s ) ^ ( s , t )  d B s . (4.48)
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We rem ark th a t  the  function f ( t , x )  = ex e ¡oP(s) ds is of class C 1’2, and  f ( t , X t ) =  St- Since X  is 
an Ito  process, we have
§ t =  S 0 +  f  S t . -  p{s) ds-Y  f  S s d X s +  I  f  S s d (X ,  X ) „
J 0 Jo 4 Jo
on using I to ’s Lem m a. Since d(X ,  X ) t =  cr(t) 2 dt, we can use (4.38), (4.47), (4.48) and  the invariance
of the stochastic in tegral by change of equivalent p robability  m easure to  ob tain
pt
S t =  So +
T hus St  is an exponential m artingale  under IP*. o
[  <r(s)Ss d W ,.  (4.49)
Jo
L e m m a  4.4.3 (X t )o<t<T given by (3.1) is an l td  process.
Proof: Let I<t = e'(t) +  / Q* o ( s ) ^ ( s , t )  d B s , so using Lem m a 3.3.1 and (3.18) we have
pt pt
X t  =  X q  - | -  /  K s  d s +  (^s) d Bs,
Jo Jo
and  since the in tegrand  in the stochastic in tegral in the expression for K t  is determ inistic , (Kt)o<t<T 
is adap ted . We also have
e \ J  I/^ jId sj <  J  ^ e '( s)2 +  J  a(u)2 ( ^ - ( u , s ) ^  du'j ds <  oo,
so f ?  \ K S \ ds  <  oo a.s.. Since cr(-) is continuous, (Xt)o<t<T is an Ito  process, o
4 .4 .2  P r ic in g , R ep lica tio n  and H edgin g  o f E uropean  O ptions
In th is subsection, we follow Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 in Lam berton and  Lapeyre [50]. A European 
option  will be defined by a non-negative .T^-m easurable, random  variable h. We will la ter specialise 
and  let h = /(5t), so in  the case of a call f ( x ) =  (a: — K ) + and f ( x )  =  ( K  — x)+ in the case of a 
pu t.
Let H ° be the  quan tity  of bonds (w ith dynam ics given by (4.37)) held a t tim e t , and H t be the 
q u an tity  of risky asset (w ith log-price dynam ics given by (3.1)) held at tim e t . We take our definition 
of a self-financing stra tegy  from  Section 4.1 of [50].
We define the adm issible strategies:
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D e f in i t io n  4 .4 .1  A  strategy 4> =  (H®, Ht)o<t<T is admissible i f  it is self-financing and i f  the dis­
counted value Vt(<¡>) =  H °  +  Ht St o f  the corresponding portfolio is, fo r  all t, non-negative and such 
that su p 0<t<T Vt is square integrable under  P*.
An option  is replicable if its payoff a t m a tu rity  is equal to  the final value of an adm issible strategy. 
We require th a t  h is square integrable under P* (where P* is defined by (4.46)).
T he following P roposition  m irrors T heorem  4.3.2 in  [50]
P r o p o s i t io n  4 .4 .1  Suppose log-price dynamics are given by (3.1), and bond dynamics by (4-37), 
and p(-) is defined by (4-37). Then any option defined by a non-negative, T t -measurable random 
variable h with E* [h2] <  oo, is replicable, and the value at time t o f  any replicating portfolio is given
Vt = E * e- J 7  p(s)dsh I ^ j  _
Proof : In  view of Lem m a 4.4.2, we m ay follow the line of analysis in  [50] w ith  tim e dependent
in terest ra tes, o
W hen h =  / ( S t ) ,  it is possible to  express the  option value Vt a t tim e t  as a function of t  and St- 
T his is R em ark 4.3.3. in [50] w ith tim e dependent in place of constan t in terest rates.
P r o p o s i t i o n  4 .4 .2  Let St =  eXl where X t  is given by (3.1). I f  h =  / ( S t ) ,  /  : ® + —> K + and 
E * [ / ( S t ) 2] <  oo then
Vt =  F(t ,St)
where
F ( t ,  x)  =  e~ p(s) ds H  f  ( x e f,T p ( i ) - i / 2^(.)adtev \  ---------  —  - exp
j-OO V 1 , / o T .  /  fT „(c\1 rle
- y 2¡------ I m
%/27T y j J fcT c ( s )2 ds  \ ^ / i  ^ ( s )2 ds
j dy.
(4.50)
P roof : U nder P*, we have from  (4.49)
CT rT
S t  =  S t exp Í p(s) ds +  tr(s) dW s -   ^J  a ( s )2 ds
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so by letting
F ( t ,  x )  =  E* e It p ( s ) d s f  f  x  exp a : p(s) ds +  j a(s) d W 3 — — i: <t (s )2 ds
and  noting  th a t  St is .Ft-m easurable, and th a t  J (T cr(s) d W s is independent of T t ,  we have
Vt =  F ( t , S t ).
M oreover, rem arking th a t
a(s) d W s ~  M  ^ 0 , <r(s) 2 ,
we see th a t  F ( t ,  x) is given by (4.50). o
R e m a r k  4 .4 .2
T he value of the  portfolio a t every tim e is the  sam e as th a t for a m arket where the  price dynam ics 
are Black-Scholes w ith tim e dependent volatility  cr(-). Thus, the sm all investor’s replicating portfolio 
seems to  be com posed as if the prices in the  prim ary  m arket followed Black-Scholes dynam ics. In 
fact, we will now see th a t  when h =  / ( 5 t ) ,  th a t the  sm all investor has a hedging stra tegy  which is 
identical to  th a t  used when the m arket is Black-Scholes. In o ther words, the  sm all investor neither 
knows, nor needs to  know, the  m icrostructure of the m arket, and will be unable to  discern th a t  he 
is hedging in a non-Black-Scholes (indeed a  non-E .M .H .) environm ent. T his adds to  evidence th a t 
the  Black-Scholes op tion  pricing form ula is robust to  deviations from  its hypotheses.
A gain following [50] verbatim , we prove
P r o p o s i t i o n  4 .4 .3  Suppose F(-, ■) is given by (4-50), and f  G C 2. Let St — eXt where X t  is given 
by (3.1). S u p p o se / :  ffi+ —>• M+ and  E* [ / ( 5 t ) 2] <  oo. I f
=  e "  n  pW i s F ( t ,  St) -  H te~ K  ^  dsS t 
Then the strategy <f> =  ( H t°, Ht)o<t<T is admissible.
Proof:  See p .71-72 in  [50]. o
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For the  E uropean  call w ith strike price K ,  we have, ju s t  as in  the s tan d ard  case
F{t,  x) =  *$(£¿0 -  K e ~  ds$ ( d 2)
where
, /. x log( x / K )  +  j f  p{a) ds +  ± / tT <t(s)2 ds
d i ( t , x )  -  /  T
\ J f i e l d s
and
Remark 4.4.3
d2 { t ,x )  =  d i ( t , x )  -  ^  J  a ( s ) 2 ds, 
in  which case H t =  <S}{dx( t , S t )) and H? =  t~  R  p^ d,F { t , S t ) -  H t e~ R  P ( > ) d > S t .
4.5 Volatility, Volume and Confidence
4.5 .1  V o la tility  and V olum e
In  th is  section, we show th a t  there is a  positive relationship  between the  vo latility  in the  m arket 
and  th e  volum e of trade . As m entioned in  th e  in troduction , some reseachers have exam ined the 
re la tionsh ip  between trad in g  volum e and volatility  and found it  to  be positive (see G allan t, Rossi 
and Tauchen [34], Tauchen and  P itts  [76] and Frankel and Froot [29]).
D efin itio n  4 .5 .1  For X  given by (3.1), the in stan tan eou s vo lum e o f  chartist trad e at time t 
is given by
r t
Vtc = m  ( x t -  I  w ( s l t ) X 3 ds'j (4.51)
and the in stan tan eou s vo lu m e o f  fu n d am en ta list trad e at time t is given by
V /  =  m ) { X t - k ( t ) ) \ ,  (4-52)
and the to ta l in stan tan eou s vo lu m e o f  trad e is given by
VtT =  Vtc +  V / .  (4.53)
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Remark 4.5.1
A lthough in this se tting  we cannot calculate the num ber of shares changing hands directly, we follow
Cabrales and  Hoshi [10] by allowing the value of ou tstand ing  instan taneous dem and  to  be a m easure 
of trad in g  volum e, and hence used to  prove a volum e-volatility  relationship.
We define the  following order like relation on volatilities:
D e f in i t io n  4 .5 .2  Let V  =  {a  : a  E C([0, oo), (0, oo)), inft > 0 a(t)  >  0}. Then fo r  any crx,a2 E V  we 
say (ji y  c 2 i f  and only i f  a i( t )  > a 2 (t) fo r  all t  >  0 .
We m ay now prove the  proposition linking volatility  and volume; m ore specifically, we show th a t 
the  expected volum e of trade  is always greater whenever there is an upw ard shift in the volatility 
coefficient. T hus higher vo latility  seems to  cause m ore active trad ing . M oreover, th is increase in 
activ ity  is endem ic— all traders have greater expected volumes of trade.
P r o p o s i t io n  4 .5 .1  Suppose X ' satisfies
dX'l = A(i) (x't- [ w ( s , t ) X l  d s )  -  0 { t){X l  -  k(t))  dt +  * {{t) d B t ,
Jo
and Xq =  x 0 fo r  i =  1 ,2 . I f
(T\ > -  (?2
Then  EfV ^'1] >  E[Vtc'2}, M[V/A] > E [V / '2] and  E[FtT>1] >  E [V f '2].
Proof: T he result for V f  follows from  the o ther two. T he proofs are identical in the  cases of Vtc 
and  V/ , so we only prove the  result for Vtc. For i =  1, 2 let
where E ( t ) =  A(<) ^e(i) — f *  w(s, t)e(s) ds'j and G(s, t) =  A(<) (^g(s, t)  — f*  w(u, t)g(s, u) d u j . Then
by (3.18) and  the  stochastic  Fubini theorem  we have
v r  =  |y/|
for i =  1 ,2 . Let £<(i) =  a , ( s )2G ( s , i )2 ds for * =  1 ,2  so th a t £ i ( i )  >  £¡2 (0  and
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If  Z  ~  J \ f (p ,a 2), define := E [ |Z |] . A straightforw ard calculation shows
E M 0-1] =  V S T (i)) >  f ( E ( t ) ,  v / S ^ )  =  E[Vtc'2),
which com pletes the  proof, o
4 .5 .2  C onfidence in F undam entals R ed u ces V ariability
We can show when the chartists have m ean-reverting price expectations, th a t if the fundam entalists 
are m ore confident in their predictions, then  the  variance of the log-price is sm aller. T his obviously 
reduces the probab ility  of a deviation of any given size from  the expected value, so reducing the 
system ’s variability. We will la te r see th a t th is has the  effect of reducing the  asym pto tic  large 
deviations of the  log price. Thus, increased fundam entalist confidence m akes the system  more 
stable.
We rem ark  th a t  th is  provides a p a rtia l explanation for the  success of m anaged exchange ra te  systems: 
if  the investors are confident in  the central ta rge t, there will be an decreased probability  of the  bands 
being tested . This, in  tu rn , m ain tains the investors’ confidence in the  system , and  the  bands have a 
low probab ility  of being tested  and so on. Notice again, however, the  im portance of investors (of both 
classes) being confident in the  central parity. T here is em pirical evidence th a t chartis ts  can change 
from  m ean-reverting  to  extrapolative behaviour if prices become volatile (see A ndreassen [3]).
In  the  next chapter, we will see th a t  if chartists have extrapolative expectations and  are the  dom inant 
players in the  m arket, prices can rapidly form  bubbles or crash. O ur m odelling thus indicates 
th a t  m onetary  au thorities m ust convince speculators (and in particu lar, fundam entalists) of the 
susta inab ility  of the  central target: if they are unable to  do so, it  is likely the band  will be breached, 
and the  ta rg e t zone lose its credibility.
P r o p o s i t i o n  4 .5 .2  Suppose X 1 satisfies
d X \  = A(i) (xxt -  w ( s , t ) X l  ds^j -  p i{ t){X i -  k(t)) dt + cr(t) d B t ,
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and X l0 =  xq fo r  i =  1 ,2 . I f  A(-) <  0 and
/?i (t ) >  /?2 (t) fo r  all t >  0 ,
then
V a r [ X l ] < V a r [ X t2] fo r  all t >  0, (4.54)
and moreover fo r  all p  £  N
E  [(X ,1 -  E[Xt1])2p] <  E  [ ( X 2 -  E [X 2] )2p] . (4.55)
Proof  : For i =  1 ,2 , define #,(■, ■) by
^ - ( M )  =  A ( g ( s , t )  -  j '  w ( u , t ) g i { s ,u ) d u ^  -  0 i( t )g i(s , t ) ,
where gi(s,  s) =  1 and  g i( s , t )  =  0 for all s >  t .  Then
Var[X't] =  [  a ( s ) 2g i ( s , t ) 2 ds. (4.56)
J o
Since by P roposition  6.1.1, X t  ~  (4.55) follows directly  from  (4.54). If one could show for all
0 <  s < t  th a t
0 <  g i ( s , t )  < g2 {s ,t) ,  (4.57)
th e n  (4.54) would follow. N otice by the proof of R em ark 8.4.1 th a t gi(s ,  t) > 0 and  g2 (s, t) >  0. Let
A 5 (t) =  g i{ s , t )  — g 2 ( s , t ) .  T hen  A ,(s )  =  0. If we let ' denote differentiation w ith  respect to  t  we
have
A',(<) =  A(i) ( a 5(î) — w ( u , t ) A „ ( u ) d v Sj  - /3 i( t)A s (t) +  ( ^ ( t )  - /3i[t))g2 {s,t)
< X(t) ^ A s (t) -  w ( u , t ) A a( u ) d u SJ  -  (3i{t)As (t).
Since for s < t  th e  equation
* '(t)  =  A(t) ( * ( * ) -  i :  w (u , t ) z (u )  du^j — /3i(t)z(t)
where z(s)  =  0 has solution z(t)  =  0 for all t  >  s, by the  com parison principle (see e.g., p .13 
L akshm ikan tham  and  R ao [49]), we have
A 4(<) <  z(t)  =  0,
for all t  > s. T hus we have proved (4.57), and  so the  proposition is true, o
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Chapter 5
A sym ptotics of Linear Stochastic  
Integro-differential Equations w ith  
Separable Kernels: Dom inance, 
Bubbles and Crashes
5.1 Introduction
In th is chapter, we will com pletely characterise the asym pto tic  behaviour of the  price evolution 
under some sim plifying assum ptions on the structure  of the  chartist weighting function. In doing 
so, we hope to  m otivate  the  analysis for general chartist w eighting functions (see C hap ter 5), and 
extend the analysis in directions which we cannot yet cover for a rb itra ry  weighting functions. To do 
th is  we assum e th a t  the  role of the  chartist weighting function w(-, ■) will be taken by an invariant 
weight for w (•, ■).
Suppose first th a t  the chartis ts  have extrapolative expectations: we prove th a t  if they have short 
m em ories and are confident in the ir predictions, then  the  price explodes or crashes, w ith  both
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outcom es having positive probability . On the o ther hand, if  the chartists have longer m em ories, and 
the  fundam entalists are very active in the  m arket, then  the asym pto tic  grow th ra te  of the price is 
equal to  the consensus asym pto tic  grow th ra te  of the fundam entalists—  which also characterises the 
asym pto tic  grow th ra te  when chartists have m ean-reverting  expectations. In  the  second section of 
th is  chapter we prove these facts using the theory  of linear stochastic  differential equations.
In  Section 2, we show, under the conditions in which a bubble or crash is possible, th a t a crash is 
m ore likely when the  fundam entalists revise their estim ates of fair value downwards, or when the 
in itia l price is lower; and a bubble is m ore probable when the  fundam entalist revisions are up, and 
th e  in itia l price higher. W hen the volatility  is constant, we link the  streng th  of investors and degree 
of feedback to  the variability  in the  price.
In  the last section, we dem onstra te  th a t the ra te  of increase or decay of the solution of (3.1) can 
be no g reater than  exponential, indicating  th a t  the b ubb le /c rash  m echanism  is also present in the 
general m odel, under su itab le  circum stances.
5.1 .1  T h e S im plified  M od el
We specify a  very particu la r form  for the invariant weight which will take the place of the  weighting 
function. T he substitu tio n  m ay be justified on the basis th a t, for large tim es, the  chartists in  this 
modified m odel behave in the  sam e m anner as those in the full m odel, and in asym pto tic  analysis, 
we are concerned in  the  stru c tu re  of the solution for large tim es. Let ¡j, >  0 and define
a(t) — , (5.1)
so th a t  a : [0, oo) —*■ (0, oo) is an invariant weight for a chartis t weighting function. F urther suppose
A (t) =  A, /?(<) =  /?, (5.2)
for som e positive constan ts A and 0.
From  (5.1), (5.2), the  evolution for the  log-price thus reads:
d X t =  A ( x t -  a(t -  s )X , -  0 { X t -  k{t)) dt +  a{t) d B t . (5.3)
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T h e reason for the  choice of invarian t weight is now transparen t: if  we let
Yt =  f  a(t — s ) X ,  ds, (5.4)
Jo
th en  the  1-dim ensional stochastic integro-differential equation  can be transform ed to  a linear stochas­
tic  differential equation  in  two space dim ensions (X , Y ) . To th is  end, define
A  =  | | , (5.5)
6(i) =  | ^  ] , (5.6)
m  =  | ^  ) • (5-7)
N otice by (5.3), (5.4), (5.5), (5.6), (5.7) th a t  if  Z t =  ( X t ,Y t)T , then
dZt = (A Z t +  b(t)) dt +  E (*) d B t . (5.8)
T h e  analysis of th e  asym pto tics of (5.3) thus reduces to  th e  s tu d y  of the  asym ptotics of the linear 
equation  (5.8). T his study, and  its  economic in terp re ta tion , is the  p rim ary  focus of th is chapter.
5 .1 .2  D om in an ce
W e recall from  th e  last chap ter th a t  the  m agnitude of the  functions A(-), /?(•) can be in terpreted  
as th e  degree of partic ip a tio n  in  th e  m arket of the  chartists and  fundam entalists respectively, and 
th a t  large values of these functions represent confident and liquid  groups of agents. We therefore 
associate th e  case of large values o f  A relative to  ¡3 w ith  a  m arket in  w hich chartists are m ore active 
th a n  fundam entalists: the case of large values of ¡3 relative to  A is given a con trary  association.
As ind icated  in  R em ark  4.3.4, the  m ore heavily chartists weigh the  near past, the  sm aller their 
dem and  is. Referring to  (5.1), we see th a t  large values of ¡1 can  be identified w ith  “sho rt” chartist 
m em ories or heavy weighting of th e  recent past, and  th a t  th is  m yopia reduces feedback in  the  m odel. 
T hus large values of fi reduces the  ac tiv ity  of chartists in  the  m arket.
T h e  above com m ents m o tiv a te  a definition:
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D e f in i t io n  5 .1 .1  We say c h a r t i s t s  ( r e a p , f u n d a m e n ta l i s t s )  a r e  d o m in a n t  whenever
A -  ¡3 -  n  >  0 (resp. <  0). (5.9)
We now show th a t the asym ptotics of (5.8) are determ ined by the dom inance of one or o ther group 
of speculators.
5.2 A sym ptotics
5 .2 .1  P relim in aries
Let I2 be the 2 x 2  identity  m atrix . If we define
$ '( 0  =  A $ { t ) ,  $ (0 ) =  h ,  (5.10)
then  the  solution of (5.8) is given by
=  Q {t)Z 0 +  * ( i)  f l * - l (s)b[s)ds +  9 ( t )  f  ^>~1 ( s ) i : { s )d B s , (5.11)
Jo Jo
where Zo =  (X o ,0)r .
We im m ediately see th a t  the fundam ental m atrix  $  has com ponents which decay exponentially 
whenever all the eigenvalues of A  have negative real parts; and th a t some of its com ponents grow 
exponentially  whenever a t least one of the eigenvalues of A  has a positive real part.
Let (*1, »2  be the eigenvalues of A; then  <*1 +  a 2 =  A — ft -  n  and « i a 2 =  so the eigenvalues of 
A  have positive or negative real p a rts  according as the chartists or fundam entalists are dom inant.
For sim plicity, we will assum e in the sequel th a t a \ ,  q 2 G K.
Define the  m a trix  B  by
B  =  P ~ l A P  =  (  01  °  V  (5.12)
V 0 a 3  )
and  let {P)i,j  =  Pij and  ( P ~ 1 )i,j =  Pij for i , j  =  1 ,2 . Let the  m a trix  be determ ined according to:
9 '( t )  =  B V (i), tf(0) =  / 2. (5.13)
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Let Zt  =  Z \  +  Z 2, where Z 1, Z 2 are th e  determ inistic  and stochastic  com ponents of Z ,  respectively: 
fu rth e r define
Z t =  P ~ 1 Z t> (5.14)
and  denote by  Z 1, Z 2 the  determ inistic  and  stochastic com ponents of Z ,  respectively.
5 .2 .2  A sy m p to tic s  under F u ndam en talist and C h artist D om in an ce
We assum e th a t  k  £  C[0, oo) and
lim  k(t)  =  oo. (5.15)
t - fo o  '  '
Let k \  be a  non-decreasing, s tric tly  positive G 1 function th a t  satisfies (4.14) and
lim  ^  =  1. (5.16)
*-*• oo k(t)
Moreover, we assum e th a t  <?(■) satisfies (3.7). We now have
P r o p o s i t i o n  5 .2 .1  Suppose that  (Xt)t>o is the solution o f  (5.3). Let k(-) satisfy (5.15) and (5.16), 
and  cr(-) satisfy (3.7). I f  fundamentalists are dominant and
l i m i n f - ^ L r  =  oo, (5-17)*-*•00 y / f c g t  v '
then
lim  =  1, a.s. (5.18)t-*OQ k{t)
P r o o f : F undam entalist dom inance prescribes « 1, 0:2 <  0. Using (5.12), (5.13), (5.14), we have
-o  (  P n eCllt fn a is )e~ aiS d B s \
Z }  =  P n  J° U  . (5.19)
V P21ea’t f 0t <r(s)e-°’* d B t )
Using th e  m artingale  tim e  change theorem  in concert w ith  (5.17), and  using the  proof of P roposition
2.3.2 as a m odel, we ob tain
1 / 0
lim — -rZ ?  =  I 
*-»00 k(t) \ 0
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p n icoe°lt
Analogously, we find
z i=  | | +
P i  i * o e “ a t
From  (4.14), (5.15), (5.16) and  L ’H op ita l’s Rule we have for ¿ = 1 , 2  
and noticing th a t  we m ay w rite  P  as
(  P n P e ait  J o H s ) e “>• ds \  ^ ^
\ P2 iPea3tJo A(s)e"Q3Sds /
P - l  “, +  " °! + " I. (5.21)/i /<
we ob ta in
U n , % ! > = l .(-too ¿(i)
Since =  (Z j  +  Z f , ex) we have proved (5.18). o
Therefore, when fundam entalists dom inate, the  asym ptotic grow th ra te  of the  price is the consensus 
grow th ra te  of the  fundam entalists. T he case of exponential grow th in  the  fundam entals is now 
easily handled , and we see th a t  the  pathw ise asym ptotics are the  sam e as in the  Black-Scholes case.
C o r o l la r y  5 .2 .1  Suppose (St)t>o 25 the price process, and  ¿r(-) satisfies (3.7). Let k(-) be a contin­
uous function  such that, fo r  some rj >  0 ,
k(t) lim —t-1 = n .¿—►OO f
I f  fundamentalists  are dominant then
lim  -7 log St =  t], a.s.t-yoo t
Proof : Ju s t choose k i( t )  =  rjt +  1 and  apply Proposition  5.2.1. o
W hen the  chartists dom inate, the  price dynam ics are altogether m ore explosive. A sim ilar result to  
th e  following has been proven in  [26].
P r o p o s i t i o n  5 .2 .2  Suppose that (X t )t>o is the solution o f  (5.3). Let k(-) be o f  exponential order 
strictly less than s fo r  every  e >  0, and let cr(-) satisfy (3.7). I f  chartists are dominant, then
tl™  =  E ° ° ~  N  ( » < * > >  ° Z o )  a -s -
where
a i  V  i 
a i  V q j
-Qz ^    ( x o +  f  /3k(s)e “ lV“ 3S d s ]  and-aiAaj V Jo J
=  ( S L 1 2 1 + J L - Y  r  , (s}
V a i V  a 2 -  « 1  A a 2J  Jo
2^g—2ati Va3i (
Moreover
lim -  log 1 I =  a i  V a 2 a.s. 
(-»co t
(5.22)
(5.23)
(5.24)
(5.25)
P ro o f : Notice if chartis ts  dom inate  then a i ,« 2  >  0- W ithou t loss of generality, we will assume 
c*i >  a 2. From  (5.20), we have
■^ 7 -  =  P11P11 0^ +  J  Pk[s)e~a i i  d s ^  + p n e~<‘a i~ a^ t ( f . 2 1x 0 +  p2l J  /3k(s)e -c‘*‘> ds' j  ,
(5.26)
and using (5.19) we have
=  P n M l  + p n e ^ - ^ M f ,  (5.27)C l
where
M }  =  [  p l l a (s )e~ a ' i d B ,  (5.28)
Jo
M ? =  [  pn a (s )e~ a3> d B , .  (5.29)
Jo
Since for i =  1 ,2 , M }  is a righ t continuous m artingale , =  0 a.s. and
E  [(M t*)2J <  00 for all t  > 0,
th en  M '  £  M 2 and {M tJ; T t \ 0 <  t  <  00} is uniform ly integrable. Therefore th e  M artingale Conver­
gence Theorem  allows us to  conclude th a t there  exists M ^  such th a t
lim  M \ — a.s., (5.30)
t-yoo
where
~  J\f ( o , J q p {1 2(r(s)2e 2aiS ds' j  . (5.31)
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To prove (5.25), let
= ( Z l + Z l c )
* eait
Then
y lo g |X t | -  Oil =  ylog|iZt|, 
and  since R t  -»  Roo a.s. as t  —► oo and P[iloo =  0] =  0 , we have
lim - l o g | i i t | =  0 a.s.. ot-*OQ t
R e m a r k  5 .2 .1
Combining (5.26), (5.27), (5.30) and (5.31) gives the desired result.
As in the  paper of Schweizer and Follm er, we rem ark th a t not only is the rate  of decay or growth 
very extrem e, bu t grow th or decay are both possible w ith positive probability. By (5.22), (5.23) and 
(5.24) we see th a t
t- fo o
and
lim S t =  oo] =  lP[lim X t =  oo] =  >  0] =  1 -  $  ( ,  (5.32)
:-t-o  £->oo y  CTtx, J
P [ lim  S t =  0] -  $  ( )  , (5.33)
t-JOO ^  (Too /
where <J>(.t) =  f * ^  e ~ i yJ du. N aturally , no asset price has ever behaved in th is m anner over
long periods o f tim e, bu t th is analysis provides some insights on the psychology of m arkets “close 
to” a  crisis or bubble. We can easily prove
P r o p o s i t i o n  5 .2 .3  Let X ‘ be a solution o f  (5.3) fo r  i =  1 ,2, and  5J - - e x p p Q ). Then we have:
(i)  (Monotonicitxj in fundamentals) Suppose
d X l  =  A Ç x f -  J  a(t — s )X ‘ ds^j -  /3{X't -  fc'(t)) dt +  a{s) d B t 
and Xq  =  Xo fo r  ¿ =  1 , 2 . / /  k l (<) >  k 2 (t) then
IP j^lim S j  =  ooj >  IP j^lim 5t2 = ooj .
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(ii) (M onotonicity  in initial prices) I f  X 1 and X 2 have the same dynamics, and
X ' o  >  X l
then
\ lim  S}  =  oo >  P  [ lim  S? =  oo
L t—t o o  . —  Lt —t o o  c
P r o o f : Use the  m onotonicity  of $  together w ith (5.23), (5.24) and  (5.32). o
R em ark  5 .2 .2
Proposition  5.2.3 tells us the following: if the  fundam entalists are less optim istic  abo u t the underlying 
value of the asset, there is a greater p robability  of a crash, even if all o ther factors rem ain  unchanged. 
Therefore, even though fundam entalists are dom inated  by chartists, they can p recip ita te  a crisis. 
T his seems to  be quite plausible in explaining actual financial crises. A group of speculators lose 
confidence in the ir estim ates of the fundam entals, (/? goes down, so chartists are dom inant) and 
believe they  should revise their estim ates of the fundam entals downwards (k new(■) <  k old(- j). The 
chartists, using the ir ability  to  track  prices, discern th is downward revision, and ex trapo late  prices 
downwards. More and m ore speculators m ake th is ex trapo lation , and the co-incidence of chartist 
dom inance w ith  the effects of feedback cause the  price to  drop precipitiously (P ropostion  5.2.3).
In the sam e m anner, lower sta rtin g  values of the price m ake a crash m ore likely. In  th is case, 
the chartis ts  in terp re t a lower sta rtin g  value as a sign th a t fu tu re  prices will also be low. Their 
dom inance, in  conjunction w ith  feedback, produces the  crash.
In respect of th e  preceeding com m ents, the  following rem ark of K indleberger [43] quoted in Lux [54] 
is qu ite  in tersting; Lux w rites th a t “in K indleberger’s theory the period of distress preceeds the 
u ltim a te  crash. For this period” (he now quotes from  [43], p .109)
‘. .. a  change in  expectations from  a sta te  of confidence to  one lacking confidence in the fu tu re  is 
c en tra l’.
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Remark 5.2.3
In  the  case where the  fundam entalists are dom inant, and  a(-) =  a, we have
Voo{\,I3,ii) := ) i m V a r [ X t] =  \(T2 ^  +  ^
t-t-oo 2 P(P +  fx — A )’
I t is easy to  show th a t  Voo (•, •) is increasing in  A and  decreasing in  ¡3 and  ¡x. We therefore see th a t
increasing fundam enta list ac tiv ity  or confidence reduces volatility, while increasing chartist activity 
increases volatility , when chartists have trend  chasing expectations. M oreover, if  the  chartists are less 
myopic, an d  in troduce m ore feedback from  past prices in to  the present, they  increase the  instab ility  
in  th e  m arket.
5.3 Limits on the Growth o f the Solution o f the S.I.D .E.
We show in th is  section when the  kernel has no particu la r s truc tu re  th a t  the fastest possible growth 
or decay ra te  for th e  price is ite ra ted  exponential. T his indicates th a t P roposition  5.2.2 should have 
an analogue in  the  general case.
P r o p o s i t io n  5 .3 .1  Suppose fo r  every e >  0 that k(-) is o f  exponential order strictly less than e. 
Then
1
l im s u p - lo g  |X t | <  2M i  -f M 2 a.s., (5.34)t-Voo t
where M \  and M 2 are given by (3.5) and (3.6).
P ro o f: If  g ( •, •) is given by (3.10) and  (3.11), by Theorem  3.3.1, we have
X t =  e(i) +  [  cr(s)g(s, t)  d B , ,
Jo
and by (3.12), (3.13)
e(t) =  x (0 )g (0 ,t)  +  f ¡3(s)k(s)g(s,t) ds.
Jo
By (3.14) there  exists K \  €  (0 ,00) such th a t
- j J M L  < W0)| + M, j' ds <Ki,
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-  ° ~ ( s )  *(*»*)
K K i  e(2Ai'+M’)‘'
T hen , since log(l +  a:) <  x  for all x  > 0, we have
i l o g  \X t \ - { 2 M 1  +  M 2) <  j  ( lo g X i + lo g  ( l  +  H ( s , t ) d B ,  ^
< ilogiTi + ijy  ii(s,i)d5s|,
so if we let
Yt =  ^ J * H [ s , t )  d B , ,
the proposition is tru e  provided
where we used (3.6) to obtain the first bound. Now define
lim Ye =  0 a.s.t-voo
We now prove (5.37).
From (3.7), (3.14) and (5.35), if we let t>(i) =  / 0‘ H { s , i ) 2 ds, then
- M 3 1 
V [  ’ - K f  2(2Mi +  Mt ) '
By Proposition 6.1.1, Vt ~  Ai(0,v(t)/t2), so for every e > 0 and n €  N, we have
P[|yn |> e]<  1 MS 1 1
so
e2 A' 2 2(2M\  +  M 2) n 2 ’
lim  Yn =  0 a.s.n—¥ oo
By Lem m a 3.3.1, (5.35) and (5.36) we have
y, =  \  J ‘ H {s, s) d B ,  +  |  £  J ’ f ( u ,  s) d B u ds,
and obviously limt-*«, } /„  I I [ s , s )  d B ,  =  0 a.s. Let
1 f l f s d l l
Z t = l  Jo Jo V ( U , S ) £ Z B “ d S ’
so (5.37) is tru e  if and only if lim ^o o  Z t =  0. However, by (5.38), l im ^ o o  Z n =  0 a.s.,
lim  sup \Zt — Z„\ =  0,
n-»oo n<t<n+l
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(5.35)
(5.36)
(5.37)
(5.38)
(5.39) 
so if we show
we will have proved (5.37). Next, since
Z t -  Z n =  ( j  -  l )  Z n +  i  J* £  ~ { u ,  s) d B u ds,
we are done provided
ii f *  r  9 H ,lim  sup 7  I I (u }s ) d B u ds  =  0 a*s. 
n —1yoc n < t < n + l  I * iIn  J 0 ®
To prove (5.40), notice th a t  (3.15) gives
We prove (5.40) using a  B orel-C antelli argum ent; bound as follows:
E
(5.40)
„ < ^ +, ( U ‘ C - i M d B " ds) }
1 \  f* f  d H
5 ( i W E [»<S+1(<- n)/Jo •“
i  5TTTpE[ r 7 ' ( ^ ("'")dS"), 'ii.
i rn+1 f’dH. .2 = i I I —^ — (xt, s) aurfs 
(n +  l )2 7„ Jo d t K ’ J
1 A/3 (2Mi + M 2)
- (n + 1 ) 2 2if?
Using C hebyshev’s inequality  along w ith the B orel-C antelli Lem m a allows us to  conclude th a t  (5.40) 
is true, proving th e  Proposition . 0
T his proof m otivates ano ther question: is there  an  analogue of P roposition  5.2.1 for general chartist 
weighting functions? T he answer, fortunately, is yes, when /?(•) is a b it bigger th a n  2A(-). T he proof 
of th is assertion is th e  subject of the next chapter.
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C hapter 6
Pathw ise and p mean  
A sym ptotics of Linear S.I-D .Es
6.1 Introduction
6 .1 .1  O uline o f  th e  C hapter
Since th e  sem inal papers o f Berger and Mizel [6], [7], [8] the  properties of stochastic in tegral and 
integro-differential equations have a ttrac ted  the  a tten tion  of several au thors e.g., [63]. In  particu lar, 
conditions under which such equations have stab le  solutions, have been stud ied  by P ach p a tte  [59], 
in  which stab ility  in m ean-square and probability  have been established. S tab ility  has also been 
considered by Zan K an  and  Zhang [80]. However, since b o th  papers approach very general problem s 
in  ab strac t settings, no stronger convergence results have been achieved.
In  th is chapter, we s tu d y  th e  class of linear stochastic integro-differential equations in troduced in  
C hap ter 3 whose s tru c tu re  is intended to  reflect the  price dynam ics in  a single asset financial m arket 
in  which th e  underly ing dete rm in an t of the  asset’s price increases in  an exponential-like m anner, and 
in  w hich a portion  of the  agents trad ing  a t any given tim e use the  historical trend  of th e  price as a 
guide to  its fu tu re  p a th . In  th is chapter, we assum e th a t  th e  chartists either have m ean-reverting
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price form ations expectations hypotheses, or th a t  they are less dom inan t th an  the fundam entalists.
Here, we show th a t if the chartists use the weighting function endowed upon them  in C hap ter 4, 
and the  underlying determ inan t of price increases, for exam ple, exponentially, the  price follows the 
underlying determ inan ts asym ptotically, In this, the  price m irrors the  pathw ise asym ptotics of the 
celebrated Black-Scholes equation . Moreover, th is result extends present knowledge on pathwise 
behaviour of stochastic  integro-differential equations, as the asym pto tic  convergence is alm ost sure. 
Furtherm ore, asym pto tic  convergence is also assured in p th m ean, for any p  G [1, oo).
T he variation of param eters solution to  the S.I.D .E ., allows us to  analyse the  asym ptotic behaviour 
of X t  by p artition ing  it in to  two parts, one of which is com pletely determ inistic, and governed 
by a determ inistic  integro-differential equation. Its asym ptotics are studied  in Section 3, using 
the converse theory  of L iapunov functions. Since it can be shown, for fixed t, th a t the random  
com ponent of X t is norm ally  d istribu ted  and can be w ritten  as a  stochastic in tegral w ith adapted, 
b u t t — dependent, determ inistic  in tegrand, we can em ploy the theory of stochastic in tegration  for 
integrals w ith non-adap ted  in tegrands and use the properties of the ir sem im artingale decom positions 
to  show th a t th e  random  com ponent of X t  is asym ptotically  negligible relative to  its  determ inistic 
com ponent. T his proof is the  subject of Section 6.3, together w ith  the  proof of the m ain  theorem . 
Some generalisations of the  m ain  result and rem arks as to  the  tim e  consistency properties th a t this 
result indicates, com pletes th e  chapter.
6 .1 .2  M a th em a tica l P relim in aries
We assum e k G C[0, oo) satisfies (5.15), and th a t k i  is a non-decreasing, stric tly  positive C 1 function 
th a t  satisfies (4.14) and (5.16). Moreover, suppose th a t A(-), /?(■) and  <r(-) are in  C(M + U {0}), and 
satisfy (3.5), (3.6), (3.7) and  (3.8).
We assum e uj(-, •) is a chartis t weighting function, and th a t  a ( ')  is an invariant weight for w ( ’t •). 
R e m a r k  6 .1 .1
Here k(-) is the logarithm  of the fundam ental economic process tracked by the fundam entalist traders. 
Notice th a t  exponential grow th in th is fundam ental process is equivalent to  le tting  k(t) =  r]t +  v  for
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som e t] >  0 and  u £  ®, and  so the hypotheses on k(-), ki(-) are  satisfied.
As before, we assum e th a t  we have an underlying filtered probab ility  space ( 0 , ^ ,  [Ft)t>o , IP). Let 
( X t)t>0 m odel the  log-price o f the  asset a t tim e t, and  be a continuous tim e stochastic  process
ad ap ted  to  th e  filtra tion . W e assum e th a t  it  follows (3.1), viz.,
d X  t = A (t) (x t -  J  w ( s , t ) X „ d s j  -  j3(t) ( X f -  k(t))  dt +  a(t) d B t , (6 .1)
X 0 =  x 0. (6.2)
T he following result will also be used in  the  proof of the  asym pto tic  behaviour of (X t) t>0.
P r o p o s i t i o n  6 .1 .1  Let h be a locally bounded deterministic function  which satisfies
h : D  —> M : (s, t ) !->• h(s, t).
Let t £  [0 ,T ], I f
/ h [ s , t ) 2 ds  <  oo 
Jo
and X t =  /q h ( s , t )  dB , ,  then
X t ~ A f ( o , J  h { s , t ) 2 d s^  . (6.3)
Proof:  F ix  t  £  M+, and recall th a t  l td  integrals w ith  determ inistic  in tegrands are norm al, o
F urther suppose th a t e(-) is determ ined  by (3.12) and (3.13), and  th a t </(■, ■) is given by (3.10) and 
(3.11). Referring now to  T heorem  3.3.1, and in  particu lar to  (3.18), we will prove th a t
lim  =  1 P-a.s. 
t-+oo k(t)
(under some as yet unspecified conditions on /?(■) and A(-)) by proving
lim  =  1, (6.4)
t-too k(t)  v
and  th en  th a t
^  ^  rt—>lim f  a (s )g (s , t )  d B s =  0 P -a .s.. (6,5)K(t) Jo
T h e purpose of Section 6.2 is to  prove (6.4), while th a t of Section 6.3 is to  prove (6.5), and  then 
presen t the theorem .
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6.2 A sym ptotics o f Linear Integro-Differential Equations
6.2 .1  N o ta tio n
Assum e for all t  >  0 th a t
in f fl(t) — A(t) — sup |A(s)| := ai >  0 , (6 .6)‘>° J>0
from  which it  follows
inf/?(i) := a2 > 0. (6.7)
R em ark  6.2.1
In term s of the economic m odel, condition (6.7) is equivalent to  saying th a t the fundam entalist spec­
ulators do no t believe prices should deviate from /;(-), while (6 .6) indicates th a t the  fundam entalist 
speculators are dom inan t in the m arket. We in terp ret /?(•) and A(') as m easures of the streng th  or 
confidence of the  agents. Large absolute values of these functions are consistent w ith agents who 
are confident in their predictions of price, and have the ability  to  trade  heavily on the  basis on these 
predictions.
R ecall th a t ki(-) is a positive non-decreasing C 1 function which has the sam e asym ptotic behaviour 
as th e  fundam entals k(-) in  th e  sense th a t
lim  ki( t )  = oo,
t - fo o  v '  
t &(*) ihm = 1.
i-foo ki(t )
Moreover, rem em ber th a t  the  grow th restrictions on &(•) s tip u la te  th a t
lim  =  0 . (6 .8)
t->oo k i ( t )  v '
Therefore, if  ari, a 2 are as defined in  (6 .6), (6.7), then  by v irtue  of (6 .8)
mT\ =  sup{f >  0 :
k i( t)
(6.9)
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is finite. One can then define
K q — m ax  k i( t ) ,
0 < t < T i  w
K \  =  m in
0 < i < T i  V n
L e m m a  6 .2 .1  Let
,,l{<) = iT W T ^ ' (6 U )
where K 2 is defined by (6.10). Then fo r  all t  > 0
(i)  sup t>0{ A (i)+ s u p s>0 |A(s)| -  (3(t) - P i ( t ) }  < 0,
(ii)  sup t> 0{ -/? ( i)  <  0 .
Proof:  (ii) has identical proof to  (i). By (6 .6), if |p i( i) | <  <*i/2, then  (i) is true . We prove this on 
each of th e  intervals [Ti, oo) and  [0, T\] in tu rn , where T\ is defined by (6.9).
For t  > T i, since K 2 >  1, non-decreasing and  positive, it  follows from  (6.9) and (6.11) th a t
m
k i( t )
For t  e  [0,T i], th e  definitions of K 0 and K \  and (6.11) yield
< - Y -
■ , .. min0<t<Ti l^ i(01 _ K \ <  ai
1 -  m a x o ^ ^ T , h { t )  +  K 2 K 0 +  K 2 -  2 ’
where (6 .10) is used to  ob ta in  the  last bound, proving the desired result, o
Let
(fU2)
and for t  >  0
p 2(i) =  A(f) ( l  -  j f  a {s , t )  ds^j -  p i ft) -  /3(t) ( l  -  • (6-13)
where p i(-) is defined by (6.11). Since
lim  I a ( s , t ) ds =  1 ,
u o J 0 K '
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M O  =  -»(»)»-««( 1 - 5 ^ ) ,
th en  P2(-) is continuous on [0 , 00).
Define
2 ft)— eW
*!(<) + /fa ’
where K 2 is given by (6.10). T hen  z(-) defined in  (6.14) above satisfies
2 ' ft) =  Aft) (* f t)  -  J  a ( s , t ) z ( s )  ds'j +  zft) (- /3 ft)  - p i f t ) )  + P ? ( i )- 
F rom  L em m a 4.2.2 and (6.12) we have
lim  I a ( s , t ) d s =  1 .*-»00 7o
U sing (4.14), (5.16), (3.5), (3.6) and  (6.16) we see th a t
lim  pi(t)  =  0 , ¿ = 1, 2 .
t— O^O
Define z \  (•) by
z[  ft) =  Aft) ( z i f t )  -  J  a ( s , t ) z 1 (s) ds^j +  z i  ft) ( - /? f t)  -  p i  ft)) • 
We finally observe from  (6.12) th a t
a  G C (D ,K + ),
and
0 <  [  a ( s , t )  ds  <  1 .
Jo
In  th is  section we will prove
if we define
P r o p o s i t io n  6 .2 .1  Suppose (6 .6) , (6.7) hold. I f  e( ) is the solution to (3.12) Ihen
lim =  1.
e-t-oo k(t)
By (5.16), (6.21) is tru e  if
lim  zft) — 0 .
t - f  OO v '
To prove th is  resu lt, we have recourse to  the  theory  of linear integrodifferential equations.
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(6.14)
(6.15)
(6.16)
(6.17)
(6.18)
(6.19)
( 6 .20 )
(6.21)
(6.2 2)
6 .2 .2  Som e E lem en ts o f In teg ro -D ifferen tia l E qu ation  T h eory
In the  following we adopt the  no ta tion  of Lakshm ikantham  and R ao (1995) [49] p. 145-157. We 
specialise and generalise the ir results liberally. For any <j> €  C (R + ,M), define \<j)\t =  m axo<5<t |</>(s)|- 
Consider the  determ inistic scalar V olterra equation
where F  : K + x C(M + ,M) —> M is continuous and x(-) represents the  function x  on [0,<] w ith the
in itia l values (fo,<^) will be denoted by x(t,to,<f>), by which we m ean x{t,to,(j>) —  <f>(t) for all t <  to, 
where to >  0 and 0  : [0 , io] — M. is a continuous function.
If  we define Fi for i =  1, 2 by
then  Fi for i — 1 ,2  satisfy the hypothesis on F  after (6.23), where a(-, •),p i (•),P2(•) are as defined 
by (6.12), (6.11) and (6.13) above.
Let W{t,<j)) : l + x C (K + ,ffi) - > l b e a  continuous functional satisfying the property  of local Lipschitz 
continu ity  in  <j>.
D e f in i t io n  6 .2 .1  The derivative ofW[t,<j>) with respect to (6.23) is defined by
x '( t)  =  F ( t ,  x (  )) (6.23)
values of t always determ ined by the first co-ordinate of F  in (6.23). T he solution of (6.23) with
and
F 2{t,x(-))  =  A (t) ( x ( t )  -  a { s , t ) x { s ) d s Sj  +  x(t)  (- ß ( t ) -  P l(t)) + p 2(t), (6.25)
^ 6.23) ^ =  lim su p
h - y O +
(6.26)
where
For fu tu re  reference, we define the hom ogeneous evolution
x '( t)  =  Fx(t ,x (-)) . (6.27)
We also clarify the notion of exponential asym pto tic  stability:
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D efin itio n  6 .2 .2  The zero solution o f  (6.27) is exponentially asymptotically stable (ExAS) i f  there 
exist positive constants k , K  such that
|a?(<, ¿0, 0 ) | <  K e ~ K^ ~ to \^</)\t0, fo r  all t o >  0 and t  > to-
Let t >  0, <)> E C([0,<],ffi) and  p{t,<j>) =  sup t_ r<s<t |^ (s ) |,  where r  >  0 and <f>{s) =  <f>(0) for s < 0.
W e then  have the  following theorem  (see L akshm ikantham  and  R ao [49] p. 148).
T h eorem  6 .2 .1  Suppose the zero solution o f  (6.27) is exponentially asymptotically stable. Then
there exists a continuous functional W i t , <j>) defined fo r  t  > 0 and <j> G C([0, i],M ), k  >  0, and K  >  0
such that
( i )  p { t A )  <  <  K \ 4 \ t - ,
(ii) \W(t,<t>) -  w(t,tp)\ < K\<j> -  i>\t fo r  E C ([0 ,t],M );
( in )  | i ^ ('6.24)(*>^)I <  -*W [t,4>);
Proof:  By setting
W(t,<j>) =  sup p i t  +  to, x ( ’, t ,  <i>))eKto, 
t0>o
we see th a t  W{-,  •) satisfies (i)-(iii) in th e  sta tem en t of the  proof above. T he line of p roof is analagous 
to  th a t  given in  Yoshizawa (1966) [79]. o
M oreover, th e  following is tru e
P ro p o sitio n  6 .2 .2  The zero solution o f  a linear deterministic integro-differential equation is expo­
nentially asymptotically stable i f  and only i f  it  is uniformly asymptotically stable.
Proof:  Com bine th e  analysis o f Theorem  2.2.2 on p .54-55 in  [49] w ith  th a t  contained in the  m ono­
graph  o f Yoshizawa [79] p .29. o
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6 .2 .3  A sy m p to tic  E quivalence o f  e (  ) and k ( - )
T he aim  of th is subsection is to  prove, under (6 .6 ) and (6.7) th a t Proposition  6.2.1 is true. A first 
s tep  tow ards achieving th is  goal is to  prove
L e m m a  6 .2 .2  The zero solution o f  (6.18) is exponentially asymptotically stable.
To do th is we prove a sequence of subsidiary results. Consider the  homogeneous equation
x '( t)  =  A(t) (k(<) -  J  w (s , t ) x ( s )  d s j  -  (¡3(t) +  pi(i));c(<)' (6.28)
Then
L e m m a  6 .2 .3  The solutions o f  (6.18), (6.28) are uniformly bounded.
Proof : T h e  proofs are identical: we prove the lem m a for (6.18). Let M (t)  =  m axo<j<i |z i(s ) |. 
Suppose z \ ( t \ )  =  M ( t \ ) .  If A (ii) >  0 then
z [ ( t0  <  (2A(<j) -  /3(h) -  P l(< i))Jlf(ii) < 0, (6.29)
by Lem m a 6.2.1, (6.19) and (6.20). Conversely, if A(f i ) <  0, then
^ ( t l ) < ( - JS( i i ) -P i( i i ) )M (i1) < 0 ,
so z [ ( t \ )  <0  whenever z \ ( t i)  =  m axo<,< t, |2i( s ) |.  In the sam e m anner, one can show th a t z [ ( t i) >  0
whenever z i ( t i )  =  — m axo<j< t, |2 i(«)|. In o ther, words, when 2 i(-) achieves its running m axim um ,
it decreases: and when z\ (•) achieves its running m inim um , it increases. T hus for all i >  0,
1*1 (01 < l*i (°)l.
or, if  z i ( 0  =  <j>(t) for all t  <  to, we have
|zi(Mo,^ )| < l^llo-
so th e  L em m a is proven, o 
N ext we have
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Le m m a  6.2.4 The zero solution o f
x'{t)  =  \ { t )  ^ x ( t ) — J  a(t — s)x (s)  ds^j -  (/3{t) +  p i ( t ) ) x ( t )  (6.30)
is exponentially asymptotically stable.
P ro o f: T he following definition is s tandard : for m  £  C(P.+, M) we have
^  / \ . . .  - m ( t  + h ) — m(t)
D - m ( t ) =  lira inf - v ■ - f  .
A-fO- h
If x(-) is the  solution to  (6.30), then
D - \x ( t ) \  <  (X(t) - /3{t) -  p i ( t ) ) \x ( t ) \+ \X ( t ) \  f  a ( i -  s ) |rc (s) |d s
J o
<  P ( t ) - p i ( t ) ) \ x ( t ) \  +  M i  [  a(t -  s)|ar(s)|ifs,
Jo
where we use (3.5). Let z(-) be the m axim al solution of
z'(t)  =  (X(t) — /3(t) — p i ( t ) ) z ( t )  +  M i f  a(t — s ) z ( s ) d s  (6.31)
Jo
w ith  z(t)  =  |<^(i)l f° r  all t  £  [0, ¿o]- If  x{t,to,<f>) denotes the solution of (6.30) w ith  x(t)  = cf>(t) for 
t  £  [0 ,io], then
\ x ( t , t 0,<l>)\ < z ( t , t 0, |^ |)  (6.32)
by the com parison principle (see e.g., p .13 L akshm ikantham  and Rao [49]). We notice from  Theorem
2.2.2 on p .154 of [49] th a t  if  the solution to  (6.31) is L1(1R+), then  the zero solution of (6.31) is ExAS. 
T aking th is  deduction in  conjunction w ith (6.32) proves the Lem m a. A triv ia l m odification to  the 
analysis on p .127 of [49] and (6 .6) show th a t  (6.31) is L1(M+). o
Now we show
L em m a 6 .2 .5  The zero solution o f  (6.28) is exponentially asymptotically stable.
P ro o f : Let x{-) be a solution of (6.28),
g{t,x{-))  = X{t) ( j ^ ^ - l ^ a { t - s ) x ( s ) d s .  (6.33)
and
w (s , t )
h i( t )  — sup0<i<t a(t — s) - 1 (6.34)
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T hen  we have
x '( t )  =  \ ( i )  ^ x ( t)  -  J  a(t — s )x (s)  ds'j -  (/3(t) +  p i( t ) ) x ( i )  +  g(t, x(-)). (6.35)
We also have from  Lem m a 6.2.3 th a t
|*(Mo,¿)| < Mto (6-36)
By L em m a 6.2.4 the  zero solu tion  to  (6.30) is ExAS. Therefore, T heorem  6.2.1 allows us to  conclude 
th a t  there  exists a  continuous functional W (t ,  il>) defined for t  >  0 and  %[> £  C ([0 ,i],M ), and  constants 
K  >  0, k >  0 such th a t
(i) IV’W I <  < K \ $ \ t ]
(ii) \W(t,i>i) -  2)I <  -K'lV’i -  fo \ t  for ^ 1 .^ 2  £  C([0,.i],M );
(üi) < - K W ( t , ^ ) .
Using (i), (ii), (iii) above, along w ith L e m m a 4.2.1, (6.34), (6.36), (6.33) we can show
(^6.35)(*.*(-)) < W(V30 ) M O )  +
<  - K W ( t ,  *(•)) +  K M !h x
In teg ra ting  across th is  last inequality  over [io>i] gives
W ( t , x (•)) <  W (h,< i> y-K{t- ta) +  KM!\<t>\t0<TKt f  eK’ h 1 (s )d s ,
J t 0
and  using (i) above yields
|*(i,*o, <t>)\ <  +  KM!\<f,\toe - Kt f  eKsfn (s )  ds.
J t o
Since from  (6.36) th e  zero solution to  (6.35) is uniform ly stable, the  last inequality  allows us to  
conclude th a t  th e  the  zero solution to  (6.35) is uniform ly asym ptotically  stab le, and  hence, by 
Proposition  6.2.2, i t  m ust be ExAS. o
Proof o f  Lem m a 6.2.2: Define
h2 (t) =  1 — f  a ( s , t ) d s .  (6.37)
Jo
Let zi(-) be a so lution of (6.18), and  define
=  J  w (s, t)  ( l  -  * i (s ) d s - (6-38)
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z[{t) =  A(t) ( z i ( * ) -  J q w { s , t ) z 1 (s)ds^j -  (¡3{t) +  P l ( t ) )z i ( t )  +  g2 (t, Z ii ')) .  (6.39)
Suppose Zi(t) = <j>{t) on [0, t 0]- From  Lem m a 6.2.3, (3.5), (3.4), (6.12), (6.37), (6.38), we have
M M i ( - ) ) l  <  Mi\<f>\toh 2 [t). (6.40)
Since, by Lem m a 6.2.5 the zero solution of (6.28) is exponentially  asym pto tically  stable, we know by 
T heorem  6.2.1 th a t  there  exists a continuous functional W ( t , ip) defined fo r i  >  0 and  ip €  C([0, i] , M),
and constan ts K  > 0, k > 0 such th a t
(i) |V»(*)I <  w {t , ip )  < I<\ip\t\
(ii) I ^ M i )  -  W (t , ip 2)\ < K \ i P i - i P 2\t for xpi, %l>2 €  C([0, ¿],E );
(iii) ^ (6 .2 8 )^ -^ ) <  ~ K W { t , 1p).
U sing (i), (ii), (iii) above, along with (6.37), (6.38), (6.40) we can show
(^6.39)^ . *l(')) < W('6.28)(<,*l(-)) + tf|5(*.Zl(-)l 
<  - K W ( t ,  *x(-)) + K M l h 2 {t)\4>\t0.
In tegrating  across th is inequality  from io up to  and using (i)-(iii) above, we ob tain
|* i ( i , t 0 l* ) | < K \ 4>\t0e - ^ - ^  +  [  e*’ h 2 {s)ds.
J  to
By (6.16), limj-^oo h 2 (t) =  0, so the zero solution of (6.18) is uniform ly asym pto tically  stable, and 
by virtue of Proposition  6.2.2, exponentially asym ptotically  stable, o
We finally prove
L e m m a  6 .2 .6  I f  x 2 is the solution to
x'2 [t) =  F 2 { t , x 2(-)), (6.41)
then
lim W i )  =  0 .
t — ► OO
We can reformulate (6.18) as
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P roof  o f  L em m a 6 .2 .6: Here we modify the proof of Theorem 3.3.6. in [49], First, by Lemma 6.2.3 
the solution to (6.27) is ExAS. Thus we may write
Moreover, by Theorem 6.2.1, there exists a continuous functional W ( i ,  <f>) satisfying (i)-(iii) in the
statement of Theorem 6.2.1 above. If we put r =  0, then p(t ,  <f>) =  |<^(i)|. Therefore
W{t,<j>) =  sup |ari(/ +ioii,</>)|eKto. 
t0>o
Let be the solution of (6.41), we can use Definition 6.2.1 to calculate
„„ ,, W ( t  +  h , x 2' ) - W ( t . , x 2)
W76.4i)(<»*iO) =  l»m sup  ------------------
V  ’  h - > 0 +  h
where we let
æ2(s) on 0 < s < i ,
a?2(s) +  + P2(t)(s - t )  on t  <  s  <  t  +  h.
and we used F2{t, *2(0) —  F i{ t ,  %2[-)) =  Define
æ2(s) on 0 < s  <  t,
®2(s) +  (i, æ2(0 )(s —i) on t  <  s <  t +  h.
Now, the principle of superposition for linear integro-differential equations yields
This result obviously proves Proposition 6.2.1.
æ2*(s) =
x 1(t +  h +  t 0, t  +  h , x l ) =  x i ( t  +  t 0 +  h , t  +  h , x 2 - i2) +  ®i(* +  *o +  h , t  +  h, x*2), 
and if we define cf> — x 2* — Æ2 then
4>(s) =
This leads to the bounding argument:
0 on 0 < s <  t,
p2(i)(s — t )  on t  <  s  <  t  +  h.
^(6.41)^ . *2(0 ) < W & W * ’ *2(0 ) +  limsup j  sup |xi(< +  h +  <0, t +  h, <j>)\eh-t.0+ /* io>0
< - K W { t ,  *»(•)) + l im su p  + h, ÿ)
h -v  o +  h
<  - K W [ t , x 2( 0 ) +  l im s i ip T A '|^ |[+ /,
h-* o-f «
=  —KW( t ,  *2 (0 )  l in is u p  t K  su p  |p2( i) ( s  — ¿)|
< - K W { t , x 2{-)) +  K \ p 2{t)\.
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W ( t , *,(<)) < W ( t 0 , +  I<e~Kt f  e«° |p2(S)| ds,
J  t  o
and using Theorem 6.2.1, we obtain for t > to
\x2( t , t 0, 4 )| < m toe - K^  +  K e ~ Kt f  e*°\p2(s ) \d s .
J  to
The Lemma follows on applying (6.17). o
Integrating across the last inequality on we have
6 .3  P r o o f  o f  C onvergence
In order to proceed with the proof of (6-5), we first require some subsidiary results.
L e m m a  6.3.1 //</(•,•) 25 given by the solution o f  (3 .10)  with initia l condition given by (3 .11), and 
(6.6)  an d  (6 .7 )  are true, then f o r  a l l t > 0  we have
V ( s , t ) 6 D ,
00 |§?(M)|<2M1+M 2,
where M i ,  M 2 are defined in (3 .5)  and  (3.6).
P roo f: The proof of part (i) is analagous to the proof of Lemma 6.2.3. For (ii), note from Definition
4.2.1 (i), (3.10), that
d° < |A(f)| ( \ g { s , t ) \  + J '  w ( u , t ) \ g { s ,u ) \d u ^ +  |/?(0Hs'(M)|
< |A(i)|^ l +  Jf w ( u , t ) d u ' j + |/?(i)|
< 2 max | A(i) | + max |/?(i) \
=  2 M \ +  M 2,
where part (i) of the Lemma yields the second inequality, Definition 4.2.1 (i) and (ii) the third and 
(3.5) and (3.6) final equality, o
For notational simplicity, define
h[t) =  V I . (6.42)
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We prove (6.5) under the following constraint: there exists 7 > 0 such that
, Jo <r(s ) ds _  
k{t)
From (5.16), (6.42) and (6.43) we immediately have
lim f  —  =  0. (6.43)
*-»“  Jfe(i)
gif1 d s  -
h ( h ( t ))2
rM‘+i) , x2.
lim i» —  =  0, (6.44)
n {i-|-i;   ,
limi1+*(/i(f +  l)-M0) “ ----  —  2~  =  0. (6.45)
t - f o o + 1))
Proposition 6.3.1 Suppose that there exists 7 > 0 such that (6 .^3) holds. Let g (- t •) be the solution  
o f  (3 .10)  with in itial condition given by (3.11), where (6. 6)  and (6 .7)  hold. Then
1  f tlim 7-7-7- I a-(s)g(s ,t)  d B s =  0 P-a.s.. (6.46)
t - fo o  K it)  j q
P roof : Let
Then (6.46) follows if
Y,= m l
lim Yt = 0  P — a.s..
t~y 00
To prove this, we first show that converges, where /i(-) is defined in (6.42). Then, by
using the semi-martingale decomposition furnished by the Berger-Mizel Transformation, we show 
convergence between the grid points h(n). Let m  =  2[^]. Now for every e > 0, we have
W l > £ ]  < ¿ K [ y t2m]
1 (2m) 1 / /q (<r(s)ff(M))2rfs\m 
e2m rn\2m \  k ^ t )2 )
1 (2m)! ( X) o-(s)2 d s \
- e2m m!2m ^ k ^ t )2 )
where we used Proposition (6.1.1) to obtain the second equality, and Lemma 6.3.1 (i) to achieve the 
last bound. W e  then obviously have
y>riV).Ml >ffl < —  V  —  (n1 ( } ds\LI h(n)I -  j -  e2m m !2m Z ,  nym ^  ^ ( ¿ ( n ) ) 2 )
<  CO.
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where the choice of m , together with (6.44), ensure that the sum is finite. Thus for n £ N  the 
Borel-Cantelli Lemma allows us to conclude that
lim Y u n\ — 0 IP — a.s.. (6-47)n-voo ' ’
To achieve convergence in general, we will need to interpolate between the gridpoints. To do this,
notice that a(-) is uniformly bounded as are g(-, ) and §?(•,■) by Lemma 6.3.1. Thus we may
decompose Yt using Theorem 3.3.1, to wit
Y,=ml ’(,)dB‘+ml(L <u)6i *■ (6-48)
where we used substituted (3.11) in the Ito integral. Next we need to show
lim , —. . [  a ( s ) d B 5 = 0  IP— a.s.. (6.49)t^ook^Ja
2I a (s )  ds < oo,
Jo
then by the Martingale Convergence theorem there exists a random variable Moo with finite square 
variation such that
t
lim I a - (s )d B .  — M 00 IP— a.s../ cr(s)
Jo
so (6.49) is true. On the other hand, if
POO
I o-(s)2 ds =  oo, 
Jo
we observe that the Ito integral is a time-changed Brownian motion: (see Karatzas and Shreve p.174
[41]) indeed there exists another Brownian motion B such that
m ) S l ° {s ) iB - = m k )  (6-50)
where u =  cr(s) 2 ds and since by (6.43) it follows that
‘-*00 kx(t)
we have, on applying the law of the iterated logarithm to the r.h.s. of (6.50) that (6.49) is true. 
From (6.47), (6.48), (6.49), if we define
z‘ = m l  (I  °(°}^ :,(u's)dB‘) *■ (6,51)
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I
then
lim Zftin) =  0 IP - a.s.,n—t oo '
and (6.46) is true (and hence the proposition) if and only if
lim Zt =  0
Î  — f  O O
' — a.s.. (6.52)
We prove (6.52) as follows: for each t G M + there exists n 6 N  such that h(n) < t <  h(n +  1). Using 
(6.51), we have
-  Zh^  = (n S f ir  '  0  Zh[n) + W )  Sh{u) ( I  < u^ u>s^dB- )  ds>
so (6.52) is equivalent to
lim sup
h(n)<t<h(n+l)
= o ' — a.s..
We now prove (6.53) by another Borei-Cantelli argument.
E sup
h(n)<t<h(n+l) 
1 >E
<
<
<
E
k i (h (n + 1))"
1
k i (h (n + l) )2 
h(n +  1) — h(n)  
k i ( h ( n -(-1))2
sup /
h(n)<t<ft(n+l) \Jh(n) \ J 0
a i u) ^ { u , s ) d B u ) ds
E
sup (t — h(n)) f  (  f  < r(u )^ .(u ,  s) d B u ) ds
n ) < t < / i ( n + l )  Jh(n) 0 J
S 'Jh(:
su p
h(n)<t<h(n+l)  n) \ J o
cr(u) —  ( u , s ) d B u ) ds
h ( n + l ) - h ( n ) E  [ 
k i ( h ( n  +  l ))2 [A(n )
h{n +  l ) - h [ n )  r ^ + i )
k i (h (n + 1)) Jh(n) i
E
a ( u ) ^ - ( u , s ) d B lt ) ds  
( /  <T(u)^(u’s)dB^
= ^ / ) - ^ r +i)( A ^ )gtK S))2^  d,
k i (h (n + 1)) Jh{n) \ J o /
k i ( h ( n  +1)) Jo 1
=  Q M ^ + p l  /  1+ J ( h ( n + l ) - h ( n ) f  /•*<"«', H , J  
n 1+ 2 y  & i ( / i ( n + l ) )  Jo J
<
(2Mi + M 2)2 
n1+a for n sufficiently large.
(6.53)
where we use the monotonicity of ki(-) to get the first inequality, Cauchy Schwarz to obtain the 
second, Fubini to get the first equality, Proposition 6.1.1 to obtain the second equality, Lemma 6.3.1
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(ii) to achieve the fifth bound, and (6.45) to obtain the final bound. Thus
E e
71=1
sup . M  /
/i(n)<£</i(n + l) V Jh(n)TV L S I  d°] < oo,
and so by Chebyshev’s inequality, we have for every e > 0
f t
f h(nDn=l
sup
h(n)<t<h(n+l)
> £ <  OO.
Therefore, by the Borel-Cantelli Lemma we have
lim sup 7—7-r [  (  f  t r ( u ) ^ ( u , s ) d B u)  ds
n ~*°° h(n)<t<h(n+l) k l ( t )  Jh{n) \ J 0 “ t  J
which is precisely (6.53), so the proposition is proven. 0
= 0 '— a.s.
W c  are now in a position to prove the main result.
Theorem 6.3.1 Let A(-), /?(•), <r(-) be continuous and uniformly bounded and satisfy
inf /J(t) — A(t) — sup |A(s)| > 0.
* > °  s> 0
Let k(-) be continuous, limt-4.00 k(t) =  0 0 . Suppose there exists a positive, non-decreasing C 1 function, 
ki(-), which satisfies
lim = 0,t-too k \( t )
Suppose there exists 7 > 0 such that 
L et X  be the solution to (6.1).  Then 
IP-a.s. and in p th mean fo r  any p G [l,oo).
lim M  =  1.
t-too k i ( t )
fn a (s )  dslim 1 -,—  = 0.t-f0° k(t)
r Xt 1 
llm T77T = !> t-¥00 k{t)
P ro o f : We first prove almost sure convergence. One can write, from Theorem 3.3.1, (3.12)
¡ $ r 1 =  i m - ' ì + W ì l  ( 6 5 4 )
By Proposition 6.2.1 the first term on the r.h.s. of (6.54) goes to 0 as t  —> 00 and by Proposition 
6.3.1 the second term on the r.h.s. of (6.54) goes to 0 P — a.s. as t —»■ 0 0 . To prove convergence in p th
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mean, if p > I, we proceed as follows. Let r = f£"|, so r is a positive integer and 2r  >  p. Therefore 
one has
E
( « ! " )
2 r
=  E
<
o 2 r — 1 (  (  e W  t V '  , ( 2 i*)! /  £  f r W » .
)  + r t a r \  k( t f
2r
i))2dsN
cr(s)2 ds
MO2 ,
Thus from Proposition 6.2.1 and (6.43), we have
lim Et—foo
so since 2r > p >  1, it follows that
lim Et—►OO
( * L _
2r
= 0 ,
=  0 .
Since p was chosen arbitrarily, p th mean convergence has been demonstrated for all p G [l,oo). o
The same ideas used in the proof of the above theorem may be used to prove
Theorem 6.3.2 Let A(-),/?(■), cr( ) be continuous and uniformly bounded. Moreover, suppose A(-) < 
0, and
inf P(t) — X(t) + inf A(s) > 0. t>o »>o
Let k(-) be continuous, lim^oo k(t) =  oo. Suppose there exists a positive, non-decreasing C 1 function,  
(■), which satisfies
Urn = 0, Hm = 1.e->co k \ ( t ) i-^ ooAji(i)
Suppose there exists 7 > 0 such that
Let X  be the solution to (6 .1) .  Then
i-»«5 fc(i)2
X t ,hm — — =  1,
t~ + O Q  k ( t )
r-a.s. and in p th mean fo r  any p G [l,oo).
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Proof : As in Theorem 6.3.1. «
Remark 6.3.1
The conditions of Theorem 6.3.2 are in particular satisfied if
whenever A(-) =  A < 0. Thus we see that if chartists have mean-reverting expectations, they cause 
the price to follow the consensus growth rate of the fundamentals almost surely.
There is a further useful extension to Theorem 6.3.1.
Theorem 6.3.3 Suppose ( K t ) t>o is a T t —adapted stochastic process independent o f  (B t )t>o- Sup­
pose  there exists a continuous function k(-) which satisfies
lim ~ ^ r  =  1 P — a.s.
t-+ o o  k(t)
along with properties  in Theorem 6.3.1. I f
d X t =  ^A (t) - jf* w { s , t ) X .  ds^j -  0 ( t ) ( X t - K t ) j  dt +  <r(t) d B t (6.55)
then
lim ~  =  1 P — a.s..t-+ oo Kt
Proof: W e  apply the argument to the previously deterministic solution to (3.12) on a pathwise basis,
lim = 1 P — a.s..  
t-*co K t
The argument used in Proposition 6.3.1 is unaltered by the new hypothesis, as the process (K t )t>o 
is independent of (B t ) t>o, proving the theorem, o
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Vlim —7- =  1 IP — a.s..
d K t — k [ ( t )  dt + (T\(t) dW t  
where ( W t) t> 0 a T t —adapted standard Brownian m otion independent o f  (Bt)t>o- Let
/o <7i(s)2 ds los loe i/o i^(s)2^ )lim ----------------------------- 0.
f-» 00 k i ( t ) ‘
I f  X t is a solution o f  (6.55), then
00 K t
P roo f  : Follows directly from Theorem 6.3.3. o 
Remark 6.3.2
Theorem 6.3.3 means that if the fundamentalists believe that the price should revert to values given 
by a stochastic process, provided that the process is independent of the price, then the price will 
follow that process asymptotically. The benefit of this result is that the fundamentalists merely need 
to observe a time series (or several time series, and then take their weighted average) rather than 
fabricate some value for the fundamentals.
Remark 6.3.3
Corollary 6.3.1 Let K t satisfy
We may think of k(-) as representing a fundamentalist index function. To keep consistency with the 
notation for chartist index functions, let
a , f ( t ,X .)  =  k (t) .
Then if the conditions in the above theorems are satisfied, we have
a f  (t, X . )  ac ( t ,X . )lim —  — - =  lim — — ~ =  1 a.s..
t —too X-t t —toc JCf-
This indicates that both groups of speculators correctly gauge the growth rate of the market, 
asymptotically. It also shows that chartists do not necessarily underperform fundamentalists as 
investors. The equivalent efficacy (or inefficacy) of technical and security analysts is remarked upon 
in Malkiel [35], and this result seems to agree with his observation. Recalling from Remark 4.2.4 that
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Figure 6.1: A  sample path for the Black-Scholes model.
chartists buy at record highs, and that the long run trend in security markets has been upwards, we 
see that the chartists in our model very often correctly interpret the buy signal their index functions 
provide. Thus we would expect the chartists to be effective under such conditions.
An interesting consequence of this result is that it suggests an underlying time consistency in the 
model. Since both groups of speculators have indices which track the market relatively well, it seems 
plausible that neither group of speculator will be bankrupted by their trading. Thus, since both 
groups of speculators should survive, the price dynamics do not seem to bring about circumstances 
which will cause the model to become invalid. However, market conditions in which the model 
produces crashes or bubbles are not included in this analysis.
Another possible reason for charting is provided by the above theorems: suppose an influential 
insider trader existed in the market for a particular financial asset. This trader may be assumed 
to know the fundamental value of the asset at any time, and so will behave like a fundamentalist. 
We assume that the chartists suspect that such an agent is present in the market; therefore, in the 
absence of the privileged information which the insider trader has access to, the chartists observe 
the behaviour of the price path in order to detect that investor’s trading pattern. We see in the 
instance of steadily growing fundamentals that the chartists are able to gain access to the insider 
trader’s information via their index functions. Therefore, in this setting, charting can be seen as a 
sensible response to limited information. See De Long et. al. [18].
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Figure 6.2: Sample path of St — e Xt for the model with memory. 
The following is a special case of the general result.
Corollary 6.3.2 Suppose A('),/?(•), cr() are continuous and uniformly bounded, and
inf/?(i) — A (t) — sup |A(s)| > 0.*>0 t>0
If k(-) is a continuous function such that
where i] >  0, then
,  mlim —  =  r1,
t—\OQ I
lim j logS( =  !j,
t—too t
in p th mean an d P-a.s..
Proof : Choose k i ( t ) =  r/i + 1, and the conditions of the Theorem 6.3.1 are satisfied, o 
Remark 6.3.4
The pathwise price asymptotics have the same form for the modified and the Black-Scholes models: 
if prices evolved according to dSt =  a  St dt +  a  St d B tt then
1 1lim - log St =  a - —<r2 P-a.s.,
t— t o o  I  2
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while with St — ex<, Corollary 6.3.2 reads
lim - log St = T] P-a.s..
t —t o o  t
Therefore the pathwise price asymptotics for the Black-Scholes model have the same form as those 
described by Corollary 6.3.2.
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Chapter 7
Convergence o f the E .D .F . o f  
Periodic Linear S.I-D .Es
7.1 In tro d u ctio n  and M o tiv a tio n
In this chapter, we show that if we assume that the fundamentalists do not believe the fundamentals 
change over time (i.e., k(t) =  I<*), then though neither the price nor the returns converge in 
distribution, one can prove when the fundamentalists dominate, that the empirical distribution 
functions of both price and returns converge in a Cesaro sense.
Let the log-price X t now be governed by
d X t =  A(<) - jf w ( s , t ) X ,  ds^j - p { t ) (X t - K * )  dt +  a ( t )  d Bt,
with deterministic initial condition given by X q — x 0, and suppose A(-), ft(-), and cr(-) are either 
T-periodic or constant and satisfy (6.6). The introduction of periodicity has the same motivation 
as in Chapter 2.
In the next section, we note how to calculate the covariance of stochastic integrals with ¿-dependent 
integrands. We also show that the resolvent of the deterministic integro-differential equation is 
exponentially bounded, again using the converse theory of Liapunov functions.
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In the third section of the chapter, we show that the price does not converge in distribution: however, 
it is possible to show that the expected value of the empirical distribution function converges to a 
distribution function with density function given by a continuous superposition of normal densities. 
This proof is achieved via a mixture of Cauchy sequence and Liapunov function techniques. One 
can prove a similar result, using the same ideas, for the A — returns for any A  > 0.
In the final section of the chapter, we show (under the proviso that a certain function is not identically 
constant) that the limiting returns distribution is symmetric, unimodal and has a greater probability 
of being close to 0 than a normal distribution with the same variance. Furthermore, the limiting 
returns distribution has heavier tails than a normal distribution with the same variance. More 
specifically, in the case of the A-re turns, r(A; •), we show that there exists a T-periodic, Lipschitz 
continuous, strictly positive function v a (-) such that
where -F a ( - )  is a  distribution function with density / a ( - )  given by
7 .2  P re lim in aries
In this section we introduce the model that we are to study, note some of its properties, and recall 
some results in the theory of integro-differential equations which we will use later.
Let e(-) solve
e(t)  = g { 0 , t ) ( x o - K * )  +  K * . (7.1)
One has Theorem 3.3.1 with a different e(').
Proposition 7.2.1 Under the above hypotheses, (6 .1)  has a unique continuous, variation of  param­
eters  solution given by
(7.2)
where g(-, ■) is given by (3 .10) and (3.11), and e(-) is given by (7.1).
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P roof : As Theorem 3.3.1. o
hi : D  - + M . : ( s , t )  >-+ h i ( s , t ) ,  
and fo r  D' =  {(«,«) ; 0 < s < u}> ^ l2 satisfies
hi : D' —> IR : (s,tt) >-» Ii2{ s t u)-
If
/ h i ( s , t )2 d s  <  oo,
Jo
and
/ fi2( s , u )2 d s < oo,
Jo
then
pt.AU
Proposition 7.2.2 Let h\ be a determ inistic  function which satisfies
E ( /  h i ( s , t ) d B , ^ j  h i ( s ,u ) =  j  h i( s ,  t ) h 2 {s, u) ds. (7.3)
P roof : Use Riemann sums, o
W e  will also need a modification of a previous result.
Proposition 7.2.3 Let
x '[ t ) =  A(f) ^ a;(t) — J  w ( s , t ) x ( s )  ds'j — f l( t )x ( t ) . (7.4)
Then the zero  solution o f  (7 .4 )  is exponentially asym pto tica lly  stable i f  and only i f  i t  is uniformly  
asym pto tica lly  stable.
Proof : Take the analysis of Theorem 2.2.2 on p.54-55 in [49] in conjunction with that contained in 
Yoshizawa [79] p.29. o
Finally, we note that the resolvent decays exponentially.
Proposition 7.2.4 Suppose that (6. 6)  holds. There exist constants K  > 0, k > 0 such that the 
solution o f  (3 .10)  with in itial conditions (3 .11) satisfies
\g (s , t ) \  <  K e - ^ - ' î  0 <  s < t  (7.5)
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To do this, recall
P roof  : This can be proved in the same manner as Lemma 6.2.5. o
By Lemma 7.2.1 there exist io— independent constants K  > 0, k > 0 such that
|*(Mo»M < V i > i 0- (7.6)
Now we are in a position to supply the 
P roof  o f  Proposition 7.2.4'- Let
0 for 0 < s < t,
1 for s =  t.
Then g ( s , t )  =  x(t,s,<j>3) where x(-, -, •) is the solution to (7.4). Therefore
|«7(M)I = |*(W.)I < \t = Ke-*-)
for all t  >  s. o
Le m m a  7.2.1 I f  (6 .6)  holds, the zero solution of  (7-4) is exponentially asym ptotically  stable.
M*) =
7 . 3  N o n -C o n v erg en ce  o f  th e  T ransition  D en s ity  and C onver­
g en ce o f  th e  E m pirica l D istr ib u tio n  F un ction
In this section we prove the main results of the chapter: namely, that although neither the price 
nor the returns converges in distribution, their empirical distribution functions converge. However, 
more work is required to show the pathwise convergence of the EDFs, the result achieved in Chapter 
2. Simulations indicate that pathwise convergence does indeed appear to take place.
W e  prove that the expected value of the empirical distribution functions converge to distribution 
functions whose densities are continuous superpositions of Gaussian densities. In view of this, we 
will ultimately be able to prove that, except in a set of exceptional circumstances, the returns 
distribution has heavier tails than a normal distribution. In the the following subsection, we will 
prove the result for the price distribution, while Section 7.3.2 contains the result for the returns 
distribution.
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7.3 .1  P r ice  D istr ib u tio n
Let us make the assumption of the periodicity of the functions A(-)i /?(■) and a(-) explicit: suppose 
that there exists T  > 0 such that for all t > 0
X(t +  T )  =  A (*) (7.7)
0 { t + T )  =  P(t) (7.8)
< r ( t + T )  =  a ( t ) . (7.9)
This assumption means that all of the functions A(-), /?(•)> ff() must be periodic, and must share
a common period. Further note that this definition does not preclude two or fewer of the functions 
from being constant.
We assume, moreover, that A('), /?(■), &(■) are continuous and satisfy either
or, if A( ) < 0,
inf 0 { t ) — A(i) > sup |A(i)| (7.10)
t>o t>o
inf/?(i) - A(i) > -inf A(i). (7.11)t>o t>o
Finally, we assume that (3.8) holds, viz,
inf |<r(i)| =  £ >  0. (7.12)
For the purposes of Chapters 7 and 8 of this thesis, we call (7.7), (7.8), (7,9), (7.10), (7.11) and
(7.12) the usual conditions (UC). W e  now proceed to prove
Theorem 7.3.1 Let X t  be the solution o f  (6.1), and suppose that the usual conditions (U C )  hold.
Then
(i)  X t does not converge in distribution as t oo.
( i i )  There exists a L ipschitz  continuous, T -per iod ic ,  s tr ictly  posit ive function v(-) such that f o r  all
(til)
t1i r2>E [ ? /  k x . < x } d s  = F ( x )  (7.13)
where F (■ ) is a distribution function with density /(•}  given by
/ ( « )  =  ±  i  1 e - * t e l - K ">a ds. (7.14)
1  Jo v27Ty/v(s)
P ro o f : We first prove (ii), of which (i) is a trivial consequence. First, notice from Propositions 7.2.1 
and 6.1.1 that
*t~,Ar(e(t),«(i)) (7.15)
where v(-) satisfies
v { t)  — f  o-(s)2g ( s , t )2 ds, (7.16)
Jo
e(-) is given by (3.12) and g(-, •) by (3.10) and (3.11). To prove the desired convergence, first note 
from (7,1) and (7.5) that
lim e(t)  =  K * . (7.17)
t-n» w  v
W e  now employ a Cauchy sequence argument as in Proposition 4.2.2 to show, for every t > 0 that
lim ü(i +  raï1) exists (7.18)
n - f o o
and define
v : M + -> M  : 1 1-4 v( t)  ~  lim v ( t +  n T ) . (7-19)n—>00
It then remains to show that v(-) in (7.19) satisfies the conditions in part (ii) of the proposition. 
W e  will first show, for alii > 0
lim v ( t +  n T )  — v ( t +  m T ) =  0 (7.20)
n .m -fo o
which proves (7.18).Without loss of generality, we will assume n > m . The following reformulation 
is immediate
p(n—m)Ty ji
v ( i  +  n T )  — v ( t  +  m T )  =  / a ( s ) 2g ( s , t +  n T )2 d s (7-21)
Jo
p t+ m T
+  / cr(s)2 ( g { s + [ n - m ) T , t  +  n T )2 -  g ( s , i  +  m T ) 2) ds.
Jo
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Using Proposition 7.2.4, together with (3.7) we have the following bound for the first term on the 
right hand side of (7.21)
f (n ^  a ( s ) 2g { s , t  +  n T ) 2 ds <  (e- 2«mT _  e-a,
Jo
so
r(n—m )T
lim I a ( s ) 2g ( s , t +  n T )2 d s  =  0. (7.22)
n ,m -4 o o , ri>m  J q
To tackle the convergence of the second term on the right hand side of (7.21), define for t  >  s
A , ( n , m ; t ) - g (s  +  (n -  m ) T , t  +  (n -  m )T )  - g ( s , t ) , (7.23)
so A*(«, m; s) =  0, and A s(n, m;f) =  0 for i < s. Using the T-periodicity of A(■), /?(-), cr(-), we have 
from (7.23) that
A' (n, m \ t )  =  A(i) ^ A,(n, m \ i )  — j  w ( u , t ) A , ( n ,  m \u )  d u j  -  P ( t ) A , ( n ,  m \ t ) +  f ( n ,  m ; s , t ) ,
(7.24)
where 1 denotes differentiation with respect to t and
f { n , m \ s , t )  =  A(i) /  g (s +  (n —  m )T , u +  (n — m )T ) (w { u , (n — m ) T , t +  (n — m ) T )  — w (u , t ) )  du.
(7.25)
If one defines
w ( u , i ), (  w (u  +  (n — m ) T , t  +  (n — m ) T ) ,
f * (n ,  m ; t )  =  Mi sup V  ^ ¿  7 ----- —  - 1v \o<u<t a(< -  u) +  sup0<u<t a ( t  — u) - 1
then (3.5), Definition 4.2.1 (iv) and Lemma 6.3.1 (i) enable us to show that
\ f ( n ,m - , s , t ) \  <  f * ( n , m ; t ) ,
lim f * ( n , m : t ) =  0. 
t—too v '
(7.26)
(7.27)
Observing that the homogeneous part of (7.24) is the differential equation for g(s , •), we can use 
(7.26) and Proposition 7.2.4 along with a similar line argument to that of Lemma 7.2.1 to show
rt
(7.28)\A a( n , m ] t ) \  <  K e  Kt J  eKU f *  ( n , m \ u )  du.
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We then have the following bounding argument: 
r t+ m T
ds
pi+ i
/ cr(5)2 (g(s  +  ( n -  ra)T,* +  (n - m ) T )2 - tf(M + mT)2)
Jo
n t+ m T
< Mg / (b(« + (n - m)T,i + nT)| +  |^ (s3i + mT)|) +  mT)| ds
Jo
/t+ m T  (  r t+ m T  \2iie-K(t+mT-s) h f e-«(t+mT) / e«u/* (n, m; u) <fu ds
.=0 y Ju=:s J
9 fl/f2 (  r t+ m T  r t+ m T \
<  2 ™ 3 f e - 2 « ( t + m T )  j  e2KUf* (n ,rn - ,u )d u  +  e-2< t+mT'> J  eKU f*  { n ,m ; u )  du j .
where we used (3.7) and (7.23) to obtain the first inequality, Proposition 7.2.4 and (7.28) to obtain 
the second and Fubini’s theorem to obtain the last. By (7.26) and the above we therefore have, on 
taking limits:
rt+ m T
lim / cr(s)2 (g(s  +  (n — m ) T , t  +  (n — m ) T )2 — g ( s , t  +  m T ) 2) d s  =  0. (7.29)
n,m->oo, n > m  J q
Equations (7.21), (7.22) and (7.29) now imply (7.20), legitimising the statement of (7.19). We 
relegate the proof that u(-) defined by (7.19) is positive to the Appendix of this chapter. Evidently, 
w(-) is T-periodic, so we merely have to prove Lipschitz continuity. To this end, we mimic the line 
of proof in Proposition 4.2.2. Without loss of generality, let t 2 >  t i - Then
rt-2+TiT
v { t \ ) - v { t 2) =  lim - / <r(s)2g(s, t 2 + n T )2 ds
n ^ ° °  J t i+ n T  
p t i+ n T
+  lim / <r(s)2 (g( s , t i  +  n T )2 -  g ( s , t 2 +  n T ) 2) ds.
Jo
(7.30)
We bound the second term on the right hand side of (7.30) as follows:
r t i+ n T
/ a(s ) (<g(s, il +  n T )2 - g ( s i t 2 +  n T ) 2) ds  
Jo
p ti+ n T  . .
< M i  ^ K e ~ K^ +nT- ^ + K e - K^ +nT- ^ j \ g { s , t 1 + n T ) - g { s , t 2 +  n T ) \d s
d t
, - f t i + n T  a
<  M 2I< +  e - « ( * i + n T - . )  s u p  ^-{s*,t*)
'  1 Jo 0 < s * < t ** < o o
|<2 -  i l l  ds
< 2(2Mx + M 2) M j K
where we used (3.7) and Proposition 7.2.4 to obtain the first bound, and Lemma 6.3.1 (ii) to obtain 
the third. Using Lemma 6.3.1 (i) also gives us
rti+nT 2+ l
/ a ( s ) 2g ( s , t 2 +  n T )2 ds
J t \+ fiT
Thus, (7.30) and the last two bounds give
< M 3 \t2 — ii|.
H t i )  -  « ( ia ) | <  M 2 ( l  +  2 (2M l +  112 -  i i | ,
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so v(-) satisfies the desired properties.
Finally, for each t e [0,T\, since X t+nT ~  Af(e(t +  n T ) , v ( t  +  n T )), by (7.17), (7.19) if X t ~  
Af(K*, v(t)) then
the analysis of Theorem 2.6.1 and Proposition 2.7.2. o
7 .3 .2  R etu rn s D istr ib u tio n
W e  recall the standard Definition 2.7.1 and prove
Theorem 7.3.2 Let {r(A;i)}t>o be defined by (2.68), vihere X ,  satisfies (6 .1) .  Then
( i) r(A; t) does not converge in distribution as t —> co.
(ii)  There exists a L ipschitz  continuous, T -per iod ic ,  s tr ictly  posit ive  function Ua(') such that fo r
Xt+nT —> X t as n —> oo
proving part (ii).
Since by (ii), v(-) is continuous, T-periodic and strictly positive, the proof of part (iii) follows from
all te [0,71, i f
f(A;i) ~  JV(0,i>a (/))
then
r(A;i +  n T ) A as n -4 oo.
( i i i )
(7.31)
where / ' a (-)  *s a distribution function with density / a (  ) given by
(7.32)
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P r o o f: (i) is a direct consequence of (ii), and if (ii) is true, (iii) follows in the same manner as in 
Theorem 7.3.1. We therefore need only prove (ii).
One can use Proposition 7.2.2 to show that
r(A;i) ~  N { c ( t + A) - e(<),tA(<))
where
rt
®a(0 =  J  < r(s f  ( g { s , t  +  A )  -  g { s , t ))2 d s  +  j | ff(s)2g(s ,  t + A )2 ds. (7.33)
As before we show for any t >  0 that
lim v& (i +  n T ) exists, (7-34)n—tco
and define
va(0 =  lim «a( t  +  n T ) (7.35)
n —> o o
and show that v&(-) satisfies the desired properties. Equation (7.34) is true if
lim #a (* +  n T )  — v& (t +  m T ) =  0. (7.36)
n,m-Kx>, n > m
Partition thus:
i> (n -m )T
v a ( t  +  n T )  — va(t +  m T )  =  / <r{s)2( g ( s , t  +  n T  +  A )  — g ( s , t  +  n T ))2 d s (7.37)
J o
rt+mT
+  / o-(s)2(g (s  +  ( n - m ) T , t  +  n T + A ) - g ( s  +  ( n - m ) T i t  +  n T ) - g ( s , t  +  m T )
J o
+  9{ s , t  +  m T  +  A)) (As (n, m ; t +  m T  +  A) — A s (n ,m - ,t  +  m T ) )  ds
The second term on the right hand side of (7.37) can be bounded above using (7.28) and Proposition 
7.2.4 by
2 K 7M £ { l  +  e kA) f  2e - 2K(t+mT) f n m T  e^ f ( n , m - u ) d u +  Ae"A sup /*(n,m;u)] 
K \ Jo i+mT<u<t-|-mT-fr-A J
which tends to 0 as n , m  —> oo. To bound the first term on the right hand side of (7.37), write 
r ( n - m ) T
/ a ( s ) 2(g(s, i  +  n T  +  A )  -  g( s , t  +  n T ))2 ds
Jo
r {n - m ) T
<  2A/3 /  g ( s , t  +  n T  +  A )2 +  g ( s , t  +  n T )2 ds,
Jo
so employing Proposition 7.2.4 yields
r.(n-m)TMn—rnyi
/ tr(s)2(5(s, t  +  n T  +  A) - g(s ,  t +  n T ))2 ds
Jo
<  M $ K 2 +  e - 2 K A j  L - 2 s ( t + m T )  _  e - 2 « ( t + n T ) \  ^
K ' *
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which tends to 0 as n, m  -+ oo. These limits establish (7.36). The T-periodicity of ua(-) defined in 
(7.35) above is clear. To show that it is Lipschitz, let t i  <  t 2 <  ti +  A, and decompose it according
«a (¿2) - va (ii) (7.38)
/ • ì j + r T + A  f*t 14 *^  jFHt Ali3+H7 r i\-T lil 'yUk
=  lim / <r{s)2g [ s , t 2 - \ - n T A )2 d s  — / <r(s)2g ( s , t i -f n T  +  A )2 ¿^ 7.39)
n~+0° Jt3+nT Jt,+nT
+  / <r(s)2( g ( s , t 2 +  n T + A ) - g ( s , t 2 + n T ) ) 2 ds
Jo
pt\-\-TkT
-  / <r(s)2( g ( s , t i  + n T  +  A) — g { s , t i  +  n T ))2 ds.
Jo
To bound the first term on the right hand side of (7.38), we rearrange it thus
rt?+TiT-\-A,
I cr(s)2g ( s , t 2 + n T  +  A )2 d s  -  er(s)20(s,ii +  n T  +  A )2 ds
tJ t^+ nT «/ti-J-riT
=  / <r(s)2g ( s , t 2 +  n T  +  A )  ds  — / a ( s ) 2g ( s,fi + n T +  A )2 ds
Jti~\-n>T+ A  «/ti+T'iJ*
/»ti-fnT+A
+  / o-(s) (0(s,i2 +  raT +  A ) - 0(s,ii +  nT +  A)) ds.«ta-j-TiT
The first two integrals in this rearrangement have absolute values < (¿2 — ¿1). The absolute value
integrand in the third term is bounded by
M |  sup0<i*<f<c© (*2 - il)>
so the absolute value of the first term on the right hand side of (7.38) is bounded above by
Ml (<2 - ii)(2 +  2(2Mi + M2)A).
To bound the second term on the right hand side of (7.38), we rearrange it thus
pfra+fiT/•a*t-n
/ cr(s)2 ( g ( s , t2 +  n T +  A) - g ( s , t 2 +  n T ))2 d s (7.40)
Jo
p t i+ n T
-  / a (s )  ( g { s , i i + n T + A ) - g ( s , t i  +  n T ))  ds
Jo
/*& an-Ti-i
= / cr(s)2( g ( s , t2 + n T  +  A )  -  g ( s , t 2 + n T ))2 ds
r ti+nT . %
+  j  tr(s)2 \ { g ( s , t 2 +  n T  +  A) - g { s , t 2 +  n T ))2 -  {g{s , t  1 +  n T +  A) - ff(s,fi +  n T ) ) 2) ds.
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The first term on the right hand side of (7.40) is bounded by 4 M | ( t2 — t i ) . Reformulating the second 
term on the right hand side of (7.40) leads to
/t i+ n T  . v<r(s )2 ((fl(si*2 +  n T  +  A) - g { s , t 2 +  n T ) )2 - ( g [ s , t i  +  n T  +  A) - g ( s , ti +  n T))2j ds
i+ n T
v {s)2 {(9{s, ¿2 + n T  +  A) - g(s ,  t i + n T +  A)) +  (g ( s, t i  +  n T )  -  g {s ,  t 2 +  n T)))  
x (#(«j h  + n T  +  A) - g(s ,  t 2 +  n T) +  g(s ,  t i +  n T  +  A) - g(s ,  t i +  n T ))  ds.
Using Proposition 7.2.4 and the Mean Value Theorem as in (7.38) bounds this quantity by: 
2 K M K 2 M ,  +  M g )  (1 +  e_ s A )  ^  +  e_ K(t2_ tl) j  { h  _  ( i ) j
so therefore
I^A(¿2) —  ^ a^i)! < M 3 ^6 +  2(2Mi -f- M 2) A  H —— — —(1 +  e reA)^  ( t2 — ¿1),
establishing Lipschitz continuity. We relegate the proof that v& (■) is strictly positive to the Appendix 
of this chapter, o
7.4  P ro p er tie s  o f  th e  D en s ity  F un ction  o f  th e  A sy m p to tic  
E D F  o f  th e  A -returns
As in Chapter 2, we emphasise several properties of the density functions /a( ); first, its symmetry 
and unimodality about 0; second, that the probability of the returns being close to 0 is higher than 
for a normal density with the same variance; third, that the tail of the distribution is heavier than 
a normal distribution with the same variance. From this we notice that the price process has the 
desirable property of being relatively quiescent for periods of time, but also capable of experiencing 
larger extreme deviations.
Proposition 7.4.1 Suppose that va(‘) given by (7 .35) is non-constant. Let F&(-), /a(-) be as de­
fined in Theorem 7.3.2 Then
(a) /'a(') is a sym m etr ic ,  unimodal distribution with mode a t  0.
(b) I f Y  M  ^ 0, y Jq v & (s )d s^ ,  with distribution function F&(-) then
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|
>  F a (x ) -  F a (- x ). ( 7 . 4 1 )
(i) there exists a > 0 such that fo r  all |a;| < a
(it) there exists a >  a such that for  all x >  a
& ™ E [ U o  JW ^ ds > 1  - F a (x ). (7.42)
(c)
lim -^jlogf A (x) =  - 7------- ------ j— . (7.43)
æ —>00 X  ¿ m a X o < , < T  ^ ( « )
P ro o f  : Mimic the proof of Proposition 2.7.1. o
7.5  A p p en d ix
We now prove the results outstanding in Theorems 7.3.1, and 7,3.2.
L e m m a  7.5.1 i»(-) defined by (7 .19) is s tr ic tly  positive.
P ro o f : Let t  >  0. Let u be the positive solution of
v2(2a(0)Mi) +  i^ sup |(3{t) — A(f)| — 1 = 0, 
t>o
(7.44)
and define C  — ¿.By virtue of Definition 4.2.1 (iv) there exists N \ (f) 6 N  such that for all n > N i (t)
w(s,  u)sup
0< » < u , u > t + n T — v
-  1a(u — s)
From (7.19), there exists N 2(t) e N  such that for all n > N 2(t)
< 1.
v( t)  — / cr(s)2ÿ(s, t +  n T )2 ds
Jo
<1*1 - 2 3C
(7.45)
(7.46)
where <r_ is defined in (3.8). Let N ( t )  =  max(iVi(£), N 2 (t)) , and let n > N ( t ) . W e  can then produce 
the following bound:
t+nT
r t + n T  /
sup / w ( s , u ) d u  <  j/a(0) ( 1 + sup
— i / < s < t + n T J s  \
< 2i/a(0)
>t+n T - v
w (s ,  u)
a(u — s) -  1 ) (7-47)
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where the second inequality follows from (7.45). From [49] p.24-25, the resolvent g(-, •) given by 
(3.10), (3.11) has the following alternative description:
^ ( s , t )  =  (/3(s) -  \ ( s ) ) g ( s , t )  +  A ( u ) w ( s ,u ) g ( u , t ) d u , (7.48)
Using Lemma 6.3.1 (7.44), (7.47) and (7.48), one can show, for s£[i +  n T  — i / , t  +  nT] that
< C ,
so from the Mean Value Theorem, one has, for all s € [i +  n T  — i/,i +  nT]
g ( s , t +  n T ) > 1 — C ( t  +  n T  — s) >  0. (7.49)
Finally, from (3.8), (7.46) and (7.49), we obtain
,  . 1 <r2
> 2 3C’
which proves the lemma, o
L e m m a  7.5.2 i;a( ) defined by (7 .35) is s tr ic t ly  positive.
P r o o f : Let t  >  0, C  = sups>0 |/?(s) — A(s)| + 2MiAa(0). There exists N i( t )  £ N  such that for all
n >  N i  ( i )
w(s, u)sup
0< s < t i , u > t + n T a(u — s) -  1 < 1.
W e  consider two cases
Case 1: cA < 1
There exists iV2(i) £ N  such that for all n > /V2(<)
/  p t+ n T  p t+ n T + A  >
v a ( ì ) - / a ( s ) 2( g ( s , t  +  n T  +  A )  -  g ( s , t  +  n T ))2 d s  +  / o-(s)2g ( s , t +  n T  +  A)2 ds
\jJ 0 >/ £ - f r t T  y
> — A  <r2T~ (7.50)
Let N ( t ) =  max(iVi(i), N 2(t)) , and let n >  N ( t ) . W e  then have
/t+xi'T -(-At + n T < i <
p +n ■■ A
sup I w (s , u) du < 2Aa(0).
:s t+ n T + A  J s
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Thus for sg[i +  nT, t +  n T +  A],
&-.0 < c.
and so g ( s , t +  n T +  A) > 1 — t +  n T  +  A  — s). The same argument as in Lemma 7.5.1 above 
yields
A<r2
da CO > 6
Case 2: cA > I
2This time we define N-2{t) by replacing the constant on the right hand side of (7.50) by f^. Once 
again, g{s ,  t +  n T  +  A) > 1 — ¿(2 + n T  +  A  — s) for s €E [£ +  nT, t +  n T +  A], Set T* =  Thus
■uaI
r
i (t) > I 
J t -
2so i>a(0 > q q , concluding the proof of the lemma, o
pt+nT+A 0.2
g ( s , t  +  n T +  A ) 2 d s -  =^ 
t+nT+A-r*
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C hapter 8
Pathw ise A sym ptotics o f the  
E xtrem a of Linear S.I-D .Es
8.1 In tro d u ctio n  and M otiva tion
In this chapter we consider the almost sure growth rate of the extremes of a linear stochastic integro- 
differential equation of the form
d X t =  A(t) ( x t - ^  w ( s , t ) X s ds'j -  0 ( t )  ( X t -  K * )  dt + a ( t)  d B t (8.1)
with deterministic initial condition X q, periodically oscillating (or constant) functions A(-), /?(•) and 
cr(-), and asymptotically shift invariant w(-, •).
Exploiting the fact that X t is Gaussian for all t , one can use the theory of Liapunov functions 
for deterministic integro-differential equations to show that the resolvent of a related deterministic 
equation has bounded exponential decay, and hence so does the correlation of X t . By applying the 
result of Klass on almost sure fluctuations of maxima of iid random variables, we show that discrete 
stationary normal sequences with exactly geometric decay in their correlation have the same almost 
sure fluctuations. It then follows by the normal comparison lemma and its direct consequences 
that all normal sequences with correlations bounded by geometric decay have large deviations of 
0 ( \ / 2  log n) almost surely.
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. maxo<,<i X s I . 7limint - ■—  > ,/ max u(s) a.s.,
t-H>o - y / J T o g i  - \ j o < s < T  w
where u(-) is a T-periodic function which is the uniform limit of the variance of X t ,  v ( i) . The almost
sure asymptotic boundedness on the whole real line of
maxo < s < t X a 
V 2 logi
has not yet been secured: however, the following “modulo-continuity” result has been attained; for 
every h >  0
max0<KjjLj X ih r  “hmsup--- ~ ■ ■ ---  < , 2  max v is ) a.s.,<->« “ V ° ^ T
while if there exists i\ > 0 such that C o v ( X s , X t ) > 0 for all t ,  s > T \ , we have
max0<<<^xj Xih I —hm --- ~.7  =  , / max v[s) a.s.«-+oo vTlogI V°-a-T
While there exists a comprehensive literature relating to the classical and weak limit theory of 
extremes and sojourns, very few results seem to be available to form a strong limit theory of extremes. 
In fact, I have only been able to identify a handful of papers, all of which relate to discrete time 
stochastic processes which are iid. Since we are studying a nonstationary dependent continuous time 
process, some additional analysis is plainly necessary.
The almost sure asymptotic behaviour of the extremes of discrete time iid processes has been essen­
tially settled by the results of Klass [44], [45], building on the theory pioneered by Barndorff-Nielsen. 
Both authors concentrated on the normalised liminf of maxima: the treatment of the normalised 
limsup of the maxima of iid processes follows directly from the following observation: if X \,... , X n 
are a sequence of iid random variables and M n = maxi<j<n X j , then if { u n } is a non-decreasing 
sequence
P[Mn > un i.o.] =  P[X„ > un i.o.] (8.2)
and so P[Mn > u n i.o.] = 0 or 1 according as > un] <  or = 00.
A  readable sketch of the proof of the normalised liminf of maxima is given in Embrechts et al. [22], 
The proof is quite technical and its outcome, though not its argument, will be used here.
To prove the desired result, we proceed in three steps, each comprising a section hereafter. First, we 
observe that we can directly apply the results of Klass to a linear (Gram-Schmidt) transformation
W e  can extend this result to continuous time to achieve a liminf bound:
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of a sequence of stationary normal random variables with exponentially decreasing correlation. By 
partitioning this sequence into k sequences we can show that the a.s. growth of the partial maxima 
is identical to that in the iid case. To my knowledge, this is the first a.s. characterisation of the 
growth rate of maxima of a dependent process.
Next, by using a result which compares the probabilities of maxima of two normal processes when 
their correlations are ordered in a particular manner, we use the ideas of the first section to show that 
sequences of jointly normal random variables have maxima of 0 ( y / l o g n ) . In fact, if the correlations 
are always non-negative, the a.s. growth of the partial maxima is again identical to that in the iid
case.
In the final section, we show that the correlation of the solution of the integro-differential equation 
conforms with that outlined in the previous section. Starting from a sufficiently large though finite 
time (in order to discard very low variances), we sample the process at equal intervals that are a 
certain multiple of T . Aggregrating these sequences, and choosing an aggregate sequence along a 
set of T-separated times, we can prove the liminf bound. The limsup bound is obtained by sampling 
the process at multiples of the arbitrary positive number h, and by aggregating these sequences and 
using the discrete time theory.
We see from the final result that the maxima has order of magnitude \ J maxo<s<T v ( s )y j2 log t 
multiplied by a pure number, or, if the correlation is positive after some finite time, is almost surely 
asymptotic to >/maxo<s<T v (s )^ /2 logi. Thus, larger values of maxo<s<T v(s) lead to larger partial 
maxima (and by symmetry, smaller partial minima). The analysis in the memory-independent case 
indicates that higher maximum variance occurs when the market is more uncertain or more likely 
to engage in trend chasing.
8 .2  F lu ctu a tio n s  o f  S ta tio n a ry  G au ssian  S eq uences
As usual, $(x) = e- “ 2/ 2 du. The following two results are fundamental to our discussion.
First, the Normal Comparison Lemma.
L e m m a  8.2.1 If  Xj is a s ta t ionary  sequence o f  standard normal variables with C o r r {X { ,  Xj) =
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r|i-j| and
M n =  max Xj,
l < J < n  3
then
n / 2 \
|F[Mn <  u„] -  <&(un)n| < /in^|rj|exp J  , (8.3)
where K  depends on S =  maxj>i \rj | <  1.
Proof'. See Leadbetter et al. p.81-85. [51]. o
Particularising the arguments of Klass [44], we have the following in Embrechts et al. [22].
L e m m a  8.2.2 Suppose that Xj is a sequence o f  independent s tandard  normal variables, and let
Then
=  max Xj.
iim - = 1 a.s. (8.4)n-+oo -/21ogn
P r o o f: This follows from Corollary 3.5.3 in Embrechts et al. [22], and is outlined in Example 3.5.4. 
over pages 174-176. o
L e m m a  8.2.3 L et  Xj be a s ta t ionary  sequence o f  standard norm al random variables. Moreover, i f  
Cov(Xi,Xj) =  f o r  som e A G (0,1), then
lim sup maXl< j fy <; y^ 2 a.s., (8.5)n->oo v 2 log n
and sim ilar ly  f o r mini<j<„ X j .
Proof-. Let a > 4 and define u„ = \ / a  logn, From Mill’s estimate we therefore obtain
1 - $(u„) < = V-(n)v27ravl°§ a n “''
and so
1 - <J>(u„)" < 1 - (1 - vHn))" < nil>[n) (8.6)
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for all n >  N i  — min{Yi £ N  : ip(n) < 1}. Define r j  =  A7 and B n =  K n J2'j=i \ri \ exP 
From Lemma 8.2.1 we have
P[M„ > ti„] < 1 - $ K ) fl + B n . (8.7)
With the choice of u„ we easily obtain, for some 0 < I<2 <  °o
Bn <  <  - & T -  (8 -8 )n a 1 f—f 1)2 1J=1
Taking (8.6), (8.7) and (8.8) together we see that for all n >  N i
P[M„ > \ J a logn] < a—  — —  + I<2
V 27ravlog n n a 1 m
whence
*2 < [I
[ogn - V  2
Taking limits as a J. 4 proves the assertion (8.5). By symmetry, the minimum behaves similarly, o
l i m s u p  . ^ f n  <  a / tt a . s .. V^ logr “ v °
We  now prove the principal result in this section.
Proposition 8.2.1 Lei X j ,  j  =  1,... , n be a sequence of  standard norm al random variables with 
C o v ( X i , X j) =  fo r  som e A £ (0,1). Then
lim maX!0-.j-w— : =  1. a.s.. (8.9)n->oo -^2 log 71
P r o o f : Let k £ N  and for each j  =  1,... , k define
r/j _  Xj+nh —  A fc-Xj-j-(n_i)fc
Without loss of generality, let n ^  m and notice that C o v ( U l, U ^ ) =  0, while V ar{U ^) =  1 for all n 
and j . Thus for each j  =  1,... , k, { U l } ^ = i is an iid sequence of standard normal random variables. 
Therefore, using Lemma 8.2.2 we have
v  m a x i < r < n  ( X j + r k  —  1   1
A  VTfc^ Vi a ' s '
for j  =  1,... , k. Next, define
, maXi<r<n (Xj-i-rfe^ ) — \ kX j + ( r -i')k(u>)) 1 _  ,iu2-j — {w . lim , « —  i ftT J-j
3 n-foo y/ 2  log n y/ 1  — X2k
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and fì =  n$=1Qj, so P[Q] = 1. Then for all u 6 fi
maXi<r<n (Xj+rk (^) 1   ^
n-K» y/ 2  log n \/l — \ 2k
for all j  =  1,... , k so
|. maxi<j<j; maxi<r<n ÀfeJYj-)_(r_i)fc(cj))____1   ^ (S 10)
n^ +oo i/ 2  log n Vi — A2*
Therefore
maxi<j<fcmaxi<r<n ( X j + rfc(ui) A^Xj+(r_i)fc(w)) 1  ^
00 ,/21og(n -f 1) A y / l — A2*
]t m axi<j<fcm axi<r<„+i (X j+ rfc(w) A •Xj‘.^r_]jjI(w)) 1  ^
n-¥oo i/21ognfc VT — A2fe
Now taking nfc < iV < (n + l ) k , we also have
maxi<j<fc m axi< r<n (X j+ rk Ak Xj+^r^i^k)
y/21og{n T  Tjk
^  m axi<p<^ (-Yp+fc A ' Xp) ^  maxi<j</: m axi<r<n-^ i (-Xj+f/c A 
— v^ToglV ~ -y/2 log nA:
maxi<p<iv AkX p) 1
l i m  ----------- ~  J t - 1 =   — — . =  =  1  a . s . .
N—¥co 1/2 log N  y/1 — A2k
For every e > 0 there exists k(e) € N  such that for all k > k(e) we have |1 — \/l — A2k | < § and 
Afc < Now fix A* =  ¿(e) + 1. Then
maxi<p<jy X p+k _ ^ maxi<p<jv ( X p+k -  AkX p) 1 ^  ^  i] ^  ^ maxi<p<jy^p
\J 2 log 1V ” a/2 logIV Vl - A2* V21og7V
(8 . 11)
so using Lemma 8.2.3 we have
1 .  maxi<p<jv -Xp+A 1 ,h m  sup Til- y 1 < £.
j v - » o o  \ /2 log AT
Using a decomposition similar to that in (8.11) and Lemma 8.2.3 for the partial minimum, we have
. .  .  .  maxi<p<^  Xp+khm inf   - A/ x - - 1 > e.
N—¥co V 2 log N
Thus for all e > 0 and A =  A(e) + 1 we have
lim sup
N -y 00
-Xp+fc 1 
V 2 lo g iv
< e. (8.12)
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Define
and the events
yjv.fc
YN
maxi<p<Ar Xp+k
v/2 log N  ' 
max i <p< A7 Xp  
ì/2 log N
vlm.fc = {w : |ym,*(w) - 1| > 2e}, 
Cm = {w : |Ym(w)-l|>2e}.
( 8 . 1 3 )
( 8 . 1 4 )
Observe for any p >  N  that the stationarity of the sequence X  implies
- N  p
n  uji=l m=n
N  p
n  u c »ji=l m=n
W e  will presently prove
(8.15)
P[A/v,* i.o.] =  0. (8.16)
Assume for the moment that this is true. The following argument is valid for both A mik and C m . 
We focus on A m^ . Fix n £ N  and define for p  >  N
N  p 
Bp = |^| Amjk, 
n=l m=n
so B p C B p+1 for all p  >  N . It is also true that
oo oo N  p N  oo
u  B p = u  n  u  A m<k = pi u  ^ m',e ’
p=JV p = N  n=l m = n  n=l m= n
so since Bp is an increasing sequence of events, we have
lim P [B p] =  P [ |J  Bp],
p= N
so
lim P
p-t oo
In an identical manner we obtain
N  p
n  u
,n=l m=n
N  oo
n  u  Am’k
lim Pp-foo
N  p
n  u Cmn=l m=n
Using (8.15), (8.17), (8.18) shows that
N  oo
n  u
,n=l m = n
_n=l m —n
N  oo
( 1 U &
ji=1 m=n
N  co
n  u  ^ m'k
,n=l m=n
(8.17)
(8.18)
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P[Cjv i.o.] =  P[Ajv,fc i.o.] =  0.
Thus for all e > 0, IP[|Y/v — 1| > 2e i.o.] = 0. By the definition of Yjv it follows that
maxi<p<^ v Xph m  ------~ - - = 1 a.s..
N-+ OO y/2 log N
We now return to the proof of P|yl;v,fc i.o.] =  0. Rewrite equation (8.12) in pointwise form: for every 
ui G Q where P[i2] =  1 we have
lim sup \Ym ,k — 1| <  e.
N —too m > N
Thus for each ui G there exists 0 < Df. (w) < e such that
lim sup \Ym h -  1| =  D k{u).
N-tca m > jv
Returning to definitions, we see that for all e > 0 and u G there exists N (e ,u j) G N  such that for 
all N  >  N ( e , u )
and taking limits as N  -»• oo in conjunction with (8.16) gives
sup |Ymj* H  - 1| - D k {u)  
m > N
<  e
so
0 < lyiV,fc(w) - 1| < sup Iym ,fc(w) - 1| < 
m > N
sup IYm ,fc(w) - 1| - D k {u )
m > N
Since A ^ k  =  {w : |Y}v,fe(w) — 1| > 2e}, it follows that P[Ajv,fc i.o.] =  0. o
8 .3  N o rm a l S eq u en ces w ith  E x p o n en tia lly  B o u n d ed  C orre­
la tio n s
In order to determine the almost sure fluctuations of the maxima of the stochastic integro-differential 
equation, we will need to relax the assumption of precise exponential decay in the correlation over 
time. In the next section, we prove that the correlation is bounded by an exponentially decaying 
function. In this section, we will therefore wish to characterise the almost sure fluctuations of normal 
sequences with exponentially bounded correlation.
Towards this end, we require two further results related to the normal comparison lemma. Firstly, 
monotonicity in correlation leads to monotonicity in stochastic boundedness in the following sense.
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C o v (X i  , X j )  <  C o v ( Y i, Yj) 
f o r  all i , j  =  1,... i I f  X j  and M„ =  maxi<j<n Y j , then
IP[M,f < u] < < u]
fo r  all u £ IK.
Proof: See Leadbetter et al. p.84. o
W e  will also need a more general version of the normal comparison lemma.
L e m m a  8.3.2 Let X \ , . . .  , X n be jo in tly  normal standardised random variables and define —
C o v ( X i , X j ) .  I f  5 — max^j |r,-j| < 1 then
Lemma 8.3.1 Let Xj,Yj  fo r  j  = 1,... , n  be sequences o f  standard norm al random variables which
satisfy
where K  is a f in ite  constant, depending on S.
Proof: See Leadbetter et al. p.84. [51]. o
Using this one can prove an analogue of Lemma 8.2.3
L e m m a  8.3.3 Let X j  be a sequence o f  jo in t ly  normal s tandard random variables satisfying
\Cov{Xi,Xj)\ < aI'-jI
f o r  so m e A € (0,1). Then
limsup max* ^ y/ 2  a.s. (8.19)
n-foo V 2 IGg 71
and s im ilar ly  f o r  X j .
P r o o f : Using Lemma 8.3.2, the proof proceeds in the same manner as that of Lemma 8.2.3. o
W e  are now in a position to prove the main result of this section.
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Proposition 8.3.1 Suppose X i , . . .  , X„  is a sequence o f jo in tly  norm al standard random variables
satisfying
ICov{X i ,X j ) \  <
f o r  som e A € (0,1). Then
1 < liminfmaXl p ^  < limsup^ ^ g ^  < y/2. — n->oo a/ 2  log 71 ' n-+oo v21ogn
Moreover, i f  C o v ( X i , X j ) > 0 then
maxi<j<„ Xjlim --- -~==-jL — 1 a.s..n-too y/ 2  log n
(8.2Ü)
(8 .21)
P roof  : The limsup part of (8.20) follows from Lemma 8.3.3 on letting a | 4. To prove the liminf 
lower bound, let ,Y n be a sequence of jointly normal standard random variables satisfying
Cov(Yi,Y j) =  AI,-JI. Let M * , have the same meaning as in Lemma 8.3.1. Thus for all e > 0, 
we have by Lemma 8.3.1:
P[Af* < (1 - e)\f2 log 71] < IP[M^ < (1 - e)\/2 log n].
The proof is thus complete (after taking e I 0) by the Borel-Cantelli lemma if we can show
O O
£ > [ M ^  < (1 - e ) \ / 2 \ogn] < oo. (8.22)
n=l
The proof of (8.22) is the subject of Lemma 8.3.5. To prove (8.21), first note the following fact: if
« nI?=>4,
< p I M
j=i
and P [Uf.1  Aj-i.o.j =  0, then
U Bii o-
i =i
= 0. (8.23)
To prove this simply notice that
oo oo m  oo oo oo
n  u  i M = n u * ; = u ^ -n=l m=nj=l n = l j = l  j —1
S O
n oo ft
p (J B j i . o . =  P i m =  lim Pn —►oo U 5i
3=1 3=1 J =1
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and analogously for A j .  However, since
n n
Cm < lim IPn—►oo U M
j =i J=1
we have (8.23). Let U\,... , Un be a sequence of iid normal standard random variables. Let
M l! = max U j .
1 <j<n J
Then for every e > 0 we have, by Lemma 8.3.1
P[U?=1{Xy > (1 + e) \/2 log 7z}] < P[uJ=1{U j >  (1 +  eJv^logn}]
Since > (1 +  e)\/2 lognj < oo, by using the independence of {U j > (1 +  e)\/2 logn}, the
Borel-Gantelli lemma, and (8.2), we have
P[M^ > (1 +  e)V/21ogn i.o.j =  P[f7n > (1 +  e)\/2logn i.o.] =  0.
Putting A j =  {U j > (1 +  e)V2logn} and B j  =  { X j > (1 +  e)\/21ogrt}, we can use (8.23) to prove
P |M *  > (1 +  e)\/2logn i.o.J =  0,
so taking this in conjunction with (8.22) gives (8.21). o
The proof of Lemma 8.3.5 requires a simple preliminary observation.
L e m m a  8.3.4 Suppose X ,  Y  are random variables and x, y 6 IK. Then
(i) P[X + Y  >  x] < TP[X > y] +  P[V > x -  y]; 
f i i)  If X  > Y  a.s. then P[X < x] < PjY < ®].
P r o o f i) For any i.yGl, P[X +  Y  <  x] > P[{X <  y }  H { Y  < x — y}]. Thus
P[X +  y > a?] =  1 - P [ X  +  Y  <  x] < 1 - P[{X < y} 0 { Y  <  x -  y}]
: P[{X > y} U {Y > x  — y}] < P[X > y] +  P[Y > x  — y\.
(ii) Follows from {X < x} C {Y <  a;}. ❖
L e m m a  8.3.5 For the sequence o f  random variables Y j,  j  =  1,... , n defined in Proposition 8.3.1  
we have, f o r  all e G (0,1)
O O
<(i-e)\/21ogn] < oo.
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P r o o f: For all e G (0,1) there exists k i(e ) G N  such that for all k > k i(e )
Ak <  ^ ( \ / 9  + 8e - 4 s 2 -  3(1 -  e)) =  a(e) > 0.
Fix k =  k \{e ) +  1. Note that a (e ) is the unique positive root of f £(x) = — 2e +  e 2 + 3x(l — e) +  ^ x 2, 
so we have
Since
A 1 - e + §A* 10 < — / < 1-VI - A
maxi<j-<nYj+k ^  maxi<j<nYj+k A Yj ^maxi<j<n Yj
(8.24)
—  A
\J ‘l  log n ~ a/ 2  log n \ /2 log n
we use Lemma 8.3.4 part (ii) and then part (i) to bound as follows: 
m a x i < j < n  Yj+k
s/2 log j <  1 —  £
<
<
maxi<j<n Yj +u AkYj  _  yk maxi<j<n Yj  ^  ^ ^
V 2 log n y j2 log n ~
m a x i< j < n  Y j + k  -  A k Y j' fcmaxi <j<n - Y j 3 fe 
V2l5^ i - 2 J+ 1 a/ 2  log n
m axi<j<„ Y j  3
y/ 2  log n 2
-f- <£
Vl - A2k
where we also exploit the symmetry of the joint distribution, and the independence of the jV(0,1) 
random variables
Yj+k - AkYj 
V l - A2k
To secure the result, we note that the argument of Lemma 8.2.3 immediately yields
Dn=1
maxi<j<n Yj ^  3'
V 2 log n ~ 2 <  oo. (8.25)
Furthermore, by (8.24), Mill’s estimate and some analysis, we have
O O
x >n=1
1 - s + i A *   \
V F P  <0°' (8.26)
Using the above bound together with (8.25) and (8.26) gives
maxi<j<„ Yj+k
D
n =  l V 2 log n
< l - e < oo.
The stationarity of the sequence now proves the assertion, o
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8 .4  M axim a o f  th e  In tegro-d ifferen tia l E q u ation
W e  first need to establish the exponential bound on the correlation. To do this we must first show 
that i(-) is bounded away from zero.
L e m m a  8.4.1 There exists T \ ,  L i > 0 such that fo r  all t > s > T\
\C o r r { X a, X t ) \ < L i e ~ K^ ~ ‘ \ (8.27)
P r o o f: We first prove the following: there exists Ti > 0 such that for all t > T\
~ u \  1 .^2
,(<) > 4 3C' (8.28)
where C  is defined in Lemma 7.5.2, and er is given by (3.8). Define /n(<o) = v(to + n T) and 
f ( t o ) =  v( to) . We will show there exists L E (0, oo) such that for all t o , t i 6 [0,T] and all n £ N
\fn(to) -  fn 1 ) I < L \ t0 — il |. (8.29)
First of all, we have
\fn{to) -  f n { t i )  \ <  
f*t o+nT
r t i+ n T
/ cr(s)25(s,ti + n T )2 ds
» to+ nT
pi0-\-nr
/ a ( s ) 2 ( g i s ^ x + n T )2 -  g ( s , t 0 +  n T ) 2) ds
Jo
+
By using the exponential boundedness in the resolvent (Proposition 7.2.4) and the bound on the 
¿-derivative of g (Lemma 6.3.1) one obtains
\g ( s , t i  + n T )2 -  g { s , t 0 + n T ) 2 \ < K 2e-^tl+nT- s'>e-<to+nT- s'>(2M1 + M2)\h - t 0 \.
Since |(71 is uniformly bounded by 1 (Lemma 6.3.1), we may choose
in (8.29). Letting Q =  {/„ : n 6  N} we see that Q is equicontinuous on [0,T], Moreover, since 
f n converges pointwise to f  on [0,T], it follows that f„ converges uniformly to / on [0,T] (see e.g. 
Rudin Q.18 p.156 [65]) i.e.,
lim sup \v(to +  nT )  — x>(<o) | =  0,
n _ *'oc’ i o e [ o lT ]
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so therefore by the T-periodicity of u(-) we have
lim v( t)  —  v( t) =  0. 
t —»00 w  w
Thus
1 <T2liminfi(i) > lini inf v(i) — v ( t) +  liminfv(i) > - 77^ , t—► CO t—► OO t—►oo 2t oG
proving (8.28). Using the exponential bound on the resolvent (Proposition 7.2.4), Proposition 7.2.2 
and (8.28) leads to choosing
a m i
Ll ~ i .
2 3 C K
proving the assertion, o
The proof of this lemma, along with Proposition 8.3.1, provides the material to prove the principal 
result.
Theorem 8.4.1 I f  [ X t )t>o is the solution o f  (8.1), and the usual conditions apply, then
‘ r ^iaXQ< X g  j  7  in  ort\limmf ; - - .—  >  ,/ max u(s) a.s., (8.30)
t-+ °°  v ^ T o g l  ~ \ J o < s < T  v K '
while f o r  any h >  0, we have
lim sup— *** «-7^— — < ¡2 max t>(e) a.s. (8.31)
t-+oo V T ^ g t  ~  \J  o< s < T  w  v
W e  defer the proof of Theorem 8.4.1 for a moment and note the following refinement.
Theorem 8.4.2 L et (X t )t >o be the solution o f  (8.1), and assume the usual conditions. Furthermore,
suppose that there exists T\ > 0 such that f o r  all t , s >  T \ ,  we have
C o v { X , , X t ) > 0.
Then f o r  every  h > 0
max0<f<i ±j Xih / —lim ---- 7 r    ----— , / max u(s) a
t-KX> s /2 \og t  ]Jo<s<T
.s.. (8.32)
P ro o f : Mimic the proof of Theorem 8.4.1 below, using (8.21) in Proposition 8.3.1 instead of Lemma 
8.3.3. o
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Remark 8.4.1 I f A(-) < 0 then C o v [ X , , X t) > 0 f o r  all t ,  s > 0.
Proof: Define gs (t) :=  g ( s , t ) , so
-O-M*)! < ( * M - - M * )  f tu(«,i)|pi(«)|d«-
«/ 5
If we let G ,( t ) =  |<7*(i)[ then G ,( s )  =  1 ~  g , ( s ) . Therefore, by the comparison theorem, we have 
G s (t) <  g , ( t) for all t > s. But this is nothing more than |<7(s,i)| < g ( s , t) for all t  >  s. Thus 
g ( s , t )  >  0 and the covariance is non-negative, o
Remark 8.4.2
From Theorem 8.4.2, it would obviously be possible to prove (8.32) for exponentially bounded 
correlation, under the following improvement in Proposition 8.3.1.
Conjecture 8.4.1 Suppose that Y l , ... , Yn are jo in t ly  normal and  standardised and satisfy
C o v {Y i ,Y j ) | < A |i" J'1
fo r  som e A £ (0,1). Then
.. maxi<j<„Vjlimsup ~ < 1 a.s..n->oo v 2 log n
W e  now return to the
P roof  o f  Theorem 8-4.1: Let a € (0,1). Define N  =  1 if L i  <  1, and N  =  [loS ^ - lQSQ] if Li > 1. 
Let ni =  [y“]. Further define
Y j _  X t 0+(nN+j)T+mT ~ efto +  ( n N  +  j ) T  +  n iT )  ^  _  1
y / v { to  +  ( n N + j ) T  +  n i T )
so Y j  Af(0, 1) and moreover we have without loss of generality for n > m
\ C o v ( Y j , Y l ) \  < L1e-s<"-r")JVT < a n~ m 
on using Lemma 8.4.1 and the definition on N . Thus by Proposition 8.3.1, for each j  =  0,... , N — 1
  -^ tn + irw + ijr+ n , r - e ( to + C r W + j) T + n tT )
maXo<r<n~l vWo+irN+ir/'+n.T) ^ ,
lim in f -------------------------------------------r   >  1 a.s.,n-+oo \/21ogn
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so
___________  ^ «o+ rT+ n, r - e ( t o + r T + n jT )
maxo<r<n- i.... —  A/t'(io+,'-r+,11T) 1 lim inf ■-------------  .-   > 1  a.s..
n-»oo y/2  log n  ~
Now choose t* G [0,T] so that v(t*) =  maxo<a<T^(s), so using (8.33) we have
Therefore
. maXo<r<n-l Xt'+rT+mT  ^  I 7Tliminf = ~ -, , / max t/(s) a.s..n-+oo y/2 log n y  0<s<T
.. . .maxo<3< t X s . rmaxo<,<(n + n X ,liminf . ~ --—  =  h m m f — r =  =1 ■ 1--t->°o /^2 log i n->oo ^/2 log(n + n \ ) T
.. . ,,max„ T<,<(„+„or X s
= h m  inf-----~ ~ - ---n-yoo y j 2 log n
r maxo<r<„_i Xta+rT-\-mT
- lim inf sup ---------- . ^ ——n-f0° t0e[o,T] y 2 logn
. maxo<r<n_i X f + r T + m T  
> nm in !  ~ ~~ r~r^ = ------------------ Fl-tCJO V2lOgft
> . / max v(s) a.s.,“ y D<j<T V
proving the liminf bound in (8.30). To tackle (8.31) we adopt a different strategy. Define 
rumps'] if L i <  1: otherwise let M  =  Further, let n2 =  ^ 1 -  For j  =  0,... ,.
yj   Xn2h+(nM+j)h c(îl2^ + j)&)
" \ / v ( n 2h +  (ntf +  j )h )
Then Y£ ~  JV"(0,1) and w.l.o.g. for n >  m  we have
\C o v ( Y ^ ,Y ^ ) \  <  i i e - < n - m ) i t h  <  a n~m ,
so Proposition 8.3.1 gives us for j  =  0,... , M  — 1
maXo<r<n Yn /  /Klim sup  -  -  -  <  y  2 a.s.,fj-+oo \/2 log n
so as in the liminf proof above we readily prove
1. 1 Xih e{ih) nrh m  sup —= =  max  rrrrr-- <  V 2 a.s.
n - t o o  \/21og7l n2<i<n+na-l V(lh)
(8.33)
(8.34)
M  =  
\d- 1
(8.35)
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max0<i<i u X ,'/1 maxo<j<(ra+n2) Xihlim sup ~ =----  =  k m  sup — —  _t—too y^logi n-too i/21og(n +  n 2)h
  g u p  —  1 )  Xih
n—too \/2  log Tl
\/v(t•) v  
— yjv { ih )< lim sup —  ------------ —-------
To conclude the argument for the limsup we have
■s/ 2  log ?
=  \J v ( t* ) - lim sup X ihmax
too \/2 log Tl r 2< i < n + n 3-l
^ / / , „ \  i - 1 X {h e ( i / i )< limsup— = =  max --- ^
n-too \/2 log n n 2< i < n + n 2-l
/— .— r e(ih)+ Vv(r)limsup max /— =
n-too n3< » < n + n 2-l yjv\lh)
< \/2, / max u(s)
-  y  0<s<T v
where we use (8.35) at the last step, o 
Remark 8.4.3
It would appear that the model for prices which we have considered might be more suitable for 
modelling processes which do not grow secularly. For example, suppose that prices evolve according 
to the standard Black-Scholes equation
d S t =  p S t  dt + <rSt d B t ,
and let X t — log St ■ The asymptotic deviations from
X t - { n -  lo-2)t
are then of order a^/2 t log log t.
If on the other hand, X t is the log-price satisfying the stochastic integro-differential equation, and 
k( t ) =  r)t +  v for some 77 > 0, it should be possible to prove there exists K \ > 0 such that 
|e(i) — rjt\ < K 1 for all t  >  0. However, from the last theorem, we see that the asymptotic maximal 
deviations from
X t -  rjt
are of order \/21ogt times some bounded function. Hence we see that the large deviations are 
significantly smaller than in the Black-Scholes case. This indicates that we should consider this as 
a more suitable model for exchange rates, for example, rather than for stocks.
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